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RESEARCH 
The Director's Preliminary Studies 
for 
Tobias and the Angel 
In the following I touch on various materials, books and pictures, 
I explored for knowledge about the historical background of the play and 
as stimulus to my ima~t~on in conceiving a fUll production of it. For 
reaearoh for a work of the imagination, in contrast to that for one of 
scholarship, muct come down to earth, only to fly off into the clouds. 
Who was Tobit? All we know is that there is a Book in the Apocrypha 
titled as his. The latest edition of Harper's Bible Dictionary says it 
was probably written about 200 BC, though the story it tells is dated 
about 600 BC. Bridie sets his play ~before the reign of Ahasuerus~. Who 
was he? I might as well look at a chronological chart of this Ancient 
History. I do. It clears up t~t particular fog: 
Jerusalem 
destroyed 
586 BC 
Temple Rebuilt 
Daniel 
,r-
Esther 
Assyrian 
Nebuchadnezzar 
(Babylonian 
Captivity) 
Belshaxxar 
Persian 
Darius 
Cyrus 
Ahasuerus (our boy) 
alias Xerxes (aha! ) 
Greek 
Marathon 
490 BC 
Thermopolae 
Salamis 
Alexander the Great 
Why isn•t the Book of Tobit included in our Bible? I ask several 
of my friends; who are clergymen, and/or Biblical scholars. The consensus 
of opinion seems to be that it was too much influenced by pagan (!3ersian) 
mythology. The Church of England approves Jerome's decision to exclude it 
.from the"canon", on the grounds that while it contains admirable instruction 
in manners and morals it has insufficient theological value. 
But the presence of the Demon was no doubt a feature of the story 
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that appealed to Bridie, he being a Scot. For the Scotch age well-aware of 
devils, from Calvinist preachers who threate\i. the more serious dangers;and, 
in their own "pagan" folklore, from experience with many homely varieties of 
fireside- and-glen-dwelling demons. 
Marcel Brion says in the Introduction to the Bible in Art, nTbis 
imaginative people had invented monsters so extraordinary •••• impossible 
to represent them. " The Hebrews, he means. They were not noted for their 
graphic art; their special skill was poetry, and music. But artists of 
many other peoples have delighted in them; and the story of Tobias and the 
~ has inspired a number of famous paintings, especially of the Re-
naissance. I look these up; but because I so heartily agree with Brion 
that "the Old Testament stories need the simplicity of the Venitian mosaics 
at San Marco, the Franconian primitives and the Bhenish miniatures " I 
look, too, for their reproductions to further mw growing sense of the style 
in which I would like to sat and tell this simple, child-like story. Here 
are notes I took on various ones: 
Rembrant: Departure of the ~1, - from the very ttpile of rub bel" 
Bridie calls for in his final scene; shows the dog; Anna by Duthh fireplace! 
Rambrant: Abraham entertaining the Angel: Angel 1 s make-up and ex-
pression simply dandy! Abraham 1 s beard and outfi:D good for Ragu.el • 
. r Boticelli: Departure of the Angel has three archangels, wooly dog, 
a yery womanly Raphael. Not for me~ 
Carolingian J.Vlini.ature 840AD: Moses Receiving the Law: this is more 
like it, with its flat, pointed mountain, little bonfires , primitive trees, 
and Moses having his tablets handed down directly from heaven. 
Ghiberti Story of Cain and Abel, 1436 shows 5 or 6 levals. Sug-
gests, for Scene One: Tobit's hut low, Angel appearing on roof •••••• 
Digression: Henry Cadbury says they used roof-entrances 
in Jesus• time ••• and here ( in History of 
the Hebrew Commonwealth by Baily and Kent,) 
is a photo of archeological dig revealing 
flat-topped roofs of buildings around Ishtar 
Gate, built by Nebuchadnezzar, 600 BC. 
For Angel- wings: see bas-relief stone portrait of King Cyrus, wi.th"four 
huge wings of the Assyrian cherub". See Ivlet. Museum I4onsters of Near a.ndt 
Far East, which, among many provocative reproductions, 
includes : Persian Miniature: Jonah and the Whale 
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elegant type for Tigris-Fish! 
To advance my mental images from flat representations to the three-
dimentional, requisite to stage-settings, - a perusal of Contemporapy 
Church Art and Architecture. Two chandeliers suggest my personally-
favored style of sketchy, bare, suggestive setting. (Note: I am sure it 
was a production I saw, years ago, in Moscow, which made an indellible 
impression on me. Duty's painting, and stage sets have the same quality. 
The l!loscow production was Vachtangov's Princess Turandot, modernized 
Commedia del Arte treatment of a romantic Eastern Tale. "Space-staging" 
in that there are no walls; ladders, trapezes, or suggestive of them, -
hanging free, light, moveable and moving, clear, light, vivid colors ••• ) 
\ 
' 
I 
{ The aforementioned chandelier. 
~~ G ~ Some such feature for, at least, the First and Last scenes of Tobias, the .Angel's Wings uinder th,ir delicate protecti'V"e shade, the Tobit family shelters, the adventure is 
launched and concluded ••• ?????????? 
"In the O.T. the entry of Angels causes foelings of disquiet, 
and though they come and go among men, unrecognized as .Angels ••• n 
Brion. 
In the N.T. too: shepherds on the Eve of Christ 1s Nativity! Bridie 
was surely working on this principle~ 
.Also; 11The o.T. characters are so Vivid we hesitate to call them 
merely symbolic, yet ••••• Tobias searched for the Universal Remedy that 
¢an open the eyes of the soul, and at the same time cure physical blind-
ness." · \ .!:lBrion ) Well, yes, if you like; but I prefer to trace the 
symbolism: whe~e did he find the remedy? And so on into speculations about 
"the use of a Mud Fish's liver n - and gall. 
This developed, at one stage, into a ballad I thought that Azarias 
might sing, ( instead of telling that long story, on the banks of the Tigris 
You have won this liver 
You have earne~ this gall 
---.I 
In your .Battle of the River 
Where you gave your .All -
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SUrely Bridie, who was Dr. Mavor, a practicing MD, would appreciate the value 
of cod-liver oil, ••••• and whale-oil, Moby Dick oil, that's used in lamps, 
lamps that the Wise Virgins have ready-trimmed and filled to receive their 
Divine Bridegroom •••••••• etc. etc. So: 
With the oil of a whale 
Or the liver of a cod, 
You have fuel for a lamp 
To receive your God. 
You can build a baby's bones 
Till they're strong as mail,-
With the liver of a cod, 
(And the oil of a whale) 
Actually, what it means is: 
When you've overcome an obstacle 
Or Sltffered through a pain · 
When you've had the guts to take it, 
You can count the guts as gain. 
In a future situation 
They will shelter you from harm , 
You can .take them out of storage 
And use them for a charm -
against a Demon Asmoday, for instance! 
But, in the end, I spared Mr., Bridie's play that doggerel, and reserved 
the moral of the ballad for personal use. I may say that ever,y theatrical 
production being1 by mature both an obstacle and a pain, - I've had plenty 
of occasion to quote this to myselfJ But to get back to the setting; I will 
_,_ \:[}_ ____ (' add a few more of ~ speculations: 
Angel's initial appearance 
and 
Benediction, end mf I-l 
\ ! 
• I 
I I 
I I \: ) /1 /( \ ~ I 
II. 
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( 
On a whi~e back-wall, project cloud-effect, moving slowly ( where could 
operator perch?) then when the sky 1s dusky, slip in a slide of huge angel-
wings. 
.2.£ 
Scrim-ceiling of hovel, through which Raphael's seen, in silhouette. 
But this spoils the effect of the flat roof ••• (and by this time, I was~ 
on the flat roof, as it recalled Mexico, where I've lived, in small towns 
and prim tive villages. It, I know, is very like the Near East of Bible 
Times. I could picture the Tobit family's home-life, describe the props 
they•s use, etc. all on the basis df my Mexican experience.) 
But, too, I have lived on the Lower East Side in NYC, - where boys kept 
pigions on the roofs, and, at evening, would exercise them by stirring 
them up lrlth long bamboo poles. The pigeons would wheel up and about against 
the evening sky •••••••• Maybe Tobias would keep pigeons?: And Raphael would 
arrive within the flock, his big wings adding a special Whoosh! -
****** 
Most of all this wild fancy of mine was abandoned, of course; but 
I'm sure that much of it got, somehow into the play, or at least into my 
communications with the actors, - and others who contributed to its final 
' form. • •••••••• 
There was the Design Teacher's notion about staging the Demon Battle, 
as a comparable exampl~: to project the silhouettes of handOpuppets of the 
Angel and the Demon onto a surface, somehow. We couldn't get a proper lamp 
to work this, but there was quite ~ bit of- inspiration, I guess you'd have 
to call it, - from that notion for the Battle as it was finally staged: 
******* 
Then I wondered about the Book of Tobit itself. I know just enough of 
Higher Biblical Criticism to realize it most probably was not written by a 
Tobit, in the version we have. But as it's come to us, it is in the first pers 
.And Tobit , though not the central character in Bridie's play, does start it 
off, - and the final words of dialogue ate Raphael ' s injunction "Write all 
II 
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this down in a book." Tobit is the S:cribe, then. He might enter the bare 
stage 'I'd th his Book in his hand. • • This is very much in keeping 
with the story-telling character of the play. 
********* 
As my ideas of the setting for the story evolved I tried to pare 
down each scene to its essential dramatic demand: the F.irst and Last, that 
had absorbed so much of my concern seemed to boil down to the hut, under the 
Angel's protection. 
The second scene's big event was the battle with the fish. I hated 
to have this all take place offstage. Why not have the river onstage, - and, 
once I had found a dancer capable of being a fish, have the battle onstage, 
too? With music, of course. (But I'll go into the music,later.) 
The Second Act's feature is the wall. That's really all that's needed. 
Act Three-Scene One's feature is scorching sunligb.t, that the Angel 
basks in, but is too hot for Sara, Perhaps I could have an awning, under 
whose shade Sara could, at the last, seek realistic shelter. 
********* 
If I had been working for a professional production I would not have 
been able to be so free in my adaptation of the script. As it was, I worked, 
to the best of my ability, to make dramaturgical changes, each with what I 
consider a good reason: 
A number of lines and phrases I cut, as too #cute" or too British, 
for an American cast and public. In the course of rehearsals, I 
opened some cuts; made others. 
Bridie's treatment of the persecution of the Jews, in Ninevah 
didn't sit too well with those of us who'd lived thBougb. the time 
of the Hitler- persecutions • First, I balked at the burying in the first 
scene; then; as I went over the entire scene, I found it pretty garbled, 
altogether, from the point of view. of structure. I outlined what was 
there, then rearranged it, cutting the burial-referance and supplying some 
necessary lines for transition to the rearranged form, 
MUSIC 
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As Bridie calls his Tobias ~a plainsailing transcription of the 
Book of Tobi ttt, patently in the modern idiom, I felt justified in requesting, 
and gratified to obtain, from Robert Anderson of Union Theological Seminary's 
School of Sacred Music• an original score, likewise inthe modern idiom, -
though no more modern than is the dialogue or style of the play. 
Personally, I don't much like the "Scheherezade11 quality of much of ct 
II, so I didn't want it modeled on RimskY-Korsakov; but rather, in the 
story-telling vein and to my personal taste and style of overall direction, -
the cooler, more humorous styme of Prokofiev. 
The most satiric element occurs in the Oriental ;:Wedding March for 
~where, at my suggestion, Anderson slipped in a few bars of Loheng,tin •. 
Other comic effects, vividly, absurdly descriptive, occur in the accompani-
ment to the great Battle-Adventures: Tobias' with the monster River Fish 
and the Angel 1 s with the Demon Asmoday. For the latter, And~son and I 
worked out a sort of duet, for piano and Demon-chortles. 
His, altogether, are the character-themes for Tobias and for 
Azarias. The latter is a composed nfolksong11 appropriate to the College of 
Cherubims. His, too, is the mood-music: watery for the Tigris; camel-train 
as I asked for, for the desert-journey; ttwaitingft for the anticipation of 
Tobias'return. These, in varying proportions, co~er the scene- changes, lead 
in and out of the Narration from the Book of Tobit that I did add to the 
playing script. 
It was my accompanist-choreograpger's idea to add plucked piano-
strings to Sherah's song, while the singer gesticulated with her prop-lyre. 
The only sacred, and would-be historical music in the production 
occurs at the end of the First Scene, when old Tobit and his family gather 
for their Evening Hymn after the meal. Aware that contemporary Jewish 
melodies, such as were proposed by some members of my cast, would be ana-
chronistic, I asked Canon Alex Zimmer to compose one in the style of the 
period. He did so: a Responsorial chant, in the Mixolydian Mode which is 
appropriate to the mood of rejoicing at the Feast of Pentecost. 
REVIEW OF PRODUCTION PROCEDURE,in lieu of a nLog". 
Preliminary 
Once the Faculty had approved of Tobias as ~ thesis-production, I pro-
ceded, within the prescribed time-table, with its preparation. 
Before the "starting date" I reviewed my acting-version, went to the 
local museums for inspiration in style and history; read over some recent 
notes on Customs of the Old Testament; and arduously prepared scripts for 
my acting-version of the play. (I considered photostating but, in the end, 
settled for Do It Yourself typing and pasting!) I sent for the musical score, 
got the tape I had recorded of the music and the Demon-Battle. I began cast-
ing about for a pianist. This casting-about, I may say; went on till ten 
days before the performance. Then I settled upon my "choreographer", who 
proved to be the best accompanist I could have found. 
Casting 
In a Graduate Thesis Production of the Fall, I saw a young actor whom I 
thought would ~e an excellent Tobias. This was; frankly, one of the rea-
sons I chose the play. For the choice of a leading actor, or star, is not 
merely a commer~ial consideration of the theatre; it is a vital artistic one. 
That I did not succeed in persuading the young man to read for my play may 
not have been the only reason for its limited success, but it was, un-
doubtedly, a weighty one. I have only myself to blame. 
When the young man told me he'd be too busy to read for the part I was 
hurt, and allowed my feelings to prompt a most untheatrical, dignified 
withdrawal. To be hurt was perfectly natural. All people of artistic tem-
perament have a certain childish sensitivity. That is, to use Bridie's term, 
their "daemons" do, Often, the daemon is let out, to wail and gnash his 
teeth, sometimes to good effect. I certainly felt like bursting into tears. 
If I had, it might have melted the young man's icy front. But I was too 
controlled, too much a lady. 
Or, I might have turned the hurt to cajolery; wheedled him, flattered him, 
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even bribed him to accept the part. A lot of casting is done this way. It 
is the feminine way. But I was too honest, or too proud to take it. And, 
at the same time, I was too modest, or too weak to take the straightforward 
masculine way, of laying down the law: "Here is your job and you've got to do 
it." 
With hindsight I see that's what I should have done. I should have got 
the school to back me up, to take responsibility for the assignment, and so 
get over that crisis in casting. That I did not will~ I hope, teach me one 
of the hardest lessons I learned from the Tobias experience. 
This is not to say that I am sorry I persisted and worked with the 
actor I did get for the part. His progress was rewarding; and in bringing 
him along, as far as I did, in his part, I came closer, perhaps, to the con-J.n 
ditions prevailing in Drama in the Church, or in any amateur group, thai,{any 
I 
other one feature of ~ production. But the period of Casting was en-
nerva ting, for me and for all concerned. And the amount of time I had to 
put into coaching the less capable student was out of all proportion to the 
production~•s other demands. And not only time; I had, fortunatel~more time 
than most student-directors, to devote to my production, so I don't think 
~ rehearsals suffered on that score. And I have had experience, which enables 
me to achieve some directorial effects more quickly than a beginner could. 
But my creative energy, the stimulus-to-the-imagination which is ~ es-
sential quality a director has to give to his play, was, perforce, dispro-
portionately spent. 
After four unproductive casting-sessions, I took myself to the Big 
Theatrem, where the current Major Play was being cast, in hopes of catching 
some of its left-overs or, at least, .injecting some theatrical atmosphere 
into my deflated baloon. Some eager and talented young women did make their 
way to my readings, and perhaps because of this, I cast more Dancing- Girls 
than , in the end, I wanted in the play. But I had a good Sara, as well as 
other talent; and when my Faculty Advisor lent a most welcome hand, I got 
the twoJ~j~~:~s parts cast, so was ready to start rehearsals. The 
I, 
!! 
productio~ date was set a week ahead, so that still gave us four to go, 
not counting the Easter Holidays, till the performance. 
Rehearsals 
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It was easy for me to make out a schedule, working in the accustomed way, 
from both ends, leaving room for improvisation-of-needs-as-would-arise, in the 
middle. My invaluable "choreographer" ( who was, in effect, my assistant-
director) helped me to organize the group of capable and charming girls who, 
with our couple of student-professional dancers, went right to work in paral-
lel rehearsals • 
I had all the company listen to the tape of the play's music, and this 
gave us a lift. The chortling-Demon, also recorded, gave us a sense of the 
comedy we might hope to achieve, and. cheered everyone up. We were out of the 
doldrums and set to work, outlining characters, blocking the scenes. 
I may say; that with one exception, morale and discipline at rehear-
sals was very good. The exception was an almost-notorious Problem Boy that I 
rashly cast for a big part in the Second Act. Everything hinged on him in 
that act and, for awhile there, he nearly unhinged us all 1Y The other Problem 
Boy I'd been warned about, as undisciplined and unconscientious, however, 
proved, in these respects,to be a model boy. No doubt it was due to the 
attention and private coaching I lavished upon him, but certainly he worked 
hard at his part and, in the last days before the show, was the most enthu-
siastic member of the stage crew! And, in the end, the other Problem Boy came 
throught well, too; better, I'm sure, than he has in any comparable exper-
ience of his recent, rather dif:lturbed career. On the whole, I suppose I am 
rather proud of our social achievem~nt. But to return to the theatrical: 
"TAcbnjcal-Produgtion" 
(I put that in quotes, because there is nothing merely technical about 
a set, lights, props or costumes. I don't know why, but it is the term we 
use for the artistic aspects of a production wther than acting.) We had a 
promising conferance with the Faculty Technical Director, discussing the 
It 
11 
.•.• 
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requisite personnel and establishing a schedule. But its achievement was 
duefv"ery largely to the enthusiasm o:f my nearly-fanatic Stage Manager, and to 
the capabilities of the girl assigned to design the costumes. 
When I succeeded in convincing her that I did appreciate her, and 
did want her to costume the show, but insisted that she modify her taste to 
fit my own, we had a good working relationship: the costumes clicked along on 
schedule. ~lhen one proved unsuccessful at the Critique, it was corrected for 
the :final performance. The truly remarkable young woman even succeeded in 
untangling the red tape and ironing out the temperamental wrinkles always 
attendant• to some extent, on artistic beaurocracy. 
I was not so fortunate with the set, or with Lights. I failed to 
impress the Set Designer with my taste, or even with my authority. Perhaps 
this was because I relied too heavily on his teacher who, I knew, had an 
appreciation of the play, its requirements, and shared my own concept o:f 
how it might best be set. The teacher was too preoccupied with other pre-
ductions and neither he nor I was able to bring the Designer into line. 
Work drawings were late coming in; color sketches, though charmingly exe-
cuted, were insufficient. Most o:f all, there was n0 adaptation to my cri-
ticism. When, on the evening o:f our first technival rehearsal, I :found the 
Designer, with some pals, ndressing the set" with a collection of orna-
ments that might have been right out of "Naughty Marietta.", and made my 
protest very plain, the young people took off in a huff o:f hurt feelings and 
did not reappear that night.Nor was the Designer at hand during the all-
important week-end between the Critique and the final Performance. At 
the eleventh hour, however, his teacher did insist upon the set's getting 
a modifying coat of paint, which saved all our faces! 
The lighting, too, came off quite creditably, though, in its 
course, it was impeded by two factors: there wasn't enough equipment to 
light my show, while the "Majors" were performing, and what was promised to 
us was, no doubt in the hopes of economy, not delivered on schedule. The 
Dight Designer, too, was absent during the last, crucial days before the 
--·'·' _.,..: __ ::: =--
II 
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performance. The Stage Manager stepped into the breach, stayed up all .. 
night and lit the show. 
Esprit de Corps 
I got my cast to come back for rehearsal the last two days of the 
Easter Vacation. Only one was blas~ about it1 and drifted in late. Every-
one else was shocked • I took him to task, - and that was the last time 
the aforementioned Problem Boy gave us any trouble. 
We were able to get into the theatre; to sling the available plat-
forms into position and so gain a lot of headway in staging the entire 
play. The visual picture took shape rapidly. The holiday-break gave us1 
for the most part, renewed energy. Where it caused loss of "relationshipn 
between actors we could; in some scenes, restore that by reverting to 
improvisation. But one of our handicaps, especially in the big scenes, 
had been the unevenness of the cast, (some far more advanced than others_,) 
which made smooth advance in the aoting almost impossible. Altho~ they 
all behaved very well; the more advanced actors were obviously bored and fre -
ful while I had to coach; and recoach the beginners in every step and al-
most every inflection. This became less obvious when we got onto the 
stage and to a point where I could give notes after some run of a seene; 
but ; looking back on it all, I think: there's no doubt that the more 
talented and technically equipped actors, experimented, overplayed, gener-
ally got ahead of their scenes, - and, so, out of them! - just to use 
up their actors' energy • 
.And, with the same hindsight, I might say that my own unad-
mitted frustration at having to go over and over the primitive points 
may have tempted me to employ the advanced actors' energies, and my own, 
in the composition of a Prologue for the play. We had talked, over late 
coffee, about the value and pertinance of Tobias to us and to our times. 
One evening we pooled our ideas, and, next day, brought outlines for their 
dramatic expression. The result was the ill-starred Prologue. 
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I don't really regret any part of it, except that I do think we 
might have pulled it off better, and in a sense owed it to any audience to 
do so. But it was good education, both in working it out and in acknowledg-
ing its failure. For to have presented it in its half-baked, and so self-
conscious form, we defeated our purpose and handicapped our play. Instead 
of relaxing our audience and bringing them to the thought, ••Why.do this 
play~, - as we'd hoped to do, - we puzzled them, embarassed them, threw them 
even more on the defensive than they are when they step into a Critique! 
To acknowledge this was, as I say, good education; as was -the Critique 
altogether, - a horrendous and wonderful experience. To have exposed the 
actors to it was, of course, risking all my stamus and authority as their 
director. But it gave me a valuable perspective and a sort of humility 
which I had no choice but to share with them. Theatre-people are so 
terribly inclined to kid themselves, as well as their competitors, and the 
public. We need the encouragement of believing in ourselves; and in what 
we are doing. It releases our creative energies. If our critics are hard on 
something we've l'rorked on and love, we're in-elined to say they're prejudiced, c : 
ignorant, or jealous. We flatter each other and flatter ourselves. We're sup•:.,~-;: 
"' -.: 
perstitious, and though our great justification for the profession is the 
Search for Truth we're too often unwilling to face the truth about our own 
efforts. Young people should, by nature~ be more honest than older ones; 
but their loyalties, on the other hand, are inclined to be blind. 
I was really surprised, and really impressed to find, among my 
actors, a number whose loyalty to Tobias was not merely intensified by the 
Critique's harsh treatment, - this one would expect, as a healthy reaction; 
but whose loyalty to the production was enlightened by the Critique. I 
may be presumptuous in putting this into my own words, but what I strongly 
felt, after we, as a company had reviewed the Critique was something like 
this collective expression: 
" We have a reason, a good reason for doing Tobias. But l'Te didn't 
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get it across. The criticisms proved that, ( though, of course, some 
were frivolous, others whacky, but the best of them did show that,) so 
now we must consentrate our thoughts and our skills .!Q. get it across. 11 
At ~ rate, I felt that the final performance bore this out. It was 
quite a creditable Opening , and Closing, Night. No one could regret, more 
deeply than I that it came so late; and that its satisfactions, therefore; 
were so diluted; but perhaps, given the circqmstances, it could not have 
come otherwise. I am not the one to judge it , of course, yet I must say 
I consider the entire experience, and I mean for almost everyone involved 
in it, darn good education. 
lo 
... 
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CRITIQUE 
Notes on the criticisms from Bacpity, and some students, and some 
indication of their effect: 
Dr. Ehrensberger's "Silly Book, silly play, ..... a monstrosity:" , oddly enough, 
neither angered nor totally depressed-us, It was discouraging, but , at the same 
time, pecUliarly inspiring. That just goes to show how important it is who makes 
the criticism, - how much respect you have for him and for his judgement; and how 
aware you can be of the conditions under which it is expresse4 ........ what it is 
currently popular to call the "existential situation". So the effect was to make 
us ·want to relieve the si tuJon : to justify our delight in the Book, ou.r belief in 
the pl~, and t~ to give it a better-knit, .better-coordinated and livlier per-
fol'lllance. 
Mr. Hirsh•s astute observance that the cast seemed afraid of the pl~ and inseVI.lre 
therefore, in its performance brought some. of us to the honest admission that this 
had been trlle, with the salubrious et'feet of reducing the fear to "fear i tselfn and 
so releasing inhibited energies, enabling consentration, - which bore good fruit in 
the final performance. 
Mr. Kazanoff's imaginative concept of the play's essential qualities, and valttas: 
it's the Story of a JoUrney, from a sheltered family-atmosphere where an immature 
boy hugs his little dog, into the Great World of growing up, with its attendant 
perils and rewards, - gave me, as director at least, very valuable objectivity and 
practical help .in working :for· the performance • s improvement. 
Some of the other, mino~ objections and suggestions were observed in our final per-
formance, too: we eliminateq. the real little dog, as too distracting; we cut out 
the Prologue; we made a better costume for the Angel. 
************ 
In the Faculty discussion ~ter the final perfor.manae, there was a general ex-
pression of gratification at its improvement. The all-important fact that it was 
a Comedy seemed to have beaD gQt over, at last: We speculated, fUrther, as to how 
it might be, or have been d:iX'l:fcted: Mr Thommen saw it , Medieval-style, progressing 
in a circle of small stages; Mr. Xasanoff explored some of the psychological impli-
cations of Sara's daemonic posession. I was happy to find some of~ fellow- directors 
begi~ng to be caught up in some of the provocative lures that had captured me i~ 
and through Tobias and . the Angel: 
-- / ___ :·-
/ 
·' 
'· 
' •. 
._., --"~ - ~ ·-~-
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Boston University School of Fine and Applied Arts 
Division of Theatre Arbs 
GRADUATE THESIS PRODUCTION 
Production Timetable 
Student Chouteau Chapin 
Pl.q Tohj as and tpe Angel 
Author · James Bridie 
Date 
-----------------= 
Date of approval by Faculty Committee Wed. March 9th 
-------------------------------------Wednesday 
Casting, Thursday and Iil¥\B¥ Bar. ··30 and Jl,st. SFA~ Room _-.4:j4"-ll68.._ __ _ 
Rehearsals begin Monday -......a.;Apl!l.lr~,;.~i"""J""'"4tt....----------.;SFA, Room __ 4_6_a __ _ 
Final (4) week of rehearsals, Monday --.AAp"""r~..~i...,J_2-..541twh..__ _ Theatre, Room 210 
Faculizy' Critique, Friday evening 7~00 pom~~ Ap7:, 29 Theatre, Room 210 
Performances, l1onday evening, 8:00 p.m. --.ruMaiiiil¥1fi-t.:2..,_, __ _ Monday · 
~y; matinee, 4:00p.m. _ __.Ma:;a;s.,Y..;2..._ ____ 
Defense of Production Plan Book be.fore Faculty Committee, l·Iednesday1 .3:.30 pomo 
Completed Thesis Production Book due for final faculty review and approval, 
r.fonday May 16, ' 60 (two weeks after performances) 
REHEARSALS 
and Technical Work 
* Monday April 4 - Tuesday April 12 : in Room 468, Admiral Bldg. 
Reading, character discussion ( continued at Howard 
Johnsons, etc.) blocking; parallel coreography rehearsals. 
Conferances with Designers and Staff. 
April 13 -April 16 EASTER HOLIDAY : individual coaching. 
April IB8 - 19 : (last two days of HOLIDAY) All day· and evening rehearsals 
in the Theatre, on stage and forestage. 
Technical Acting 
Wed. Apr 20th 
Thurs. Apr. 2l 
begin set-constrUction 
prontliftt comwunicated 
* rehearsals continue, aft. &: eve. 
con • . 
final costumes approved 
pi8nist assigned 
* 
n 
" 
tl 
Fri. Apr. 22 - Sunday Aor. 24 continued as above, hereafter with music. 
set put up 
Mon Apr. 25 
Tues lPr. 26 
costume parade ACT II 
11 
" I and III 
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rehearse Acts I &: lii 
rehearsal: run tbru' s 
Wed. Apr. Z7 cont. " n 
corrections &: scenes 
hang available lights 
Thurs. Apr. 28 " & focus lights rough outline of Prologue 
- -- with actors. 
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Dress Rehearsal and Critiqu~ - - - - - - - -- - - -
Discussion of Critique 
Lights added, corrected afternoon reb of t the play. 
( in)costume Two Runs-through not in costume W1tn ~ights •••••••• 
set repainted and TWO PERFORr-'lANCES 
* see sample Rehearsal Calls. 
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TOBIAS £12 ~ ANGEL 
nehe ·~ri=!~l t::;chednal A!)ril 4 to 9 
Mon. • • • • •• a:30 - 5:30 ••• Act I 
Mon •• • • ••• 7:30 -10:00 • • ••• Act I 
Tue •• • • • • • ~:30 - 5:30 • • • • • To~ins and s~ra 
Tue •• • • ••• 7:30 -10:00 ••• Act II 
Wed, 
Thu. 
• • • • • , 3:30 - 5:30 •• , •• Act II 
• • • • • • ~}'~30 - 5:30 , • • • • Act II 
Thu •• • • ••• 7:30 -10:00 • 
Fri. , ••••• 3:30 - 5:30 • 
Fri ••••••• 7:30 -10:00 • 
• • • • Act III 
• • • , --ill i~e:c.=zy ~ lL 
• • , • Act I- f > ~ lli - 2 
Sat. . . . ••• 9:00 -12:00 
· · · · · ~ ·-mBr A-S 
....sa.e. • • • •• F-~=5'~-~·-~~~-·~~~~-~fi~Q~, • • • • • 
W.E.W. 
n;n;n;,2 
II,2 
III,2 
II, 1&2 
~ .. .-
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Boston University 
School of Fine and Applied Arts 
Division of Theatre Arts 
*Graduate Thesis Production 
TOBIAS AND THE ANGEL-i 
by 
James Bridie 
Directed by 
CHOUTEAU DYER CHAPIN 
MAY 2, 1960 
CAST, 
Tobit Dennis R. Allen 
Tobias Joel Dorfman 
Anna, Joyce Cohen 
Ra,phael Neil!J Clark 
Fish J oetta Stevenson 
Ba,ndit Clarence Stevenson 
Sara, Vivian Schindler 
Sherah Madeline Winston 
Tamkah Joetta Stevenson 
Azorah Melanie Tarkenton 
Kirrah Babette Hanauer 
Shoma,1-i Rona M. Adler 
Raguel Martin Bard 
Sa,m G. Olawale RotiJ:nji 
Asmodeus Clarence Stevenson 
The Scene is laid in Mesopotamia and in Northern Persia. The time is 
before the reign of Ahasuerus. 
Act I, Scene 1 Tobit's hovel in Ninevah, and the land outside. Late 
afternoon. 
Scene 2 On the banks of the Tigris, next day. 
INTERMISSIO-N 
Act II, Scene 1 R~guel's house in Ecbatana. A month later. 
Scene 2 The same. N e:x:t morning. 
INTERMISSION 
Act III, Scene 1 The well of the Khan, at Kifri. Some weeks later. 
Scene 2 Tobit's hovel in Ninevah, and the land outside. 
A few days later 
PRODUCTION STAFF 
Stage MlJ/nager 
Assistant Sta,ge Mana,ger 
Scenic Designer 
Costume Designer 
Lighting Designer 
Choreography by 
Properties Chief 
TECHNICAL STAFF 
William Woolverton 
Frank Childs 
Harriet Kaufman 
Robert Lehan 
William Thrasher 
Judith Abbott 
Louis Ponderoso, Harriet Landsman, Gail Cooper, Barbara Estrow, 
Linda Eskenas, Myron Finkelstein, Robert Bruohman, Joel 
Dorfman, Dennis Allen ' 
*As partial fulfillment of requirements for the Master of Fine Arts degree. 
TOBIAS .AND THE ANGEL 
by 
James Bridie 
adapted by 
Chouteau Chapin 
:for 
Graduate Thesis Production 
Boston University 
S.F.A.A. 
May 2, 1960 
Faoing p. 1 
On cue from Stage Manager: 
LIGHTS #1 : ~Ol,l.S~ f.i_gh~~:t; ; eye up f'u!~r~n yellow, rest of stage darj, except for: Si)ot~e doorway, d.l. w 
1. ~ discovered, entering, with a slim, flat book in his hands. He tands 
erect, speaks directly, naturally, to the audience, as the N , ator. 
2. 
MUSIC #1 ! Tobais Theme - to - Processional. 
Characters, as named, cross before the lighted eye, in silhouette. Eac should 
suggest, in his brief appearance, the characteristic attitude, slightl exaggerated, 
of his role: 
Tobias carries his fish pole, and his (stuffed) dog; 
His Mother, Anna, stops to shrug, raise her hands, hurry ter her boy, 
The Fish executes her Dolphin-arches, 
The Band.id flourishes his knife, 
Sara ( now to the Processional music) is followed by. 
Two maidens, single file; each with a laurel-bough held hi 
Sheerah with her lyre, 
Raguel, followed by the last bough-totmng maiden, and 
Sam, with tall turban, very cerimonious indeed. 
This is a ~ontinuous stream, though the "screentt (eye) should hold onl t wo persons 
or groups 0f persons at a time. When the procession has passed, -
Tobit opens his Book and reads from it, quoting directly from the Ap0c 
BOOK OF TOBIT,(with a few interpolations, as indicated by underscoring in ink> 
3. LIGHTS lA : Tobit's spot dims out 
Tobit crosses to bench, d.s.l., set6ing his Book by the proscenium she passes it, 
when he is seated on the bench: 
~IGHTS #2 : Stage lights up, - afternoon in the hut and in the yard outside. 
TOBIAS .AND THE .ANGEL 
-by 
James· Bridie 
as adapted by 
Chouteau Chapin 
TOBIT (as Narrator) 
{j) ~e Book of Tobit tells a story about ZTOO years old. In 
this pla,v, I am Tobit, and- here come the Characters in 
my book:®· 
{Characters_parade;) 
my son. \Tobias, with his dog,. Toby 
)His mother Alma, 
I 
i The !7Jilll!labrr fish Tobi~ killed 
; The Bandiri that he terrified 
; Sara , with her attendant maidens 
: Her father, Ragu.el. and his manservant. 
I., Tobit,. welked in the wa,.vs .of tru.th and righteousness all 
the da.vs of my life,. and I perfor.med many acts of oharity to 
my brethern and countrymen who want with me iDto the land of 
the Assyrians, to Nineveh. I would gi. ve them my bread, and my 
W.Othing to ·the naked; and if I . saw any one of my people dead,. 
and thrown out behind the wall of Nineveh, I would bury him .. 
When the bodies were sought by the king they were not found.. 
Then, one of the men of Nineveh went to the king and informed 
the king about me, that I was 'burying them. Then all my 
property waa confiscated,_ and I was blinded .. .All that was 
.left to me was my wife .Anna, and my son, Tobias~ 
1. 
Facing P• 2 
candlestick on low stan 
Dog-Ioitch 
Tobit's 
sticky 
6 bench· C_---- from nail on wall cups, 2 bowls 
1. WAB.N SOUND #1 
Tobit's been asleep, facing d. on the bench. After a moment he wakes, ( though he 
doesn't open his eyes now, as he is blind.) He stretches, rises, s bles on the 
611 stpp at the ~f the stage; recovers his balance,. gropes his ay u.l. -
~~1d) 
2. He knocks the candlestick, catches it, places it on the bench, 1. end 
3. Gropes a few steps r. towarda.the doorway, feels with his foot. 
4. Sits r. end of bench, facing dr. 
5. SOUND Dl : dog barks several times. 
Tobit is old, and somewhat stooped, not very expert at 
getting about without his stick. He is pious, but 
not the least bit sanctimonious. He ba a strong 
character, a gentle manner, a lovely se e of humor. 
He is garrulous, gay, - almost abnoxio sly cheerful 
at times. By no means withdrawn into hi blindness, 
he is still eminently sociable and ale • He has the 
inner peace of the truly good. 
. \ ,;:, ... 
ACT I - Scene 1. 
lYr-;;Br;. Tu~ tut .. Clumsy old fellow. Tott~~i~gl 
about like asturdied sheep .. .,Jilystick. My stick. Now; 
where did I leave my stick "(g) Dear, dear, I'll be forgetting 1 
my prayers next. Let me think. Let me think.' I was i 
t.hinking about mkgrandmother and I sat down there. · 
Or was it there @I must get my bearings. This bit 
of the floor is warm. Yes. That's the door. The 
It can•~ be long before sunset . 
2. 
3. .Tobias is a simple boy with, we should hope, much of his father's flai for the comic, 
though in a different form. He's not grown up, but thoag}i~e is timid he should 
be ready to grow. The rebellious spiri~ of adolescence ~a hi4de , though some of 
its sulkiness is sometimes aparent. He really enjoys his father's company , and 
his mother's indulgence. He also enjoys being master, - to -his- : Ule dog. 
1. Enters U.R. 
wiiih dog & 
fish pole 
2. hands stick to 
Tobit; then takes 
dog D.R., hitches 
him.iXs to candle-
stick: on bench, 
ring above Tobit. 
3. replaces ·candle-
stick: u.l. 
4• sits 1. of 
Tobit, on bench. 
TOBIAS AND THE ANGEL ACT I 
last. I MH"hs him sua1Ding bdw f8~&r e~s lit~----
.- Tobias can't be far off. Tobias! Hurry, Tobi~, 
and help me to find my stick. I 
[Enter ToBIAS and his dog. TOB!itS>i>a liti f ._,, n:u:g::n..fn 
-;:: I: ;': ! ?~!j; !:is I :;:;t: PI nii'IH: e~ J 1r· 
!z:],qlq ;._ .Jl _.. • tc-i§Nk 
'TOBIAS. G/W ell, daddy. Had your walk yet ? / 
TOBIT. No, not yet, sonny. I can't find my stic~ 
somehow. I've been trying to think where I put it, bJt 
my wits have gone wool-gathering as. usual, and I can~t 
rer.nember. i TOBIA;~ere it is, daddy; you should keep hold of if. 
TOBIT ~h, thank you, thank you. You are a great 
comfort to me, sonny, a.~mqnet~er els ~. 
I am like an old bat fluttering about the room~ 
Ja'f'it%1 t, I nearly knocked down the :5svefrlmll ilkea 
candlestick. What do you think of that? Isn't it luck~, 
we aren't still in our fine house in Leviathan Avenue~ 
I'd have broken the Chaldean vases and tumbled dowii i:he 
marble s~· .a.ae \nttnt~eti tn' selfall e • er:ift ea~ rider~. 
· TOBIA e could have afforded a couple of slaves tt 
lead you a out. · . 
TOBIT. I suppose we could. But, do you know· 
sonny, I never got quite used to __ a great houseful ofslavesr 
I did- hate bothering them ... ·:~ they said whatever theJt~ 
liked to me. You rememb'e~t fellow Rasik, my hea 
valet? ~ -
TOBIAS. Don't I ~WMother and I always say tha .· 
if-he- had looked after you properly and had chased away< 
the-sparrows from your bed in the courtyard, you would\ 
never have got cataract, and you would be able to see. 
to-day: l• 
,;fQBIT. No, no. _You mustn't talk like that. Yo~! , 
mustn't blame Rasik and the poor little sparrows for a~l \ 
act of God. .I - ' 
TOBIAS . .tM.e was a slovenly, careless, big, black bully,,,~\ 
anyhow. He'bullied you \ 
[ 2 ] I ) 
l ; l 
) l 
r J 
\., ~ 
_ _... -.• ! ··~- -~•-r 
I 
I· 
• 
' 
I TOBf'F.-- :-oh, norvery-mucn~~~.l"W-t very- mu~;u. .L'Iv 
~ore than one expects to be bullied by one's serva_nts .. 
r 
TOBIAS. And Q rerr !?fad ape. 
TOBIT. No, no, sonny. I don't think you realise 
how painful the bastinado can be. It is worse than 
bunions, and I have had bo~ 
TOBIAS. I know, daddyVllut the fact remains that 
ou were always too good-natured with servants and 
veryone else. And look where it has brought us. 
TOBIT. Well? Isn't it nice? I have no more 
ervants to bother me now. Only you and mamma: 
TOBIAS. I know. You always say it makes life 
easier to be poor; but it is hard on mamma, after being ~ead.of a big establishment to go out scrubbing offices 
all day. j;;; <:to::: 
4. 
1. rises, xs u.l. to get a 
snack f'or Toby, which he 
takes to feed him. d .r. 
5. 
1. Tobias x• s u~l. behind hut, 
goes up ladder offstage till 
he can be seen ~---- · · ··· 
TOBIT: The work is hard, but it keeps 
her so fit •••• Step up on the roof, son, 
and ~e if you can see your mother co-
mingW •• I remember she had terrible 
pains in the abdomen whenever I stayed 
out a little late at a meeting, and 
frightful headaches whenever I asked 
some unfortunate Jewish brother to din-
above the hut, 
looking off, U. R. 
2. he comes down, 
to Tobit. 
3. rises. Tobias 
palls bench half-
way out the doorway 
of the hut. Tobit 's 
helped to sit on it 
there •• 
4. Then Tobias x's 
te his dog, playa -
With him and "With 
his fishpole during 
the following dialogue, 
seated on the s~age­
edge, d.r. 
ner. Doctors were never out of the house. 
And now sh-e has ·nothing but housemaid's 
knee. 
TOBIAS: Too ~ to see mach of any-
thing; Daddyf?;:J 
TOBIT: Oh, well, she'll be along soon. 
Nove~ bench into the sun, will you, 
so.,.,.,n?(J/. I!B 1 s hard on you, though1 our " . ~· '·"" losing our money. . .• _. 
, m a ng t, rea y. t s much better··,;• 
fun runmng errands and holding horses and fishing and 
knocking about with my dog than spendin~ my days in 
that snobbish, boring university, and my mghts making 
myself sick at dinner-parties and pretending to be in love 
wtth screeching dancing-girls. You have the worst of 
it yourself. 
TOBIT. I'm sorry I can't go to Jerusalem now. I 
feel it more at this ttme of the year-round about Pente-
cost. I always used to go to Jettrs:d~m. 
TOBIAS. It doesn't look like a very 7 Iively Pentecost. 
for us. 
·TOBIT. ··Oh, W&S it may not be so bad. My 
nephew, Achiacharus, may remember us again this year, 
the kind fellow. - - · 
TOBIAS. Achiacharus I If I were the King's 
accountant I think I should be ashamed to allow my own 
uncle to live in a hovel. 
TOBIT. Now, now, Tobias. Achiacharus has been 
very kind. He i~ a very busy man. I had hoped he 
might have found a job for you somewhere, sonny, but he 
is quite right to have no favourites; quit~ right. 
,TOBIAS. I wish I had caught a fish to-day. 
TOBIT. It is the happier for the fish that you haven't. 
Your mother may bring something home. 
TOBIAS. I should have caught a .fish. But there was 
a crowd of Assyrian loafers fishing from the jetty and I 
[ 4 J . 
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was afraid. You remember last week they beat me and 
threw me in the river for pushing in among them. And I 
wasn't pushing hard either. , • 
TOBIT. I am sure you weren t, sonny. It Is strange 
that you are timid. Your mother isn't timid since the 
Lord took away our money. . And I don't seem to be 
much afraid of any~hing. . . 
TOBIAS. That Is true. You are as brave as a hon. 
But that is because you belong to a: generation that had l).O 
nerve~. We of the new generation are all much more 
temperamental and highly strung.~ 
TOBIT. It is true of all new generations. Our father 
Adam must have been a very tough gentleman indeed, I 
often think. kis-a great misfortune foryo.a,><Sonny;~that 
you are so timid. I canrto~e glad_enough that rou ·~re ___ ~ 
.. ~oorntoOlate to see tlfe·.bur~.mjjmg ana tllroat-
- _ ,~ sli~ti!l~nd pillage that I -have' seen ••. , -~=..._~ ----:--.:-_. __ . i \ . · Ah, _ here cGmes y0ur m~ller -~--
! --now.--r'-m-afra-ra-ner a~at-sPOthering 
i her again .. It 'A the eve.__ning chill. ___ 
I brings it,on.C!I ••••• o.. ---~ 
1 (ANNA enters) 
__ L -w-e-:tl';--my da.~ 
W.ARN SOUND #2 
1. Anna., wi. th a 
bundle, comes 
in from U.Jl. 
Tobias ha~ risen to ·.··J:~; l.iDS_t.ha.d. ~-~ra __ aay_ at the officE!_? \ 
. . ; ANNA. . Not pa~Icula~Iy~ t;!,diliY. ' I '\'lrM wow-sg lii . ·=m 
· · ~rnment-ofltces-to-:-~-1t Is a J?_leasan;: rest to 
. ; work m the Q:>Vernme~t is_ ilieti-repos@· ---= 
.. c=. ~ atm._ospherethat I~ so soot:hing: _ct$'8·-- ~- ·-----~= ------
. _lTobit: \=i- .(,dJ#bleat~) What's 
l that, Anna ? '" • . · • bl · . 
1 A It sounds hke a ktd eatmg. . 
1 _:~_A_lrigl_'\Y~a! kid?. . . (E) 
! ~ . .ANNA. A kid I brougli.t nom_et~IS evemnR .. -. 
- --('~he ta.k{es a rope, nands it to Toloia.s)=-= . !. 
T cbbias 1 ~JmY-,-t.a9 . ..:t;hi-s---l91:t,--ef'~e--8J.Ila..--. t~ther him for mamma. I l.eft him hobbl.ed 
t the head of the l.a.ne, by the fountain·. 
here's a good boy! 
. ~ 
-~ OBIAS: Is he fractious? 
Certainl.y not; just thirsty,o---Give him 
some water•<fl 
. ~(TOBIAS exiiltt/, 
meet her. They kiss. 
lA SOUND #2: 
~~leats off U.R 
2. Anna :x:' s to 
1. wall of hut, 
gets rope. 
3. U.R. 
Note on ~: Her distinctive character seems to be made of a combination of stock-
characters: the practical, almost shrewish wife of a saintly man;(but too 
loving to be a real shrew);the indulgent, sentimental Jewish mother who 
loves to dramatize every situation; the woman-of-the-world who deplores having n come 
down in the world". The consistent characteristic is her femininity. She is all woman: 
staunch, warm and strong under a finicky, sometimes absurd manner, intuitive to the 
point of superstition. 
l. WARN LIGHTS #3 
2: Anna's at the R. 
of Tobit. 
3. x's, above, Tobit, 
into the hut. 
4. Stops, turns back 
to face Tobit. 
5. Gets broo~, swweps 
out the hut, and into 
the dooryard, ·coming 
to the R. of Tobit on 
the bench., by the 
end of this speech) 
6. LIGHTS #3: a slow 
dim to dusk, begins. 
- - (j] TOBIT Anna! __, ----
ANN:@ What do you mean, Anna ? 
TOBIT. You must take it back at once. At once, do 
you hear? 
ANNA. Why should I take it back ? 
TOBIT. Because it is not ours, do yoiJ. hear? If we 
can't liv~!~out stealing we had better not live at all. 
ANN...,.Q)Who said it was stolen? It was a present. 
TOBIT. Anna, you are too old to receive presents. I 
still admire you very much, but it is unlikely that anyone 
else does to the extent that he would give you a valuable 
present.lii'l 
ANNJ\:1/ Ho! You are very flattering. , Let me tell 
you, beautiful, strong, handsome, rich Mister Tobit. . 
TOBIT. Old friends do not Ratter each other. Take 
back that kid and don't bring grleton our household. 
ANNA. Don't bring grief on our household ? Oh, 
listen to that, all you prophets and great. angels! There 
is a joke for you all right! What has there been but grief 
for eight years? Eh? And why? Because dear old 
Tobit liked ~~e his name in every~ charity sub-
scription list~c ase tieaP vld 'Fobit spent In' hMrse-
~ 'P8l'!:ilf QR JBakiHg J:titnsdfsnug=and comfy inside 
witb i'@lf ri~s~8QI.lillilllil; -~ wn 1:e liltM te heft( wsimng 
thaz:b that ehoflge!i t;e ~nmcs whul~IC bcg~I get f'ettnd 
"tftr !111!1. Because dear old Tobit brought all the scum 
and the riffraff of Nineveh into my nice clean dining-room, 
till no decent people would come to call for fear of carry-
ing away Reas . . Because poor old Tobit spoilt his clothes 
17\ aMI tait'taH\~t\ifion cr · in out at ni ht to bury 
--~~~-~~~~~~~~ 
TOBIT r ll a, y 4ear. I w&a 
~eying our Jewish Law. 
ANNA: As if we lived in Jerusalem~ The law 
here is against burial ••••• 
TOBIT: But we're told to confess our God 
before the Gentiles, Anna. Oh, my 
dear, we've been all Gter this before 
You know I couldn't leave my co-
religionists to be eaten by jackals 
, and vultures. 
ANNA: Oo~religionists1 Rascals, the lot of 
them who were 
I etter dead arid should have been eattlif."- An<ra.-ffilel.o-. 
th~s he got forit too. 1. x' s U.R. to pick up her bundle, 
And there's that young prig of an Achiacharus with brings it to U.L corner o:f the hut. 
is stuck-up barbarian of a Pelopennesian wif~. Round 
hey come about once in two years with their soup and 
eir blan~ets as if we ~ere paupers.. At;d T~bili;S get!in 2• o educatton and runmng about wild wtth his Silly httle nLI.GRTS #?. -.mn tb.J::op.s-h Anna turns back to Tobit. o If) And what about all those business friends whose 
eb you cane e- . -- suppo~e ey are ways ropping 
. to s:e if good ol~ Tobit is all right and to hav~hchat 3. x' s to the R. o:f Tobit 
Ith him over old times ? Are they ? Are they ~Not 
hey. Not one of them. They are laughing at you, do 
ou hear ? Laughing at you. 
TOBIT. Oh, dear, dear. You must be very miserable, 
nna, that all these eVil thoughts come out all over you 
ike prickly heat. It's my fault, dear. . I made you 
iserable. I'm a wicked old man.. , 
ANNA. (£1. wisl;t to goodness you were •... The kid 4. sits, to R. o:f Tobit, on bench 
s all riglit: Old Jason' the 'Greek gave it to me. P.k 
hrew it in with my wages. ~'@'e a ]tne~l=~ 
e was drunk. . . . I meant it for a surprise for you. 
TOBIT. And I thought you were 'telling lies. Oh, 
'he low, dirty mind I' have. God forgive me, I'm of 
ittle use.J&the world. ; 5 •. pats his hand 
· ANNA~ou are not .. You are not •• It~ all the 6. Both rise, Anna moves bench to its 
ittle b~~ fault for bl~ating w~eyit did! . You are an 
ld angel:@Com.e, 1'11-hght the ~~ and feed the :former position in the hut; then 
r~ It will cheer me_~J2;!!,<i thll;~~i!L~~~s,g.n.-h.!!-J?PY Tobit sits on i t • .Anna then :Bakes. a 
s>cJ..!.! Wliere are tlioseoid pardiiilents)'ou were playmg "spill" :from brazier, d.l. to the 
mlr? 'T..hey'll help to make a blaze._ · wall-lamp, c. o:f hut• s rear wall. 
TOBITW Here they ar~A'nna. -~M:e's .a:_eold: r:itHl .LIGHTS #.3~J?::":l.igg_~~;_~si9-~c.J±u_~..! 
ANN. You are sure thenie ofno importance? Anna X 1 X bacK to Tobit. 
TOBIT. Quite. They are receipted-biNs, most of them. ~. Tobit takes 3 parchments :fm. pock 
liked the feel of them. · · 9. Anna takes parchments to brazier. 
ANNA. It i a ity to destroy anything that helps to 
ass the Ion for ou. · _ -.._-;-
.• tosses it into brazier. 
~. scrutinizing second' 
parchment. 
3. steps toward Tobit. 
4. to see betterm by ligh~ 
of wall-lainp. ' 1 • 
5. x•s above bench, to R. 
of Tobit. 
6. x's to L. of Tobit, 
still above bench. 
I 7. has paced back tor. end 
of bench, speaks directly 
to Tobit. 1 
-r--:--; 
TOBIAS.AND THE ANGEL ACT I 
TOBIT. It is a pity to destroy anything at all. B t 
these put foolish thoughts into my head. Burn them, bu 
them all. 
4~NA.. Oh, look! . Here is the jeweller's bill for y 
eM tiara of ten great topazes. I wonder where the tia a .. 
~now ? ' T~e receipt is yellow with age. Ah, we l;' 
•l.l,.J • There 1t goes. · 
· TOBIT. Burn them all.. Don't read them. It w ll 
make your heart ache for the silly; wicked old days . . • 
,mk :Zft'wli ll elp pee¢e. ~ , 
AN~A\3iGabael ? Gabael ? Who was that, Tobi~ r 
TOBIT. Gabael? Oh yes. I remember hu::p.. 
Gabrias's boy. I lent him a matter of ten talents on ~is-
note of ~d twenty years ago. 1 
ANNA~ow many talents ? ' 
TOBIT. Ten. ~ almost sure it was ten. I 
ANNA. Yes, yesf!lJit says ten here. Three thousaljld 
shekels. 
TOBIT. It seems a lot of money now. · 
ANNA@t is a lot of money. Has he paid it back? 
TOBIT. No. I didn't expect him to. I lent him it 
because ... 
ANNA. . But at what per cent. ? Payable when ? 
what security ? 
TOBIT. Free of interest, of course. 
very good to me when I was a lad. --~si4!8t-~IHIII~O<L 
eli• &J '" ~t,•o haL1er elsi!i I uffity 'Be. 
ANNA@ But there must be interest. He must pay u 
at the bank rate at least.. Is he still alive ? Where is 
henow? . 
TOBIT._J.D.J.~~la ~ aa Pereiai I believe. 
starting il~ at a place called Rages. 
short of capita~·-~4:1 _ 
ANNA. A · ac ory where ? · 
TOBITd:_ages, I think the name was. 
ANNA~ges! · Oh, Tobit you are a 
ass. 
[ 14 ] -· 
I know that, light of my eyes, but I don't 
ANNA. Did you never hear of ~ges spikenard ? Of 
frankincense? Of Gabael's Rages musk ? Yes, 
That's the name. 
16. 
TOBIT. Yes. Horrible stinks they are. The ladies in 
Governor's garden make the air loathsome with them. 
-other day I felt quite ilL T~e was a w_oman. . . 1. x' s U.L. of Tobit 
ANNA. I Never mind about h . Don't you realise 
that you~iend Gabael . . . . · 2 h TOBI~e isn't exactly a friend, dearest. He .. ·. •· e keeps turning, now 
ANNA. D~interrupt. That he must be a million- slightly 1. to follow her 
by now? l,;V JCOice. 
TOBIT. Well, I am glad if the Lord has prospered :>. AnDa's UR of him again. 
though I could have wished that he had chosen . • · . 
They say somewhere that money does not stink • • . but 
I shoulcW:hink . . ; · 
ANN..\,.,. Oh, think of your ten talents! Think of 
what tl\ey" are now-after twenty years at I don't know 
what per cent. Listen. We must send Tobias to Rages 
at once, at once. Ten talents! We could move to a 
de~t house i'n a decent district! We could have slaves. 4. x' s above bench to L. end 
• (:;I"' And no more stai~ca;;es to•scrub! . of it. 
TOBIT. But Gabael w1ll have forgotten all about 1t. 5 ANN,A. Well, remind him, man, remind him{DHere , • slaps receipt into his 
is his note of hand. No,w don't say it would be mcon-- hand. 
siderate to remind him; or, J shall fall down on the floor 
and foam at the mouth. . · · 
TOBIT. Very well. Whatever you say, dear. After 
althewill no doubt like tq_be r~minded. .1 
. (9_ 
- Anna: Tobias must go, at once. We can't afford to lose any 6 
time. Gabael might drop down dead. 
·Tobit: oh, I hope not. 
Anna: I hope not, too. You'll tell Tobias he must go? 
Tobit: Yes, I'll tell him. Poor lad, what a·terrible journey 
· ffii It's forty· days' march to Rages. 
Anna«s:£11:e must go, and that's all there is to it. It will do 7 • x' s to hut door 
him good. 
Tobias: (calling from outside~Daddy! Mamma! TobY's behav-
. ing very oddly"' .. he's gi-owiing' and. thena.Irs::az.-e·-~1 
~standing up on his back: He won't come in the house! 
AnnaQ/.l.s there someone in the lane? 
Tobias: No, I don't se~ anyone. T.hat~s the f~ thing. But 
I feel ••• oh, d9 you think it could be a djinn? 
Tobit: Very uplikely.;Djinns and afreets don't bother poor 
folk. 
Tobias: I wistL I thought ~o •. 
Tobit: fore you frightened, sonny? 
Tobias: Yes, a bit. I don't know-why. It's the dog, I think. 
I never knew him to ~have that way before. 
• LIGHTS: end of #3 ( ~1! s"~~sii~ 
Tobias enters UR., x• s 
doorway of hut. 
9. x's to 1. of Tobias 
in-t 
Tobit: Take my hand, so~t is steady, isn't it? Why 10. Tobias takes Tobit's 
shoul9- you be afr~ in the daylight when I am not hand; Anna withdraws a 
,~Q.,).Il,. .. ~h,e,~ Dog yelps outside) The poor few steps, r. 
dog. is afraid&r'll go bring him i.lll. ..11. SOUND #3_ D,?Uel~~--9-!.f-1] 
Anna: Tob~t, don't go out! There~ something! I ••• I feei 12. rises. 
it, too •••• a Presence'. 
11. (They wait. The ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL appears, disguised as a porter, 
l. Enters from above hut, UL 
x 1s to R.C. ' 
carrying a great basket.) . 
~phael: Peace be on this house. 
2. Enters hut, .se.ts basket 
below bench. 
3-. Tobias & .Anna edge u.l •. 
4. Tobias kneels at baSket, 
p~ls out a stick with 4 
r~ast quails on it •. 
5. bows to .Anna. 
6. takes quails to brazier. 
7. turns to Raphael. 
B. Feels Raphael's shoulder,, 
(how tall he is!) and works his 
way above him, to his L. 
g. lvARN LIGHTS #4 
lO. turE.s d. · 
11. Tobias x's above bench, out of 
hut to well, D. R. where he gets 
water-bottle ••• Tobit pulls a bone 
from the baSket. 
Tobit1':And: remain with you on all your travels. Tharik you v~ry 
~' sir. Won't you come in? 
Raphael~ yeu, I ·will eome iE..@ 
Tobias: He·' s only a porter, Father. I-t's all right. 
Raphael: I have brought you some pomegranates, some roast quail1 
some wine and some axrak. They ·are intendadu~ eke 
out your Pentecostal dinner-. 
Tobit: From lfiY' nepb:ew, .A:ch±ctc~,· the K:i.Dg' s accoUE.tant. 
How"<k:i:nd o:f b:±m:! Anna, my- dear-. • • • 
.Anna: I'm all of a tremble. 
Tobias: Dol'i1 t ~e, mother,it 1s onlt the porter from Achia-
e~. ·:S~ok "What he1 ft brought us! 
Raphael :~our ·servant, ma 1 am • 
.Anna: Go-d be with you, my man. You startled me. What is all 
this? 
Tobitt From Achiacharas. Wasn't it nice of him to remember 
. us? . 17:'\ - · 
.Anna: . Hmph, no doubt~ wish his memory were a little less 
fi t:f'ul./!i1Are you in Government employment, Porter? 
Raphael: Yes, in a sense. 
Annat I thought you looked too fine to be a casual porter. 
What department do you work in? 
Raphael: The Cou;-ts. · 
Anna: Oh! I've worked there and I 9-on't recall your face. 
Hs;ve ypu: been there long? 
Raphael: Yes.. . . 
.Anna: !,.ell, I 1ve ~ever seen you before. It's curious. 
Tobit~QU have to keep looking downwards to your workt Anna 
dear. You must look up to see a bi~ fellow like "the 
port~r here ••• It must have been h~ work carrying all 
these good things. Will you have ~glass o:f~'.ti.,!lJtL 
Raphael: No, I tba.nk you. A little water.. ' 
Tobit: .Are ~sure?" ' 
Raphael: Ye~ am a: teetotaller. 
Tobit: As yau -wish. Far be it from me to force a.n:y man to drink 
against his convictions. It is rare to find any con-
victions at all th~e days.· Tobias, rm out and bring 
in the water-skin •• ~ •.• He hasn't even forgotten the · 
little dog. Here is a·bone for Toby. Tobias, untie Toby 
and bring him in. We haye a treat for him. 
NGte on ~phael: 
i 
His angelic character endows him with a superior awareness but he must never be 
"snooty" with his human friends. He enjoys his work, and especially this assign-
ment. Little jokes such as his "job with the Courts!' are for his private amuse-
ment, and the audience!s as they come to appreciate his identity. But he truly 
admires Tobit and should enjoy this visit with him •. Though he's a fun-loving angel 
he would never deliberately scare Anna; rather, he puts her at her ease as soon 
as may be. And wl,J.ile he will always direct Tobias, he will not bully him. He 
has vitality, poise and great charm. 
! TOBIA/!{~ detthtfo//y tfl lbAPWA&r.). He wouldn't 
tome in, father. It is very strange. 
TOBIT. Don't mind my son, .Mr. Porter. He is a 
nervous lad. Strangers upset him. I'll tell~ what we 
shall do. You will stay with us for dinner<eJl hen you 
:won't be a stranger any longer. . Give him a cup of water, 
:r o bias. It is so pleasant to find 3; porter who drinks water(j) 
, RAPHAEL. Thank you, Tobias. · 
· TOBIAS._ You know my name. 
• RAPHAEL. Yes. (He drinks.) There is nothing 
fwoh~erful about that . .t • I heard your father calling you 
jTobtas. You have sptlled some of the water. You 
;must pull yourself together. . 
; TOBIAS. I do.n't know what sort of port~r you are, 
12. 
1. he has looked off, at 
the proscenium, R., nb'w 
x's back through doorway 
of but, to R. of Raphael 
2. Anna shrugs helplessly. 
~but .. ·S\ · 
~ . TOBIT. \i!1J am sure he is an' ~cellent porter, or he would 
\~not pe employed by Achiacharus. Dear me, what 
Tobias, doubtful, 
4. 9acks up a step 
~Cs.J;~~l}gth of character it must require to carry heavy lo-ads all through the hoi: day and to remain a teet"otaller. Well, we~l. We shall have quite a feast. Very jollt and con-vi via~ indf:ed. . Q~.l~te !i!ce old ti~es. . . . ~ui~e _ -~~~ _ old~~-@1 And now, will;ou honour-usby taktng ; 
-= y:ou7.piaCut_ cmJ.pfonr 1ltlil:tl~-__ · ~think--(M sniffs1---:t&-J 
dinner is_ ready.~ \· _ 
[~he people stand round the bench till TOBIT says grace, and · 
- then recline on the fioor-all except ANNA, who serves 
the meal and eats as she may. , TOBIAS first c,arries 
round the chagul and pours a little water on the hands of 
TOBIT and his guest. · 
TOBIT. Oh, Jahveh, bless this food. and wine. 
And sit among us when we--dme. 
Protect the poor1 . 
Amen. it/fr) 
Well Mr. Porte/{ I cannot s.ee~ou ell,t, but I can hear 
yOii ana t shall bevery~vexeCJJt_ r-doiioffiea; you ;runch:.. 
_::!Il:g~~d swal!ow_ing heartil~ A ct1p of wnie wtth y~u?_~_ 
5. Tobit x•s D.L. snif'fing 
·quail on bra:rier 
6. continues x, assisted by 
Tobias at his elbow, to 
above c. of bench 
7. LIGHTS lti tg..,n,:i..g.ht .. o~~::­
e?;Q.~ 
7. Tobit pulls out cushfuen 
and sits on it. 
Raphael sits on floor,. r. 
end of bmrclr; r.robias on 
edge _f stage, 1. end of 
bench. Alma , throughout 
the 11teal, squats d.l. by 
brazie-r when she is not 
8. serving: first, wine, 
( wh±ch Raphael ref'uses) 
Tobit & Tobias accept. 
Tobit raises his cup. 
l. drinks. 
ACT I TOB:j;AS AND THE ANGEL 
. sir .. Ah~_:fg~,., I ,;;~-your pardon. You have no 
~t'iful- to others • . • eh? 
- RAP.HAJk.· None whatever. On the contrary. 
TOBITl!JHow I wish Achiacharus were here to see the 
pleasure lie· is giving. You will tell him, Mr. Porter, 
how much we enjoyed his kindness r 
RAPHAEL. Achracharus did not send you this dinner. 
TOBIT. Eh ? Who did, then r 
RAPHAEl. I am afraid that must be a secret. Shall 
we pretencfthat J ahvelrYiimself sent it ? 
then toasts 
serving the 
TOBIT. Yes. Capital. Let us. It makes 
· i more exci~~ and it has the merit of being true. 
Tobia~. h~lth? sil'\®.Apd your health too, rp.y dear son. 
~re_gorng on ~Journey. 
it all 
Your 
You 2. drinks, 
(Alma is 
quails) 
3. Tebias turns to his 
mother, who's been serving 
bread around. She pats him 
on the shoulder. 
- TOBIAS. What do you say ? 
TOBIT. Have you been across -the mountains to 
Media, Mr. Porter ? 
RAPHAEL. Yes. I have. 
TOBIT. They say it is very beautiful in Medi~-with 
its great snow-capped hills, coloured like coral, and its 
-fountains _and vines, and cool dark green poplar groves' and 
pretty walled gardens. · 
RAPHAEL. Yes. It is a difficult journey with a 
pleasant ending. j-, . :mQJUT. Ah, yes. Very long arid difficult they tell me. 
r There ~W'r'TI be dangers to the body, sonny, and- claJageJ,'S, to 
Jl the spirit. 
RAPHAEL. Thieves and demons. 
TOBIT. So I have heard. So I have heard. 
- -TOBIA~~at is he talking about, mother? · l ANN~~liave patience, my lamb. Listen to what he 
has to say. . · 
\ 
TOBIT. 1 don't know about thieves. You won't have 
much to steal. But I can guard you against demons. At 
least I can tell you how to avoid them~ . • • _ 
Sonny, when I am dead, bury me and look after 
your mother always.~: ... ; 
., ·. 
lfobi t(con~) · ... Mr. Porter, are you getting all xou wa?~r--'r 
• • . Don't forget the God, sonny, and he wlll do fatr\y i 
by you as he does to all good men. If he gives you any ! 
money, let the poor have some of it. If you can only gi~e 1 
a little, give that and don't be ashamed of it. It is wicke'd 
to be ashamed about money, and very. foolish too. · Eveh 
a little charity is a good investment against black da~ 
deMit aaa d 1 lifZti- •• Ay.a. I think he'll enjo:V 
the journey, don't you, Mr. Porter? 'Fravel is a gran& 
thing for a young man ~'t play tfte fa~ it. 
It enlarges the soul and enriches the memory. Only yo~ 
mustn't play the fool. Girls, now,.sonny, you'll see theqt 
making eyes at you all along the way. They'll tell yo\1 
with their eyes that you are a fine fellow, but they don'~ 
really mean it. They'll waste your time~4 wre llf J"tYf 
~ :;: e ~·~ ·u litil ~ · · ~?j'9li ~::Cit? at a-101--Y _&- ~;;;annmg 
~Nb~li8• Keep your mind busy witl~ 
proper things sonny, and say to yourself, " I'll marry a 
~Jewish girl~ as N oe did, and as Abraham did, and as. Isaa~ 
..-!' l'l. C 0 ~did; and she'll know my ways, and we'll have a 
) \' son of my own." A son is a great comfort.@The best 
in the world, I think. Are you a married man, sir ? i 
RAPHAEL. No. . ! 
TOBIT. You will some day. Young men like you do 
well in the world. You will do well too, sonny. Y oJ 
are having a great chance now. You will have great 
gangs of men working for you one day. Pay them well~ 
and pay them promptly. I always used to make a point 
of that. . . . I 
I think you will have a happy journey, my son, if you' 
think first before you do anything at all : " Will this make'. 
me sick in the stomach to think of afterwards ? " Getting! 
d~nlf, for instance. A very little wine will make you' 
happy if it is going to make you happy at all; ~,! 
..,r:m3 i:j I ii i b!:~-dzi4 l~w, iwr more will not make youi 
any happier ~will be only so much expense. Fill! 
my cup, Ann'\~ Is our frien~'s_ cup empty? : 
14. 
1. Pats Tobias' hand. 
2. She does. 
I 
! 
i RAPHAEL. I am all ,right, thanks. 
i TOBIT. I am so sorry. I was forgetting; Where 
yras I ? Oh yes se Hllieft m.are-money. uselessly spent. 
Ai:liilliat i g · ' 6 li•aBeSS. I don't want you to take 
l:noney too.seriously, sonny, b.ut i~ doesn't I~ f~r ever, and 
therefore you should only giVe It where It will do some 
good. Money given to gamblers and harlots, for example, 
only does the poor creatures harm. That's so, isn't it, 
·Mr. Porter ? 
: RAPHAEL. That is so. 
TOBIT. ';GbeA fE 1 !?' y9u dihiRfit 'AI 1'1f*B'mi-o-to 
late'l>1 @1 ~ry l!fff.a~, ·:ttftti-esiE :~J!ice. wh~tt yeu ean get it, 
~at4sae."lte"1-nhere. Ad n 
q~l. And alw~ys say your prayers regularly. 
i TOBIAS. I will, father. But, father, I don't under-
stand. What is this journey ? . 
' TOBIT. Didn't I tell you ? Dear me, what a dodder-
~ng old man I am. My thoughts keep running on arid 1 
i:un after them. I'll tell you, sonny. · 
' You will start to-morrow at sun-up~ You will take a 
ch:Uige or~CfOtlies, wFlatmoneyw{caii get together, and 
the kid your mother brought to-day. You will hold 
down the Tigris as far as Asshur. Then z:ou will take 
the camel track through the foothills -fFfeas•i slthiud:-
r?;?il·v::t::ii!l;;:~~·~•e ::~ ;.:1,~~~;= --:wr~t+o;\;~:_::x~:e:~!li-;~;;L~. You will chmb through the Pass and C'-1\ 
-fou--will come to the Rock of Kermanshah, where they 
will tell you how to get to E<;\1~ ~1~ _ Ecbatana an 
influential Jew called Raguel, ~fmine, will , 
doubtless give you shelter and further directions. He will ):, • 
tell you how to find Gabl!-el, the] ew of Rages. You will ~'· ~, 
give Gabael my kindest regards and ask him if it is con-~ i~ 
_Yenient fo~ him to return a small matter of talents~~ ~ '\ '9 
advanced h1m twent~ years ago.- - r{ L\? v dO~.:..Go with God, my: son, and steer cautiously the ship o ~"\ ~ 
'\c___plety in a sea_ of passions. _ _ 
I. LIGHTS #4 i~_!~..; 
BLUE STRIP ON 
'-"-~""'....,A..o"-
1. Rises, x's d. 1. of Tobi~s, 
into the "white" light. 
2. Anna says,"No, he's not! " 
3. Tobias rises, draws back to 
his mother. Tobit rises, 1 
x's to the R. of the bench, 
and just below it. · 
TOBIAS. But, father . • . Pll do whatev•er you tell 
Jlle, of course. You know best, naturally. . . . But 
. I've never done anything of this sort before . • • and I'm 
not much of a business man • • . and I've no sense of 
direction. I'd be simply petrified with fear if night came 
down in the mountains and I was all alom: with the 
bandits and Djinns and Afreets. . ' .. 
TOBIT, I've been thinking of that. I'll try to arrange 
company for you. You might join a caravan. Perhaps 
our guest would take a message to Achiacharus. He may 
know of some • . • 11\ ~PHAEL (s!anding up,.P I will go with the young man 
as h1s compamon. · 
TOBIT. That is very good of you. Very good of you 
indeed. You shouldn't lose by it of course. We can't 
pay very much, but we can scrape together a little. Only 
•.• well, you see the point is this ..•• You see, Tobias 
is our only son, and perhaps .we have rather spoiled him; 
but he isn't-! mean,. it ~sn't a; if he were aM~~rienced 
man of the world. He 1sn't, 1s he, Anna ~\3/He 1S really 
younger. than his age. And you see, we know so little 
about you. We . haven't asked your name nor your_ 
history, ar:d "if you don't wh;h l!~~b~.Wftll l
1
, _!Butl'y~. · 
see what>! mean ? We should havef to kifirw W'hat ¢be 
you bel~ng to; and about your family, and so forth.·· 
· RAPHAEL. I • beg your pardon. I understood that all 
you wanted was a hired man. If you wish your son to 
cross the Persian mountains processionally accompanied · 
by my tribe .a_:n_d fa~ily:,. I regret that I· hav~ no authority 
to speak for them.. . . ,A\ . 
TOBIT.'! Now I've offep.ded youi@.oWha~~ 
oldman I am·! Pl~e don'tbe apgry• ,)V~e natu~y 
nervous about Tob1as, and, tO-put an absurd tnstance,..}WU -"" 
FJ-ight be an Assyrian strangler in disguise, aM·tb:snwhere . 
-wwwd poor Tobias be? Not that I think you, would fur · 
:a,· ill~, after eating my salti • but stranglers-oare so 
impulsive, aren't they ? · 
Raphael: I am neither an Assyrian nor a strangler. 
··• My name is Azarias. I am the ;on o~· Axianias, the . 
Nephthalite. . 
. TOBIT. 'Now, why on earth didn't you sarso before? 
RAPHAEL. I hadn't thought of it. 
TOBIT. But I'm a Nephthalite myself, and I knew 
your father very well indeed. And his brq.t:P.er J onathas 
too. And honest, decent pair of fellows . .;, ·r met them 
often on the way to Assembl:y at J Irus!l:lem:;--·.:~·--A-nanias. 
~GOOi;jf!ts fm;.,;.JiSPf 'Re~t[-::)Listen to that, Anna. 
· Isn't it splendid? . ._ 
ANNA. It is good news that he comes of decent people. 
TOBIT. The best stock in Asia. Don't be angry with : 
~'my l~ad. .Of. co. ursemrsorrsha:l1-g0·W. ith-you ... ----- : 
RAPR I am gla.a-~ 1. makes a long, strong x, R. 
to the r. of Tobit and into 
the realistic light again. I
;_ . TOBI'l1 . _ OW:::-!1:~21-Jt~~ • atlfie...,..see: Le~ 
ee. As y~now,Tam not a nch man. I am ashamed 
o offer it to the son of Ananias, but what do you say to a 
. 
r. achma a day ~~~~l-,-if the trip is a success,· 2. LIGHTS: end of #4 
. five per cent. bonus when you return ? Eh ? What w• • ~ 
. o you think ? 
I 
RAPHA!IL· That will do very welL · 
TOBIT •. ·No, but think, man, think. That is no way 
to do business. you must haggle a little for better terms. 
Thj,.s Is a busmess proposition, and busmess must be done 
decently and in order. . 
RAPHAEL. l"l.am-.1-~r-soro., I am not a business man. 
I will do what you ask for the wages you have proposed,. 
_ ANNA. And t~e ~ord knows where we shall ra~se~~ 
·""'J'TOBIT. Well, It IS extremely irregular. Irregular in 
the extre~e. But you seem a determined young man. 
_ I sha not argue W! you. o e It. tn e 
---:--"h~a-=n-::r:ds. (They strike hands. So that's settled. ·Now, 
you must make a very early start to-morrow. ~ 
-a-eo~-~1!0lo!bred? We must be up bright and .early. 
• • . -~<9-h,.-t;h~-clj,a:E.ey! '.:.: 
____ __:·---:----:--'1.this was to be a feast. There were to be · 
speeches and sdng~~-{ltories, and I have spent the whole 
evening .YiJ.tteri:p.g· and yammering like an old bull-frog . 
. What"inus.t you think of us, Azarias ? 
' RAPH~ti=thiiiJ5'-you-·are a.-ma.s.t....r«s}.'>ect~ble old 
··..gentlem~11- ~:-#.it is time my young travelling 
_ compamon was In his bed. · 
~"-.TOBIT. ¥ ~u are .quite right, Azarias. You fillm~ 
. _WIth· confidence~ l?rq til>§ta.a s Br g:J ~,., We shall first 
' l'ti1 however, say grace after meat and our evening hymn{ 
"'; _ 1..:11' _.,A..nna, leave those pots a~one. __ · 
--
-
3. to the elbow. Anna 
pantomimes her satis-
faction to Tobias, then. 
procedes to clear the 
11 table" of dinner-remains. 
.4. He x's to above the c. 
of the bench. The othe~s 
take posi tiona: 
18. 
1. The hymn is chanted, 
antiphonally. See musical 
score. (note: this approx-
imates, from current know-
ledge of musicologists, 
what would be typical of 
the period and of the occa-
sion.Myxolydian mode to suit 
the festive spirit.) 
2. Tobias x 1s out to yard, 
looks off r. presumably 
o his dog., 
3. Meets Raphael, who has 
x'd to hut's doorway. 
4. Exits U.L. above hut, 
takes off outer wrap, 
donsthalo~ nrepares to 
moun :radue!'. 
5. Anna x•s·above Tobit to 
Tobias, kisses him, then: 
6,x•s to blow out wall-lamp 
LIGHTS #§: hut ndark•' 
~;:ij:difTs_)I, lf!fA _ 
7. Tobit kneels above Tobias, 
who has lain down, below 
be~ch, his head r. 
.Anna. lies down, head u. , D. 
bit {j) I will extol Jahveh that liveth fc>rever;: 
: Blessed be his kingdom. [ 
Confess him before the Gentiles, yer · 
Children of Isreal: 
• Others: For he hath scattered us among them. 
Tobit: o Jerusalem, the Holy City, blessed 
are they which love thee: 
· Others: For they -shall rejoice in thy peace. 
Tobit: For Je-rusalem shall be- bi.dlt up with 
sapphire and with eme-rald; 
• Others: .And all her streets shall say, 
.Alleluia • 
.Al:l: .Amen, and. o. 
· ;Raphael: .Amen 
Tobitc Will you sleep by the fire, Azariae!? 
Raphael: N~ thallk: you, sir. I shall go u:p. 
Anna: Up? <J!,1 
Tobi'!;: .. I •suppose he prefers to sleep on tlxe 
roof, Anna. Do as you wish, Azari as, if 
you're not afraid of the chill. Good night 
-then, and God bless you. 
Anna: ~d bless you, Azarias. 
Tobia-s~d bless you, .haxia-s. The dog is 
· friends with you now. 
Raphael: .And God bless you.@ 
Anna: Good night, ~bias, my sonefJoome to 
. bed, Tobit,. V !Z'I 
Tobit: Coming, my love. W. • • And now, my ~Jon, 
God send. you a good journey. Go then with 
.Azarias, and God/Q)who is in heaven, pros-
per your journ,eff and the .Angel of God 
keep you company. 
Raphael: (on the roof above the hut) .Amen.(J} 
END OF ACT I Scene 1 • 
8 ~S..Il: Br,ight on Raphael SHIFT from I-1 to I-2. 
who appears, arms raisea: so ....:;;.;;:-~.,:;;;,..,_.-,~.o;;,.,._,..,;;;;;,... 
his wings show, above hut. !Tobit, Tobias Anna strike props to prop-J:oom offstage. I 
g. MUSIC #2: Be-nediction and Sta-gehands (2) fr.om the. a-udience where. th. ey1ve s.at, set:_ ~·· ·. · . -,.~ .. , · --- ,,_,__ Two Reed-Pieces • strike ladder UL hut UR ~J.ght -~.S,.:t..9 .. _,E~tc. ' · ' • 
:QGHT~l_dims~Q~uxcept, Q..n.,~~~~§..~..: ~J!~~~~ffiatorLP.&· 
_gzc_, which remains dim, and · ,.liu~RIPS~:wl;l;tch _re~D.:~!?ll. for (!1USIJL£>:Ut~az:;:~;!;;i.on) 
. stage-shift. 
ACT I - Scene 2 
Narrator 
J:.. See "SHIFT bot. 
opp. page. 
So they both went out and- departed, and the young man's dog 
was with them. The next morning, Anna began to weep alid said 
to me, "Why have you sent our child away? Is he not the staff 
of our hands as he goes in and out before us? Do not add money 
to money, but consider it rubbish as compared to our child. 
For the life that is given to us by the Lord is enough for us. 
·.=----------------~--------'-"-'--- ---·-··"- . 
And Tobit said to her, "Do not worry, my sister; he will 
return safe and sound, and your eyes will see him. For a good 
angel will go with him; his journey will be successfUl, and 
he will come back safe and sound. So she stopped weeping. 
Now as they proceded on their way they came at evening 
to the Tigris Iii ver. ~ g. LI~t.: 
off Narrator 
----=·:w-..-.,----.1 
r~eed. -piece 6 C:r 
,.:_-, . 
!( cont) ~~JlP.a...~_.:£g,..Lnez:~lz .l!r:tm~· 
BLUE STRIPS OFF . 
~~,.._..,.__----
,q:g~,t~~~~~~ B:S 4-~rls, in pairs, from OR J 
1 .!l7. Fish ~n. ~~eir midst. Each pair has a lengt~j 
(<U'.· .hlue -~'ltat~:t".~ .. _cJ.ot:b.., .~. ~~+i.P~l.§..!' into. posi-j 
~~o~ ( see design) The Fish lies down, between 
the "waves" that go on rippling; thra the scene. 
I 
<f R 
l• D.R. Raphael enters1 ahead of Tobias. Bath have 
I @ RAPHAEL. Here we 
packs and walking-sticks., Tobias has his dog. Raphael 
x's to DC; Tobias follows, wearyily, a few steps aft~ 
the Tigris River • 
~paJ.ms:o.! I am not .._. much used to walking. 
RAPHAEL. I am not used to walking either. 
. TOBIAS. I should have thought you were. 
you get about? You fly, I suppose? 
RAPHAEL. ·yes. . -
• 
TOBIAS. I see. You ;1re going to tell me <>nt~rh.-.,. 
story. I like your stories ~' Azarias, but 
you think we could have something to eat ?f35 
RAPHAEL. Not ~· You are too hot and tired. · 
· would make you ill.{gJI think a swim would freshen 
up. · Can J.pu swim ? ~ 
· TOBIAs.(Z)It is very nearly the only thing I can do$- 1 
would have made a very good trout. · 
• RAPHAEL. ·. Well, take your clothes off and get into 
nver. 11n 
TOBIAs~N ow that is whai: I~ call a good 
Isn't it, Tobykins ? · 
Come and have a nice swim with master. ~~~JAm; 
_itt~E~---~!:_e_)'ou coming in too ? ' 
4 .. sits 
5. starts to open his pack 
7. jumps up 
stick; striJl 
returns. 
lRAPHAEL. No. Not just now. 
'ToBIAS. Oh, why not ? 
RAPHAEL. If you must know, I have a slight abnqr-
. mality in the region .of my shoulder-blades. N_othing 
much, but I am sensitiVe on these matters. I always 
. -bathe alone. 
TOBIAS. Y oa_ are a funny chap. I have two birth-
marks and a crop of pimples, but it doesn't worry me. I 
d}m't see why any thingumrny on your shoulder-blades 
should worry you. - · 
. _ -I RAPHAEL. Will. Y?u kindly .ch;mge the subject ? 
· · · ~ TOBIAS. What 1s 1t ? i:HR Killl'ii i Acne? -~~ '$• MUSIC~ 
! • 1 RAPHAEL. Get into· the W-<j.ter. W ~ve a- fiHr 
dJstance to go ?efore nightfalL · •.. .,., __ ,: · . _. (j) 
; ! TO.:BIAs. R1ghto. You are a bully, Azanas. "~---~~J.'-
" TG>bias "dives" between 
nwaves11 , swims on his back 
UR ••• Raphael retires a few 
steps R. ·r..l--=~ ·=- .com~ in,' Azarias. It's gorgeous. ·i . 
: uc . t s 1 e eaven with the lid off . 
..,.-Ral'l'l'AEL. Don't swim out too-far:·-- There are nasty 
urrents in the fairway. . -----
. [Jfr b ;( ,. t u 1~ •fiN· 
TOBIAs' ~. What say? · '":"" · 
RAPHAEL. I said, Don't swim oUhtoo far. 
TOBIAS' ¥ete£. · Oh, I'm all ri htW I'm v_(:ry much all 
right ..•. No .. : I'm no~ Wha~'~-this? Azarias,~ ~
help~ :The fish, the fish!· Oh, Azarias, it's swimming 
round me. It's looking for a place to bite. It's snapping · 
at me. 0 h, Azarias, its teeth ! its teeth! ~ 
RAPHAEL. Don't be a coward. Catch it by the little t 
bags behind its jaw . . . and hold on! ~ 
TOBIAS' ~. I can't. I can't. Keep away, you~ 
brute. -~ 
RAPHAEL. Do as I tell you. (({) ( 
TOBIAs'~· It's all very well. • . Ough 1- I've 
got him. By gum, he is strong! 
RAPHAEL. Hold on. Hold on tight. 
! ~~~rr~-;'rptt9ji.·m.d-~f'#JI ridge.: 
~. T~'s right. Give a -heave and pitch him on ~ thdl! 
\ bank~ ow grip him again. q?J f 
i_ ,..To.~s.'..? ·~ n~_g9.!;..him. Fve hit him with-myjl1 
stick. He's deaa.(j)By gum, what a monster. 
• I [He appears, naked except for a loincloth, dragging-~ 
gigantic mud-fish. :-- ~ 
TOBIAS. That's him. , 
RAPHAEL. That's h~,.you.mean.: 
TOBIAS. He then. ' 
-----------,----=-·~---<!-· here's been nothing likehim since1:llew:lral~ 
coughed up Jon~ Ho ! If Jonas had been haff ~ 
man I am he would have swallowed the whale. Isn't hi 
beautiful, Azarias ? JO 
RAPHAEL. He is as beautiful as you are marvellou\;J 
1;lie fite is tea:ery fvt him. You will gut the fish an8:eedl4 
M')~ and cut him into steaks and dry them in the suh~ 
uYThey will be usefu!._qQ.,.the journey. i 
. TOBIAS. - I will~ him ? Look here, Azarias, a:ln. 
I the hired man or are you ? 
RAPHAEl;.. I am the hired man. _.I_ 3:01 paid to gu!dc; 
2. turns, swims DL. Now the 
Fish rises, heads towards 
Tobias 
3. At u.c., Fish circles Tobias 
both rise, turn, coming to 
grips.; • .. • 
4. Fish bites Tobias' behind. 
5. Fish flat, set for a push-up, exe-
cutes a horizontal t flip over d. 
11waves." Flops a bit. Tobias puts one 
foot on him, reaches for his stick, 
6. appears to whack him. MUSIC stops, 
with the bang of the stick. 
7. raises Fish, hold it upright, to 
his left. 
8. Lays the Fish down, its head r. 
r ~w;~~=:i~~Ir.owrrr'Uo--as-1-uxrect. '"L'a!Cey'oitr l .. 
J 
TOBIAS. Oh, very welL@ . 
[He follows RAPHAEL's instructions. 
RAPHAEL. Here is a cloth. Take first his liver and his 2. 
gall and wrap them up. 
. TOBIAS. Why? . 
RAPHAEL. Because I say so. Put them in your pack. 
TOBIAS. But why, Azarias? Please tell me why. 
RAPHAEL. One never knows when they may come in 
handy. 
21 .• 
Brings his pack to Tobias• 
side, takes a cloth from it. 
Goes t• work with his .knife, 
kneelillg, facing u •. t6 cover 
TOBIAS. What is the use of a mud-fish's liver? 
RAPHAEL. That is at once a ph~iological and a 
philosophical problem, Tobias, and I prefer not to answer 
the ·t'ish. Takes liver and 
gall. ·.from a pocke:j" ·-in the. 
Fish's side·, wraps them, 
stee t-~, tqe pack, 
·-evetttually~ · ·"'"'•r;a I r 
it at present. Instead I shall tell you a story while you. 
work. 
TOBIAS. Thank you ver~uch indeed. 
RAPHAEL. Not at all. .(3V. Once upon a time there 3 • .As he tells the story, moves 
' was a ~ing's daughter who had eyes like two full moons, about freely to To bias 1 r. 
teeth hke a flock of Angora goats, and cheeks hke a parcel 
of pomegranates swimming in blood. 
TOBIAS. By: gum, she must have been a pretty girl. 
RA-PHAEL. She was a lovely lady. But one day she 
• fell ill and faded like a sick papyrus lily in the drought. 
She became pale and wan and could not move from her 
couch for the fluttering 6f her heart. The king's 
magicians .•• 
TOBIAS. A friend of mine once knew a girl who was 
taken badly that way. She could hardly . . . 
RAPHAEL. The Icing's magicians did what they could. 
'They cast her horoscope not once but many times. They 
sacrificed a bat, a scorpion, a bull and an adder. They 
bled two hundred slaves till they died. They gave her a 
.oction ofherbs picked during the transit of Mercury 
and administered three times a day, with suitable incanta-
tions, before food. 
~T~O:B:IA::s·~~A:n:d~it~w:as~o:f~n~o~u=se~?~----------------~--
22. 
I 
I 
l~obias lifts the limp 
Fish onto his shoulder, 
fireman-style, starts to 
carry .; t to the wa'irer. 
~, 'stops dead. · : 
...... 3. Tobias resumes his 
way, lays .Fish in River, 
returris de. 
4. x's way UR, just: 
below bank of reeds., 
5. tj J 1 i!Rl Bandit, 
brandishing knife, stalks 
on above reeds, UR,~~~n 
5a;"t~.Q, bows with ironic 
floy.rislj.41 to 1-IDSIO #14 -~~~·,:;.2.:.• 
6. As Tobias 
semi-circle, 
after him: 
i 
i 
retreatF, in a 
Bandill ~talks 
~f.> 
·~ )) 
'- ............... -
RAPHAEL. I should not go the length of saying that, 
Tobias, but it didn't help the Icing's daughter. She grew 
daily worse and worse. The king was at his wits' end. 
TOBIAS, How sad for the poor old gentleman. 
RAPHAEL. . On the borders of his kingdom there dwelt 
a woodcutter in a mean hut@ His youngest son was 
called Sarabias. He was a half-wit. 
The two brothers of Sarabias, who were called 
ArphaxadAJ:d Shimsham . . . . 
TC>BIAsWI beg your pardon, I did not catch the second 
brother's name. 
RAPHAEL. · Shimshan@ Arphaxad and Shimsham, 
the brothers of Sara bias, one day made a feast. They ate 
for the feast a braxy ram. 
TOBIAS. Why a braxy ram ? 
RAPHAEL. They were glad to get it. As was their 
custom, they threw the offal to Sarabias, who sat by the 
door in the sun. At that moment one of the king's 
trumpeters passed rehearsing the latest news from the 
palace. 
TOBIAS. And what was the latest news ? 
RAPHAEL. That the king's daug~r had had nothing 
to eat for seven days and seven night@Sarabias was sorry 
to hear this, and, taking up the liver of the braxy ram, he 
made v·hat speed he could to th~ palace.(V" 
[A Kurdish "bandit appears behin.d RAPHAEL's back. His 
appearance strikes TOBIAS with terror, as well it may. 
· He is armed to the teeth. · ~ 
TOBIAS. Oh, lqo~, .~Z.~~! __ ~OO~~- :L_?ok _1~ 
[RAPHAEL stops his story and looks at Msbands. He does 
not tum round. 
THE BANDIT. Salaam aleikum. I perceive you hive 
been indulging in ~~entle pastime of angling. A 
happy sport, by Allah@ And perhaps the one a judicious 
person would choose for his last day on earth. For most 
unfortunately you have chosen the stretch of river held 
sacred by my fathers. to pollute it with your lines and bait. 
[ 28 J 
•·,; 
'' 
• 
'·,,. 
ACT I TOBIAS AND THE ANGEL 
So-you-must die, you two _young men. And die,-I,fear, 
most horribly. But I am a humane man, and as I see, 
sir, that you are a foul J ehudi, I ffll only conclude that, 
like the rest of your repulsive rac6fyou are dripping with · 
gold, jewels and precious stones. To pass the time 
pleasandy for a few minutes, I am prepared to bargain 
with you for w~ no doubt you consider your not entirely 
worthless liv~therwise my duty will impel me to 
hang you· head downwards over yqur litde fire and cut 
~- you slowly to death with litde cuts. 
j. '""l'OBIAS.----What shall we do ? Oh, wha;t shall we d'! ? 
( RAPHAEL (sotto voce). What an abommable taste--m 
~,~etori~ he has. He is Mirza Khan, a Kurdish thief. 
~.1ell htm;ago to Gehannum .. 
i ~ . TO~IAsWBut he might not like it. He has a face like 
\ 
biilf~ a devtl. 
i~ · •· RAPHAEL. . Tell him so. Tell him what you have 
· ' done this afternoon. 15'\ 
, . TH;E BANDIT. How unmannerly to whispe(§;What 
lack ofbreeding(i)Come now, litde one, I had the honour 
tooaddress myself to you. Will you not answer, before I 
-~~ ·grow impatient?·- . -·--· __ . . · ..,.,..,__ 
·:.0.; · RAPHA~Answer him: · Be a man. 
:;_ ; -~OBIAS - -· .· o · you· know what I have been doing this 
~t afternoon. · · --
~ THE. BANDIT. I do not. But it will have a certain 
~-·". pa:th~ti~nter-est~What have you -been doing this 
7 
·.:> aft~:~~I went do~;;t; ;ha/ii;tle ~~tter-di;ch and -~~ walked ~t upon 'it. And the first thing I met was a 
'fl huge and scaly monster which thought, as you think, you 
:!t ignorant dog, that I was a little no-account. And it 
~ barked and roared and bit at me. So I killed it and tore 
i( out its liver, and there it is, wrapped up in a cloth. (He 
~. indicates his enormous packxfO:And what I did to that 
-. "' atrocio';ls, fire-breathing rivb;.;{emon I shall do to you, }I you .hany-toed polecat, you son of a burnt father, ~ 
l. leaps lightly to upper 
laval, indicates pack. : 
2. advances o11 Tobias, who :ro--;::--
treats behind Raphael 
3. illustrates with his knife, 
·not far f.rom T' s chest. 
4. x's unconcernedly way D.L. 
5. follows, with little 
running ·steps · 
6: and 7: .persuing To bias: 
. I 13~ I f 'J-t ~~.. 12~ 6: I -G~;:_'7_13 __ 
c. • ..... I l!V 
B. T. _steps to upper laval, RC 
l3andid, DR, facing Tobias· 
9. exaggerate,d pantomft.ne, ha!ns 
it up, but the Bandit's 
_impres~:~ed. 
I 
10. advarices on Bandi«i, rever-
singlearlier chase, now c.oJ 
a f~l elipse; Bandit drpps 
ldd~e on bundle, in passin~ 
[ 2.9]. ----------~----
24 •. 
l. cringing, DC. 
2: ~-~-'Q__,..--® 
3, ipdicates pack. 
4. cringes, dodges,· :Jprings · 
to upper leval past ~obias 
runs off UR behing reeds. 
5.MUSIC #5 
;!. •• ._. ... ......_.._. .. ~ ..... 
6. x•s to c. playfUlly points 
Bandit's knife at TO'bias. 
7. ri~es, x 1 s DR• starts to 
put on ·his clothes. 
B. Stands up straight, looks 
gratefully to J:laphael, like 
an Eagle Scout about to get 
a medal pinned on him. 
· THE B~· .r¥~,!JWfio are you, my--lord r · · ·· · - c ~-~--
TOBIAS I am Suleiman-i~n-Daoud, and this is one 
)f my A reets. Now depart m peace and trouble me no 
further. . 
THE BANDIT. If my lord pleases, I had no idea . • . 
TOBIAS. May your blood turn to dog!s blood, you 
father of sixty dogs! Did you hear me tell you to go in i 
peace? YMr liver is too white to put beside. that of a: 
river drago~x it is th-e eele\:l:r"eftlre da1k Ha:mes efhdl.. 
'¥ea :an safe £, x • •oe, pi~f1:1l aaEI ft.itieo\:l:s &fie. Only' 
take your ugliness from my purt: sight before I repent my 
mercy. 6. _ 
THE BAJ'l"DIT.WAllah, have pity&J- a poor ill-use1 
man. Al!~t.J':<?.Y.w!l-JrJe>rd. W · . 
: [He (()ithdraws rapidly. 
! TOBIAS. Oh, Azarias, will it be all like this"? Willi 
rbe all like this, our journey? · 1 ! RAPHAEL. How can I tell ? I 
! TOBIAS. But we have scarcely started, and I have""'..mt 
'~ been ..OOg weaFf anti footson;, ls.-twice in deadly: 
penl of my life. fb.\ 
RAPHAEL. All life is perilous~ Go 1:ii:ICael: arul=sesk-
tbe fffi.. Still hl}l!g'ry? 
, TOBIAS. I couldn't possibly eat a bite. ; 
U RAPHAEL. ~well then, ghe it ee Ule aaa ~=-, 
··@j~:J:'] w b'' pat It iii L pa--..... -x! M ,ernew. e must e going.! 
. TOBIAS But this isn't the least what I pictured a; 
Journey. , 
RAPHAEL. Nothing is the least as we picture it. ~ 
TOBIAS. I shall have a nervous breakdown long before 
we reach Media. I feel quite ill already. 
RAPHAEL. Nonsense. You did very well. I am 
quite pro~ of rn.y little master. 
TOBIA® Are you really? I certainly seemed to be 
ablei:o speak up to that bandit once I got started. I told: 
him off properly, I think. The words seemed to come, 
somehow. ..!...heard them at thejetty, bQ.t I hoped-1--had; 
..iQ.xgg_tten.·them'lt- And I clid very well with the fish too,· 
didn't I? 
RAPHAEL. Yes. But there was no need to lie to tile 
bandit. 
TOBIAS. I didn't lie to him. 
RAPHAEL. You did. Your story of the fish I forgive 
you. Everybody exaggerates about fish. But you said 
you were Solomon. That is very far from being true. 
I 
TOBIAS. I didn't know what I was saying. I was 
; excited( : ~ wish I weren't such a ~oward. I'llk'lfraid 1. shoulders his small pack 
of everythmg, really. I'm even afra1d of women.C!/ 
RAPHAEL. Are you now ? 
TOBIAS. Indeed I am. 
RAPHAEL. Don't you like .them ? 
25. 
TOBIAS. Very much, but they terrify me. 
RAPHAEL.' I think then there ~~t least one .J;Ilore 2. x' s DR to retrieve the dog; re-
te~%ifying adventure in store fot yo~~B~~~- : ' , turns promptly with him, to upper 
· :. ~s. What dG> you mean? · ;..., c~ leval, c. From there he easily 
·- RAPHAEL (laughing). · Nothing, nothing. · · 
TOBIAs ... I was right in one thing I said to the oandit.. swings his large pack onte Tobias 
RAPHAEL. What was that ? back. 
TOBIAS. ~aid you :were an o~4 Mr~~t... .: ~~X?~ .a.re. . 
M:P!I_A)i!-1, There. are no· such thtngs ~:.1\.t'~"'t'=!~ As th t Ra heal 
.Come along. ·\i) · ;- ' ~~:~'f.~"" ey exeun , P leading, 
'i.·R"' b. ' ·• .. ['!hey trudge out, t1r Jagf zr, ~6 \ above Read-strip, OR: 
:"'---: __ .:......: __ ae " . .MUSICJ/6 
END OF ACT ONE'. . . . ~~.d/l.O:::-!.~~,§~g.j;=-cUIJl 
girls ripple their "water" cloth 
INTERMISSION 
~TRIKE I-2 to II;l 
Stagehands strike: Reed-pieces 
,as thel. ex~ll!!:t .•.. up.1 tlle Fish be-
tween them. 
set: Reversed hut as right Garden Wall , ladder behind it. 
center Garden Wall 
Props set: 
2 cyprus trees 
bench 
garden seat 
candlabra on dr and dl walls 
whip 
ball 
• 
Facing 2-1 
1. 
HOUSE LIGHTS off 
Facing 2-2 
1;,. Tamkeh x•s ,UC, swishing past Azorah who'.s on the b.ench. 
g. x's to ~ountain, DR. leaves per shawl there. The other girls, except 
Azorah, disrobe, too, dropping their outer shawls • 
~ Tamkeh's produced a big ball from behind one of the trees of the grove, 1. 
4. U.R. 
ACT II 
NARRATOR 
~~-- •.. -·-- -----··---- ----------· @ __ ..__ «~ .• .-.. .... ....,.,. ,,_,.. __ • "--
Now at Ecbatans, in Media,' it also happened that Sarah, 
the daughter of Raguel, was reproached by her father's 
maids, because she had been given seven husbands, and 
the evil demon Asmodeus had slain each of them before he 
had been with her as his wife. She was deeply grieved, 
even to the thou~J:1 •. :>.! hangi~ her~el!.~So she prayed 
at her window and said, "Blessed art thou, 0 Lord, my 
God, and blessed is_ thy holy and honored name forever • 
.Already seven husbands o-f mine are dead. Why should -I 
live? But if it be not pleasing to thee to take· my life, 
command that respect be shown to me and pity be taken 
upon me, and that I hear reproach no more.n 
The prayer wasc!fard in the presence of the 
~C?.:t:Y .9_L!he great God. . 
(Narrator exits.) 
SCENE ONE 
SHEERAH (sings) 
It is the season of leaves and sheaves of green corn and 
soft, light rains. 
Gone, gone are the storms of sand and the beat of the 
heat and the thirst and decaym 
For the Afreet is fled, and lamed and tamed and prisoned 
and bound with chains, 
.And the vine springs, and the wind brings wings, and the 
delicate dulcimers play: 
e2}Farewell Asmo~! 
Fled are the years of tears and the fears that have hung 
down on our hearts like a pall. 
Rats, tarantulas, bibood-sucking bats and the evil blank 
gnats are away; 
With the terror that walks and the fright that bites in the 
night they save gone awa:y all • 
.And the soft blue pigeons coo, and the lovers kneel 4own 
in the dew to pray. 
@Farewell1 Asmoday! 
2-1 
• 
Facing 2-1 
1. 
II®§l1L!,.:J:..Q~s __ p~f~ 
f.;J:~G:~-~~~J:..on Narrator, who stands at door DL.reading from BOOK of TOBIT 
MUSI0!7 a few c~qrds are iml(rovised, plucked on the piano strings. 
2. LIGHTS #lU_q_Q!l._.~~JE ... :~ae window~""".Then.~i~-~-~.JW.Il,..$:~. 
The five Gir}.s quietly take ·their positions, in dill!.. stage light • 
....:-=== . ~hip ~~r.,:e,:e::=-< === 
::I ~0-1~/ wino ~ . 
fount · \\ 
---...::::: 
(!) ')tv, d.. ball 
SlviW.MJ ~ b~~:e· _,._-----
- -- 1 -~· -~-F-\ 
. I 
! // 
-----.:.._--'-,- -.....door to 
I 
I 
house 
... / 
\_ . -::-
3. ,J..JGam/tuQ:._qf± l!Jap-ator, .UP. O:t;!?!_~~!.·. 
WJSI..Cf!L .. · .: moreplucked chords to accompany Sheerah' s pantomime with the lyre, as 
she sings, (see Musical Score) . 
Tamkeh dances, circling d. & r. 
4. Tamkeh and Sara exchange smiles. Sara leaves the window, x's backstage, while 
Tamkeh continues to dance to the song. Azorah's eating candy. 
1LIGHTS ftl.2 
5. Sara enters DL. Tamkeh bows to her at the end of the dance. 
Facing 2-2 
'j;. Tamkeh x's UC, swishing past Azorah who'.s on the b.enoh. 
!. x's to ~ountain, DR. leaves per shawl there. The other girls, except 
Azorah, disrobe, too, dropping their outer shawls. 
2L Tamkeh's produced a big ball from behind one of the trees of the grove, l. 
4. U.R. 
------~------------------
SARA 
Very good, Tamkah. Why don't you teach them all to dance? 
ciJ Tamkeh 
~ is wasted labor to teach cows to dancal 
Azorab. 
You nasty, ill-tonged daughter of misfortuneJ What do you 
mean'? 
.• 'sARA 
Hold your tongue, Azorah! You lie about and eat sugared 
gelatin all day; it's a perfect disgraceJ Tamkeh is the only 
one of you who keeps anything like a figure, and she 1 s an 
Etheopian and not a Persian at all ••••• Come, I'll give you 
some exercise myself. Let us play at ball. 
OMNES 
Oh no! It's too hot! We're too tiredl Have a heart, my ladyl 
~f you don't do as I tell y~'ll send for my father and have 
you all whipped. Where did you put the ball, Tamkek'? 
~ere it is, Mistress. Tamkeh 
Come along, then.. 
... 
Sara 
(They range themselves in a circle, toss the 
ball from hand to hand. The first to drop it 
goes into the middle and, amid squeals, tries 
to intercept it as it flies round, backward & 
forward ••••• TOBIAS 1 -~d and shoulders appear-
above the garden wal~ 
2-2 
-. Facing 2- 3 
1. x's r. Girls withdraw in a frightened huddle, u.l.c. 
2. tosses ball and catches it. 
3. sets ball lightly on her hip, prociedes r. 
4. follows Azorah 
5. from slightly ul. of Azorah, backs her down to the fountain. 
6. Whip in hand, she comes down towards Azorah from the garden seat u.r. 
The four girls advance into a l-Thip-like line behind her, Sheerah next to Sara. 
They all swing into a whip-last sort of movement, freezing as Sara abruptly 
checks her action, whip raised. 
7. Sara drops the whip. 
1
·· C- nr<J nm& ~o.-.nrow. -- ·-·-·-= _. 
SARA. · You can't do that, Azorah. Play the game, 
please. 
.-· 
AZORAH. That is the game. To get the balL I've 
got it. You go into the ring. 
· SARA. I'll do nothing of the sort. You must wait I 
till the ball is in the llir. You can't grab it that way, like ; 
a bird of pr~y. : @, 
, AZORHiJ: What .r:ons%e! I've played ball in 0e 
Caucas~1th profess10na1s?-.!nd I know what I'm talkmg 
about. /J?'l 
. SARAPYou-can't try your village tricks here. Give 
!me that ball. 
, AZORAH. Certainly not. I won it ·quite fairly. If 
y~m don't know the game you should learn it before 
making an exhibition of yourself. 
i · SARA. Azorah, you forget yourself! 
1 AZORAH. I come of a better family than you, you 
!vulgar J ewess. Yes, Madame Asmoday! 
[The maids give a cry of horror. 
SARA. What was that you said ? 
AZORAH. I said " Madame Asmoday! " You're the . 
wife of a demon! Everyone knows it! a\ 
[sARA catches her by the throltr. 
F AZORAH. That's right. Strangle me! Strangle me! ; 
You've strangled seven husbands, strangle me too, Sara : 
the Strangler 1 Madame Asmoday 1 Demon's wife! Hal · 
SARA, urious throws AZ~RAH down takes a whi rom the 
:; · gar en seat ~ul btalfi: ~~.9~·@ 
AZORAH. Witch! HarlotrYou've had seven hus-
bands, all of them buried 1 Where are your sons, witch ? 
, Strangle yourself, barren witcht'i)M~y I 
~~---------~--------------~---L~-L--~~. 
2.- 3 
2-4 
1. Azorah x' s sulkily, 
exits dr. I 
2. Girls follow, pioking I 
u-p their wraps, the candy-
dish, whip and ball. sara 
sits on bench LC. 
3. rises, x's D.R. snatches 
her shawl to her front;. 
4. Enters DL. x's c. 
Sam follows him. 
5. Sets arraw quickly to 
string but doesn't shoot. 
to Sam 
1. x's to Sara. 
·I 
i 
TOBIAS A:ND THE ANGEL (l> ACT II 
1 SARA (quietly). Go into the house. All of you<?J 
[:The maids steal away; AZoRAH, sobbing, between two of 
them. SARA sits on her throne staring in front of her. 
RAPHAEL (unseen). Speak to her. 
TOBIAS. Young lady 1 
SARA (snatching up a veil). Who are you? What are 
you doing there ? 
TOBIA~- I am standing on a gentleman's head. 
SARA~o away at once. ·.I'll call the guard and have 
you strangled and thrown to the foxes. 
TOBIAS. No, no. Please don't do that. It would 
only make you more unhappy still. 
:.. SARA. How dare you stand there ? This is a private 
garden 1 How long have you been there ? 
TOBIAS. For about twenty minutes I think. 
SARA. Oh 1 How dreadful! 
TOBIAS. Azarias 1 I say, Azarias 1 Don't go away I 
I'll fall. Help me down. I don't want to stay here. 
There's a young lady here in a frightful rage. Azarias l 
[RAPHAEL has obviously lift him and he is hanging on to the 
top of the wall. GUEL a ears in the doorway of the 
t ./ house. He is a tal; thin ussy man, very richly dresud. 
""'.: . . IIJJ.s jollow~d by an £th~opian arc~er. • • 
· · RAGUEWWhat 1s the meamng of th1s? Who Is this 
young ~' Sar~ ? Sam,· put an arrow into hin@ No, 
stop. Wait a mmute. · 
TOBIAS. Yes) yes. Wait a minute. Please do. I 
can explain. Azarias 1 RAGUEL~e has a gang with him. TOBIAS.~~' I haven't. Even my hired man has 
run away. Dear me, what a dreadful position. Don't 
let your l.E~iopian shoot at me, sir. I'm all right really. 
RAGUEL 'l Sara, is he a friend of yours ? 
SARA. ost certainly not. He is a complete stranger 
to me. He is a spy. · ' ·• 
RAGUEL. · Sara, you are . . . Did he see you im-
properly dressed ? 
i 
"'--... 
ACT II TOBIAS AND TH;E ANGEL 
TOBIAs. No, no. l assure you. Nothing of the sort. 
SARA. ·Yes. He did. I was playing ball with the 
girls. I have never been so insulted in my life. 
RAGUEL. But I mean, it was not entirely . . • 
SARA. No, no. @f U';Wl88 Ret>: But it was bad 
enough. 
RAGUEL. . Do you think Sam had better shoot him ? 
SARA. No. We've had enough of that sort of thing. 
Give him a beating and let him go. 
tJ> RAGUEL. Sam, go round to the front gate and tell the 
,guard to see that he doesn't escape. Thn come back 
here at once. Bring your bamboo stick(3J 
· [2'"he negro goes out through the door. 
Well, sir? 
1./ X C. 
' 
2 .. Sam bow,, exijrlJ 
d.l. Rag. turns 
to Tobias. 
TOBIAs. Look here, don't give me a beating. I had 
no idea the young ladies would be here. Azarias told me 
to look over the wall. He said this might be Raguel's _:..: 
· . lace. . ' • ' • • • 
: ~I RAGUEL ... He .dJ~,_.,~Ed~h~L~~~~b."ffi.:is __ i.~ -~ag;uel's 
\!./p:ace. · . 
. ~~".;,. TOBIAS. Oh, is it? Are you Raguel ? 
-- -~ RAGUEL, I am. Who sent you here ? 
. f.y- TOBIAS. My father. · · 
RAGUEL. Who is your father ? 
··::·~;. , .TOBIAS. Tobit. 
SARA. What a funn}" name 1 
RAGUEL. Not old Tobit of Nineveh? 
.. . TOBIAS. Yes, yes. H~'s my father. Anna's ·my 
:>.:~ mother. Achiacharus, the King's accountant, is my 
'·· cousin. Mz name is Tobias. -
RAGUEL. I ~less my soul I T.RlJit! Well, well, well. 
Sam, Sam; come here. Sam!6f/Bring a ladder! Sara, 
go in, my dear, and...out something ds! '-This...is Tobit's 
boy from Nineveh. Ct?And how is my •:ear old friend ? 
TOBIAs. He is-very well, than.k you. . · 
. -'R::A:G'f1EI;:"---Let.!s-see; ·-- He married . . . ? 
'· TOBIAS. Anna. _ -----
[ 37 J 
•.;,. 
·/ 
~ 
3. Sam comes charging 
on<w:i.th a bamboo ploe, 
aims it like a javelin 
at T. who ducks. Rag. 
restrains Sam, says, nNo, 
no, Sam" takes pole from 
him • 
I 
4. Sara'x's DL & out. 
2-6 
l~ Sam returns from DL; --
:i1s to wall, below Tobiat=~. 
c :..2..--SalJI., solici toa.s now, 
~sts off Tobias' ol~thes. 
t' RAGUEL. course, o course. ou are e spn of a 
good, honest man. Dear old Tobit.(l)Ah, here's the 
!ladder. Come down, come down. 
[ne negro brings a ladtle_r and sets it agginst the wall. 
TOBIAS comes down. 
An active man, Tobit. Never at rest, never at ~· 
TOBIAS. He is not so lively, sir, as he used to b~@ 
RAGUEL. Why not? 
TOBIAS. He has lost his eyesight. 
, - • RAGUEL.. Ah, dear . m.e. What a pity! What -a 
3. hands. stick he.' s been miil~~ls a gre8at aflliftton. Poor .old Tobit. Take-• away, am.(.l) --
holding to Sam who, fl.rst, 1 [-~'egro t 
• n pu~.
sets. it against wall while But he keeps his spirits ? _ 
he first takes ladder to- r TOBIAS. Wonderfully, wonderfully. 
wards the house-door. He i __ RA<;mEL. Darknes_ s i~ great plague; Not to see the 
holds back at su_!l~~Ipe.- Well, w=ell.~ ..... Tobias_,__ this_ is ~ 
4: Sara's entrance. Rag., dau.4lter, Sara. The son -of my old- friend, 
seeing her, x'·s a bit DL Tobit, my dear. His arrival at our house 
for introductions. was a little unconventional, - but he is-
none the less welcome. 
the stiok 
2- 7 
TOB:(AS~ Ho':Y. do Y,£.\!..J.Q·~=I hope I didn't frighten · 
r
you. - --- . . 1. L+@TS_ #12J..: ,:§ta~ ... £l,~s a b:i:1 
sARA. N _?, no. I didt1't understand. Xo.\!..are :xeq 
·,;- '" ~~e.;;~@si~~ I have a little dog outside. He will" be . T. ~~~~C~~115fc~~a!' ;!f~ 
l nwondering what has become of me, and for some reason i with 1 dder 
:.LJor other he is never quite comfortable with- A:eart!l:s;.}D.Y "trave~Ii:ng• companion. 
~ Wou~d it be too much to ask you to send your man round~2. . . 
1 
I ~;for hrm? · sB!n,. go out and get. t:q.e l.ndicated Sam, who s returned; ' #~~- No~~t al!~ly==,::~:-,he then collects stick, exits DL. ~'!'asl~:e:: J;:: Now you m~st be hungry, and 'i 3.x to T. seats him be h 1 · trred. Srt down, srt down. I'll brmg you a small · no ' • 1 collation myself. It will sharpen your appetite for the , 
ij } evening meal. And my slaves will collect your <;amels . 
t ·• and baggage. . . 
1 ; TOBIAS •. · Alas! A Kurdish bandit stole my camels i 
:and I P,ave,no baggage except that which my little dog is 
guarding faithfully outside your garden wall, ! 
·i _0!~L. Dear, dear, •w-fi!l:ll a:ehapte.E:::.ef:.m~w:s. 
eW~at a lawless c<;n:n~. Sara, do you ente~tain T?bias 
whrle I see to all ~I'll send Sher~h out w1t;h: a thrcker 
wrap for z~ ~It begrns to get dully here m the late 
l · afternoons S~rah, ~ 
4.(He wants her to be modest.) 
5. To T. as he x's DL. 
'" \J) 
6. calls 
' [He goes out. ~~ SARA. Did you have a pleasant journey ? . 
·( TOBIAS. Oh, yes, thank you. . · 
7. Her father gohe, Sara seats 
herself on seat URC. A pause. 
' SARA. They tell me that Nineveh is very beautiful. 
\ We have a song about the Bonnie, Bonnie Banks of the . 
· \ Tigris. --d TOBiAs. No. It is not exactly beautiful. It is very i 
--: formal and flat with its canals and windmills. And we 
.:J have some dreadful sl urns. ~~1 SARA. How horrid! .Are you interested in social ! -~ welfare? 
' \ TOBIAS. No. Not much. My father is, He does ' 
'j ~itea._lot. ----'--
SARA. The gayer side of Nineveh probably appeals to,' 
. you, doesn't it? It is a gai city, isn't it ? . :. 
- TOBIAS. No. I hardly thmk so. Rather stiff and!, 
, standoffish and-well-strict. For instance-- Oh, · 
·~ well. ~--
SARA. Well, :vh3;t ? , : 
! TOBIAS. · J thmk 1t's all nonsense myself; but a-well,! , L an incident like this would be quite ij.DJ>ossible in Nineveh:L 
i SARA. Then you despise me because you saw my arms I · 
! and legs, and no young man has any right to see a person's \ 8 
arms and legs. · . · . . . i • 
TOBIAS. Sara, I never saw anythmg more beautrful m ·~ 
my life-except perhaps that big rose-coloured hill at 
• Kermanshah..i:A the t .. ifgb; iii ha MIC mise, ;:pee esc~ , 
' l'CiiQi li g I d:itt 
sARA. How tactful of you to change the subj~ct. 
TOBIAS. I won't change the subject if you don't wish 
me to. 'It is a charming subjeGt and I could meditate on 
it all afternoon. 
SARA. You do despise me! You do! Or you 
• wouldn't talk to roe as if I were a dancing-girl. . {fOh J 
Rises. 
\ 
i 
\. 
I 
I 
\ 
\ 
2-- 8 
ACT II TOBIAS AND THE ANGEL 
TOBIAS. What's the matt~r ? 
[RAPHAEL appears in the grove, unseen by the two. 
SARA. Did you-did you hear ·what that screeching 
guinea-fowl said to me~over there by the fountain? 
·~Yes, I heard. 
SARA. All of it? 
··, 'ro All of it. 
' must go to my father. I must go in. 
go in. · What do l care what she said ? 
. never heard a bad-tempered dancing-girl telling 
? 
ou believe they were lies ? 
Iri so far as I could make head or tail of them; 
• """-"'' "~' were lies. 
they were!l't ? Suppose I had had 
nusoands and they had all died on their wedding 
1. ·starta.DL, passes T. 
2. rises, steps after'he 
Sara stops. • 
, 
· 3. turns to. liim 
! 
4. XBs DR. Raphael a~ 
pears in grove, un-
sea ey :them. 
should think, in fear and trembling; ~ . . 5. fellows her 
hope that I too might die such a death, unworthy . 
Don't"joke about it. =b 
Before Abram, Isaac and . , I am not 
~obias, are you a man or a god. 
Do I look like a god ? Why do yo~ ask ? 
Because there is a god in the garden:. 
There is a God everyw~. 
NotthatsortofGod. O~know, I know, I 
-: know., It is terrible to feel the presen~of a god. J TOBiAs. Now ,she's going to faint{)> What an extra-
. I ordhrary girl ! 
:1 · :
1 
[He runs to the tank to get water. He s~RAPHAEL. 
Hello! Azarias! How did you get here~Wait a 
mome*. The young lady has fainted. @ 
Q. both are DC 
, 
.. 
7o semi-c~rcles below· 
ana to i. of Tobias 
a. ·She does, - into 
TGOiae' arms, it.-:.-
9. lays her down 
' [He throws water on SARArs face. 1.0. goes to fountain for 
water, returns u. of 
Sara. . 
- .~~ • II ,, 0, my celestial ibis! Full moon 
[ •P ] 
:t 
I' 
;/ 
·!.:----
2-- 9 
·: . . .-··· 
.. •.:.:. 
1. douses water on her crowned wi~~myriad stars' 0 jacinth monument on 
face; she revives; he ~an ivory plintnfare you feeling better? fir.... 
kneels. _ ~/ SARA. Much better, thank you. Ah !\C). • Who is I 
2. sees Raphael, in 
1 
that ? ' 
white light s To:s~s. Oh, that? That's Azarias. 
~ ~ARA. I'm afraid of him. 
'3. steps r.- into realistic 
light. 
RAPHAEL~ Don't be afraid of me, young girl. 
TO BrAS. '!should think not. You and he are 
~o be great friends. 
4. from DL. 
5-. sits up 
6. rises 
7. accepts cloak over 
her shoulders. 
, ~· exits DL, Sheerah--f'f. 
9. Circling fre~l:Y, c1 
stage, ·as he.r~sodizes. 
Raphael's_b~th ira~ 
fied and amused. ""'=="' 
I . [E~n=t~er=s=H~ERA=H~W=t~'tb~a=::i-5::~~['-i,.:J 
.sHERAH. Laay, your father says you must put this 
·because ~s cold. ' 
I SARA~It is not c;old. ' 
· SHERAH. Well, your father says it is. . 
SARA. It isn't. Do you think it is? · · 
SHERAH. What does it matter what a slave thinks ? 
' - SARA. Take the thing away and don't irritate me. 
[She looks at TOBIAS and the Angel. Pauses. Smiles 
radiant smileff\ - · 
. SARA.~( Very welW If he thinks it is cold it must 
~cold. Thank you, Sherah.(J/ Now we shall go in, 
these gentlemen will excuse uslfl 
- - \.!~[She goes, SHERAH tottowt:ng.~; 
I RAPHAEif. Well ? lfJ) .. 
TOBIAS .• · 10h, AzariasC} She is much more 
'than all the beautiful girls you were tel1ing me about 
the journey. · When she played at ball she was like 
white camel colt leaping in the pastures. My knee-cat1st 
1 turned _to jelly and my lungs weir-nigh burst in 
I throat. Her little feet are like-two fluttering doves. 
I runs like an ostrich. She is as brave as a troop of ca 
I 
with dragons' wings and heads like tigers. ·-She· has 
heart of a rhinoceros and the gentility of a new-born 
I You have become quite the poet. tf)_ i _ · I'm · An 
-------""' · ~ the Lord has visited me! 
FJOSTON UN,-v£RsrtV 
FINE AND AP.PL.IEQ A&I$ U61Miit 
.l'tiwh d.3 c ~~refemitisflbus. · lin . . . . 
: · .RAPHAEL. And therefore you propose to go to Rag~ 
:,and leave her to the first tramp who looks over the wall. : 
I TOBIAs.0.;jpt oh, Azarias! Look at me.! J.-4on't. 
· ook@j"em~gen.tleman, let alone a merchant prmce'k ;And 
ey are st?ch refined and wealthy people •. sf1 
RAPHAEL. We shall see about that. 
TOBIAS. Mind you, I think she likes me. 
. RAPHAEL. It is possib[e that she does. The fancies of: 
1 a woman~ bound by no law. 
!. TOBIAS~4-}.l ... t!l_a.t Jl.~~~~f$~1,!~~. r Wl.lat 
1 do you. thmk otlt?" e~ 1 .tZL · .... - ' . ·· · · ···· · · .... , .. 
2- 10 
at d.l. corner of bench, one 
foot on it. 
2. x to Bapbael 
R ~ 
3. LIGUTS j4RN l~B 
4~."Jtm§t0.#.<8 
2 - ll 
Procession is formed for entrance 
DL: Tamkah with candy-dish 
Azorah with wine Sheerah with fruit 
Raguel 
Shomari with bowl 
turns DR. 
2. to him 
3·~-~: 
stage brighter, as 
procession advances 
to 
4. x's straight l. 
5. turns back to say 
this to Tobias before 
he e:xi ts DL. 
6. from Tamka' s dish · 
7. turns, r., steps 
away to c. 
Kirrah with pitcher 
& towel 
~-
TOBIAS AND THE ANGEL 
RAPHAEL. Here comes her father. You had bettr' ·, 
askT~~:Q/ ..Qh, I couldn't. ____ ,___ - ~ \ 
RAPHAEI@Ha! Killer of the great fish! H 4_ \ -
Conqueror of Mirza Khan! You are afraid. 1· , 
TOBIAS. Of course I'm afraid. · \ 
RAPHAEL. ~ti~~L!e.!Lt~2.@ \. 
[li11:~~r~!f:.r:!J!}!-.'f/Ji1lJ_gi[..ls carrying a basin, a ewer, a bott · 
---of wine. anJ: some fruit in a great dish. AZORAH a 4,_ \ 
SHERAH prepare TOBIAS for his meal. While the.y ar· . 
washing his bands and feet be talks to RAGUEL. .;.:, . .':;: 
TO BrAS: Ragud, this is very handsome of you. '!. ~ 
RAGUEL. It is .the least. I could do for your father . i 
son. Ah! Is th1s your fnen~ ?_ · 1~;,;~ ~; • 
.RAPB:AEL. Your servant, s1r. · ' 1 - I 
TOBMS. Yes. This is Azarias. '·' •' 
RAPHAEL. The son of Ananias. . 
- "IG<\GUEL.-- Indeed-? :M; ~-=1::Elidi?i! 1Cfroy; he lfa~--<. i 
-4Nitl! . M dwel cr; l tungl 1 'n seqra-. Any friend q'(\ ' -·t 
Tobias is welcome here. Do you serve your master, dt · 
would you prefer to go to the servants' hall. You m.u~t 
behungry. ! 
-- RAPH-1*~· I shall go to the servants' hall. I am ~ 
servant. ~ · . . . . 1 i 
-TOBIAS. Oh, ~' ~nas • • • · I· I 
RAPHAEL. I shall goeJRemember what I toltcj .-.· . 
RAGUEL. An extraordinary fellow. I suppose he;[.. .) 
faithful enough. :ffut I do feeT these people· who havf:. 
come down in the world are a little apt to be familiar 1 >.·1~ don't you think? Good-looking fello~ough. 1 TOBIAS. Raguel, it's about Sara. • (S/ '\ 
[RAGUEL puts a piece of <furkisb delight into the mouth o,. ( 
TOBIAS. I I 
Thank~ I was say~'n ;. it's.abou~ Sara.· . I· i 
RAGUEL. Ah, yes, yes mce gul. Domestlcatecl . i . 
i 
\ 
: 
and so on. She is the app of my eye. ( 
[4-4- J ~ Ai 
','·". 
- ToiliAs. -Jh~!Ilt!st~!iW' R~g~~1; I want t:~ marry -Sar~. 
RAGUEL.- Wcif,"ffiat's-plump and plain, anyhow. 
. TOBIAS. Yes. · I have always studied to be both plain 
and plump. What have you to say about it, eh ? ' ' 
· RAGUEL. It isl,ittle unexpected. I mean, you hardly 
i know each other tis a great honour that ·she has found 
i favour in your srg t.. I need not say how delighted I 
I should be to see her c~:niJ,forta~ly marne~ to a respe~t~~le young man. _.·And I don't thmk there rs any possrbrhty \that you will quarrel about the settlement, Only, as I 
,_~a,y, It is r~ther sudden .. Aridold Tobit did me ma~y a'-
1 good turn m the old days .... · · ' 
t TOBIAS. All the more reason why you shouldmake his 
. son happy. . 
2 - 12 
l. stands, x's to.Rague1 
LIGHTS: WARN #13 
.•. ,--·- . "" __ _.;;......: 
2. During speech he turns 
away, x•s DR, circles by 
feuntain; Tobias dogs his 
&tepa. · 
RAG'UEL. I know, I know. But it's only ~[}O tell 
you ... Well, there are stories going about,@Not too 3. Ra.gu.el•s at Tobias' l. 
~1 ple.asan:. Ton. es .ei.ther. ·. It is all superstition arid o.ld wives'~.- -Girls creep below bench tales, of ~ourse, and I should never mention them to you to eavesdrop. fyoli wete n~t an old friend, in a way of speaking, and an erilight~~ucated man like myselfJ You know these 1 • Pet:sians~®'A pack of heathens Believe anything. 4. looks over his shoulder '--T-<:>BIAS:·- <3'0' on. ' , ' tcnrards girls 
RAGUEL (to t~girls). You clear ~ut ,no'4§J' I'll look/ 5, steps towards girls; · 
after the guest(@ Look sharp. No lortenng. they scuttle out DL 
- • - • [1"he girls gor leave wine b ben h ' 
Have some grapes~. Ora crtrop.? ThesepomegranateSi Y. c • 
are very good. These nectarines are not~· Home-. 6. takes fruJ. t-tray from 
,groy~~ k~:: 4~a;·~~a~i;ooTiri1/~¥een the victim ~e;=~s takes one. Rig. 
rof. a~ extraordmary senes ,of comcrdences. They are sets tray on ground b 
comcrdences, of course, but they are none the less heart- 1 b ch . ' Y 
1breaking. en ' Bl. ts r. of T. 
. Ton:r~s. ·Go on. I need not tell you this is very I ~:rQ:~~-#13; &m' l d;i in 
mterestmg to me. · (!9':} U.Pt.) · 
RAGUEL. Well, to tell you the truth, she has been\1 · "' - · 
betrothed and even ma~ried before. To be absolutely i 
frank, more than once. · 
2 - 13 
l~rises, step~ r. 
• i 
:;; l'ises 
4. Takes T1 s rl elbow, 
walks with· himl DR. 
1. strides ahead of ttagl' stanns faeing 
himj ! 
I 
8. looks up at'lwin-
dow, DR. 
TOBIAS AND THE ANGEL ACT II :-
· - TOBIAS. Seven times. - rf. 
_ RAGUEL. So . many as that ?...:1 Let me se~. Five 
times, at any rate. No. You are right. Seven times.-
Tragic. Awful. Most reputable, decent young fellows. 
TOBIAS. ~What happened to them: ? 
RAGUEL\_?IWell, we don't exactly know. It's a fright-
ful trial to poor Sara. It's not her fault.~ I don't know 
how she has survived. it, But they say she has been so 
unfortunate as to be the object of admiration of one of 
their horrible heathen gods-the foul fiend ... (he 
whispers) ... Asmoday. 
TOBIAS. Who ? · 
RAGUEL. Asmoday. you and r don't believe in such 
things. · They say he his. a tail like a dragon and a foul 
breath,. Nasty ideas. · It is getting chilly. Shall we 
go in? ~-. ---
.TOBIAS. No@'ull me m'tm;.· > . . .... 
RAGUEr/jP,It Is a strange country this, with its, great 
pink, snow-topped hills, and its thick, dark. groves; 
Terrible things happen here. I wish we li~na hom~ly 
and quief land, where there are no devils walking i!c'...;g_I;~at 
wirids at night .• What did you notice first:::c.w.henc you 
came toP~? · 
· TOBIAS{3/ 1 hat no birds sing there. There is hardly a 
sparrow. . 
RAGUEL. And in tbe dusty desert there are birds all 
the way. I have only heard one nightingale and one lark 
since I came here, forty years ago. 
TOBIAS.J1)That is very strange. 
RAtiuEi..J.ktit is very strange in a country all trees and 
f-euntains-~ running streams: 
f::;;: TOBIAS!(j)l will take Sara away from here .. 
\J RAGUEL. Go away from here yourselr, my son. Sara 
is still a rriaid,_ and wilt be so~as J- -till she" aies. Her 
seven husbands_ were murderedtJ:.strangled: . . , 
TOBIAS. How ? · · · 
RAGUEL. I canQot tell. 
6
!!_\lt :every pne ~f. them was [ + ] . '-
4 
·.·I 
.. 
wangled ~n his wedding· night. My daughter Io~ked 
:each daybreak like one whose soul has been on a long 
1
1journey. ·,She remembered nothing. . 
TOBIAs,:· Ough! It is growing dark and cold.0 
I · [RAPHAEL, without,· "Tobias!" 
I RAGUE.t, ... What w.as that ? 
TOBIAs~·~ "1t V'{as Azarias calling me. Perhaps he has 
found my do€f\Wever mind, Raguel. Give me your 
daughter. · 
RAGUEL. No I No! No! Your father's only son. 
N. I ' o. 
TOBIAS. I have been fighting devils all the way East 
from the Tigris. What do I care for devils ? I have one 
fear only-that I shall die away from your daughter, as ~ 
shall die if you will not give her to me: · .L will die with 
her ~ladly_:_:_..,.Go_ap4 . .tcl.}p~r. . · 
R.Adui'L. Tobias! ~ t;;\ 
TOBIAS Go and tell heJ;6./Send her to m~ 
TOBIAS. Oh dear! Oh dear! What have I been 
saying? This is what comes of boasti~g and blowing 
and bluffing. And I can't get out of this infernal garden. 1 
They'll shoot me if I try to escape now. Azarias! · 
Azarias ! Come and get me out of this! I 
[RAPHAEL appears from the grove with the dog. l 
, PHAEL. Stop that noise. Pull y9urself together. 1 
Try to pretend to be a man. 
TOBIAS. It's all very well to say "Pull yourself 
'f!ogeth~r," A~ari~ I'm. all to pieces. I never felt so 
'l'o~ten m
1
my hfe. ~~~b,x.1.J.:g.b~'\-.OP.~2P.Ot gog,sou are 
gQmg to ose your master. 
p • • 
2 - 14 
l.Raph .. -oalls from off U1. 
2. plants mango in Rag's hand. 
'· ~el ext~s DL. Tobias, alone, 
circles, ending up R.C. 
-~, 
4. Eaters UL,- with pack, which he 
aops on oench L, and dog. ~s 
'io face To bias. 
2 -15· 
1. gives dog to him. 
2. dog back to Tobias1 
3.·x•s to him, r. 
4. x's back to bench; 
brings pack to Tob~as; 
he is now at his 1. 
I 
I 
. 
I 
I 
I 
TOBIAS AND THE ANGEL ACT II 
TOBIAS. Well, he ought to be ashamed of himself. 
It's no laughing matter. Do ·you know what I've ~--M 
done? 
RAPHAEL. What have you done ? 
TOBIAS. I''fe offered to marry Sara. 
RAPHAEL. Don't you want to marry Sara ? 
TOBIAS. Of course I do. Anyone would. But you J 
know what happens to anyone who marries Sara? ~ 
RAPHAEL. Yes. And so did you. t You should have 
thought ofthat sooner. . 
TOBIAS. But to be strangled by a demon. And o4.,.i 
what a nasty .demon, too. Azarias, get me out of thif!1J 
You can marry Sara yourself, anything. Oh, Azarias, i 
I'll give you half Gabael's ten talents if you get me out ofj 
this. Fifteen...l111ndred shekels I'll give you, Azarias. i 
RAPHAEL. ~at a way to behave before ~our dog! 1 
You are a god to your dog. ~Jll l iLL$ l $ d ) t..-f ' 
You will IIULke an atheist of him. 
TOBIAS.~- Azarias, they will be back in a minute.r 
What am I ~o ? What am I to do ? . I 
RAPHAEL.~ ou are to marry the girl, of course~'lC ow 
want to. You ought to. You have got to~ oJ 
can't run away now. ~ j 
TOBIAS. But if Asmoday comes! A great fiend with l 
horrid breath ! tJiJ) 
RAPHAEL. I've no patience with you. ~ere, here' 
your pack. Take out the liver you took frqm the Tigri 
mud-fish. [ 
TOBIAS. Oh, Azarias . . . I 
RAPHAEL. Be quick. Have you got it? · .. 
· TOBIAS. Yes. Yes. It is all dry and tough like 
bit ofleather. . 
RAPHAEL. Slip it into the bosom of your djibbah. 
TOBIAS, Why f · . } 
RAPHAEL. Don't keep asking me why: mhen 'yo'u 
go to the ante-room of the bridal chamber; y0u will find I a gold incense dish on a brazier. You will put that dirty 
[ +8 ] \.. J 
ACT· I I. TOBIAS AND THE ANGEL 
bit of liver down on the gold. dish of incense. You will 
put . a lighted candle to the liver and it will begin to 
smoulder.'- 'Fhere will then arise a nasty smoke and 
stench. 
TOBIAS. But ... 
• RAPHAEL. H_old your tongue. I rather think 1flat 
~Ill setth; ?ur fnend Asmoday. P He ~er washes_ , but he 
I~m.1ttve demon. (He laughs.)I..!An the _old days 
before the Fall, they had a nickname fos him in the 
Coll~ge of ~~~rubin. . I;).:, ; i ;; b'c l'i •• nat 
TOBIAS. :~•tts A S&Piia.s. 
RAPHAJ;;L. They nicknamed him the Stinker. 
A & .l'l • iiJ . • ~ TOBIAS. :t:lo8. Jd &1 I o) i htnas . . . f , ,.._ 
RAPHAEL. It Is vulgar of them, but we were~ ,ot.; ... 
• ~ mixed lot in ~ days-before the Fall. Good-
night to you, Tobias.~ · 
TOBIAS. ·Don't go.· Don't leave me. 
RAPHAEL. . I shan't be far away. I rather want to see 
Asmoday's face. ..-· 111 / ' , · 
TOBIAS. .So do I ~®1:. ~ d~ 
RAPHAEL. I don't expect he 'IT bother about you at all. 
But he'll wonder" who put you up to it. Now be a good 
boy and try to be a credit to me. I wouldn't do all this 
for everybody. It's_ a schoolboy sort of tri.ck, for a-for 
Azarias to play. pqgd luck to y:ou, sopn.y.f,:;f) -. 
Sings : " Aligor, Halphas, Belial, Belphegor 
Went for a sail in a washerwife's tub. 
They whistled old Glasya Labolas for a wind, 
And they left Asmodeus in a quay-side pub. 
Hey diddle_ diddle and a rub-a-dub-dub, 
They went for a sail in a tub. · 
[He goes off singing; in high good-humdur. <J:he ·moon 
-·rises. · 
TOBIAS (to his dog). It's all very well for him, Toby. 
. It looks to me as if he were too free with his talk of devils. 
He. must have done hi~s~lf pretty well in the servants' 
E L49 J 
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1. x's; semi-circling, to L.C. 
I 
i. 
]-
2. starts out, DL. 
3• Ciaps him on the back, 
sing$: (see musical score) 
circles Tobias to bench; : 
returns to get his pack, 
~ i-f to 'his ~boulder · 
·and ~s off, UL, ~th the 
last line ~f the song. 
LIGEI,T~: /11.3 .is completed •. 
. ~~4 _._.,;,.--~·n="::-r·•: -··" , _. 
I 
2 -17 
1. x•s to bench, sits. 
3. MUSIC #10 for "routine~ 
Wed~~g -Pr9session:-
Axorah - Sheerah 
-l'liS~~{;~2~~!_igh1;er~) 
L~.; ... !t~a.brigq_i;~ 
Sam· 
(with wedding garments) 
Tamhek Kireh 
Sara Ra.guel 
Sumari 
(holds Sara's veil) 
4. He does, Tamkeh helps. 
K'i.reh takes the dog. 
4a: .LIGHTS tll4A: area~ br:!_ght 
5. X's to dias, UR. beckons 
the two to follow; Rattles 
off ceremonial words, hands 
raised over them; others 
6. ·Sara steps d. to r. of Bag.--=c-
Sam re-enters with scroll. 
7. steps to Sara, arm aro~md her; 
she's weeping. 
- hall.CDButisuppose We'll have to go through Wlth lt, old 
' dog. No way out now. 
' [He reaches for the wine-bottle and helps himulf to a good 
swig. • · 
·. Well, that's a help, anyho. w .... ·I. ~'t know if daddy 
, would approve,_p_j!tJ]}.lf.a,y<:<_ano!_ller\b' 
. [He has another. A nightingale is heard. 
I ~ 1 There's the nightingale. 17:ft· d e~rar • 
! heard lA Pe,:sia. Perhaps things aren't so bad .a~ all, 
doggie. Ana··~!!x-a mq~t charmin iEl.@l . 
I 1', [A s~trmgett'ins=nts ~~ eartl]iom t75e house.~ 
. · RAGUEL comes.JJJ,t.,_).Miding. SAJY>.- itt. a bridal dress.'!· 
.. "" '__ s
1
HERAHif, lAZl oR.A.:H hand jWh~ o: thre~ hothe_rhgirl; Jollor:_;;l 
, ~ ast o a sAM, t ~ =t ~optan, Wtt rtc ra~111:mt ;f't 
. i TOBIAs. TOBIAS rues as the head of the proce.mon:. 
:1 appears. :, 
IRAGU~ Sam, offer the Lord Tobias his. wedding·. 
garmen~ 
· [SAM d'!!:P!.s. ~o_!!!_AS in the fin~ 
Sherah, ~' light the torches. ~ 
'.; •. : ~: . [!hey do, so. 
. RAGUEL':--·· .!p'o1>ias, it is meet that you should marry my i daughter. Eat, drink and be merry. · 
1 T?BIAS .. Father, you have an unfortunate yray of~ 
1 puttmg thtn~. At the moment I have no appetlte.. If· 
~ you don't nu.pd we shall have the mar~iage. co act first. : 
. RAGUEL(-' Very well. As you w1sh 1 ake her 
• then from henceforth according to the nner, for you: 
' are. her cousin and she is yours; and merciful ahveh 
· · ou good success in all things. Sara tve me our · 
(To ToBIAs.) Behold, take e a er e .• aw · 
oses and lead m away unto thy father/ :My 
blessings on you bothlW And now here is the i~~nt \ 
of covenants, we shall go in and sign it presendy(VS~ra,!­
my child, be of good comfort. It may all turn out well-i 
quite well. Don't cry. We shall eat, drink and . . ;.: 
:N e-yerAUna: ~-yijf ''tlie -nre5enCieC us .IDalfe theoest· ~ !Pf_itJ,t/ -.-- .. --.-.-.,..·-:_~, ·-~·- -~ .- .. ·--- '"'-~"··-'-'"--~----
.. TOBIAS. Do you know, I don't think Sara is very keen 
_on the wedding feast either. Do you mind having it 
y,-ourselves? A wedding feast is always rather trying, . 
_ nd when it comes to the eighth, and considering the ' 
. ')rcumstances-I think she would rather enjoy the cool 
,hight air for a little. Eh ? Wh~t do you think, Sara ? 
· -i SARA (nods). 
~ RAGUE~ But the settlement ? 
TOBIA_s.~~'Olx,to Top~et with the settlement! Don't 
. ou realise • • (l)He~e, gtve m~ _ e pe~__:_. _ 
[He stgnrthe sett em =tffl~eee-c 1# e8e.~ ~9 1\>'•EIUB.. 
RAGUEL. But _this is hardly business, is it ? And · 
here is ~arias ? · · j 
TOBIAS\YRaguel, iri two minutes I shall go mad and bite 
~verybody. ·Go to your dinner. I shall be in presently. . 
. RAG~L. Well, well. Very_ well. YOUr room -is 1 
eady~9,tte gets• USed to these nervOUS 'young bfide..: I 
rooms. @.tome in everybody. Dinner is served. 
Dinner is serv~d: It is hardly the way I like to do things, 1 
bu!_t~EP2~ tt ts all f?.L~-~!:.. 
.><A [All go out except ToBIAs and SARA, <.Iht! music hecomts a 
little more distant, hut continues through their scen1, . 
.. ; _ "njorced by occasional bursts from the nightingale. 
.,. ·SARA: 4 little do 
- TOBIAS. Would you 1 e tm m o you. 
SARA. Oh, very, very much. He will remind me of 
you. tOL 
TOBIASI.Jibara, I must say you are the most tactless 
family I~r met. Just when I was beginning to forget. 
. SARA.~V!'orget !· It is easy for you to forget. 
. TOBIAS. _ Oh, is it! " Remind you of me I " Do you 
think I enjoy the prospect of having my life choked out 
by a filthy demon ? 
SARA. It's only once for you and then it's all over. 
2- 18 
2. Takes scroll from Raguel, 
stepd down to C • 
3. To Sam. pushes him so he makes 
a table with his broad back. 
4. Thrllsts pen at Rag. who signs, 
too. 
5o Rolls up scroll, plops it into 
Rag's hand. Sam steps back to 
door, DL. 
6. To SUmari, at r. proscenium. 
7. Turns to others, shoos them 
of~ D:4L_..ahead of _lP.:!n• 
L!m!T~_,ll4B: close 1~ to C. ar 
8. at r. cor. bench, 1. of Tobias 
. ~ . . 
(Kireh' s taken dog off. ) 
9. turns away to r. 
10. sits on edge of stage, c. 
2 - 19-
• ·• ! j 
l. kneels close to:her· 
' ' hold her by the shbUlders. 
I 
J 
, 2. rises -! 
3. x's ~bove her, just 
. to her 1. 
4. knee'ls by her 'a~n. 
T 0 B I A S A N D T .H E A N G E L ACT I I 
But for me·it is again and again and again. How caJ?-... , 
you make ~e talk of such horrors l · · 1 I 
TOBIAs.{!/Sara, don't cry. It is pleasant here in th~ \ 
garden. The past and the future are outside high waful. 
We needn't look over the walls-even if we could; 
Don't cry, Sara. 1· 
_ sARA. You must love me very much to face death for 
me. · 
TOBIAS. I love you very much, of course. But as fo~ 
facing death, ••• I am perfecdy certain I shouldn't havf 
done that if Azarias hadn't put me up to it. . ! 
SARA. · Then you wouldn't • . • ? j 
TOBIAS. l'~ &Aly a pa;: • li11J.. wpnn,;u:a:l~y. I lik~ 
to think I could die for you. I probably should have 
become very, very ill if I had gone on to Rages and left s~~~~ ~':"~;-~,;;.,; ,;.ywith us when wea<e married~ 
TOBIAS 1; He certainly will not. Azarias is a ve~ 
decent fellow led I don't know what I should have done:~~ . ._. 
without him~But I shouldn't like to be anchored t~\ 
him all my life. He has a strong personality. ~~ 
SARA. ):(. es. He has, hasn't he ?-Oh I ~ 1 
TO~IAs~W:hat is it, my lovely one ! . ~~; 
SARA. I satd ".~en we are marrted " as tf we ha~~.r1 
years and Y~t; ofhfe m front of us. Oh, go away. Gol~;..~ ;:: : 
now before 1t IS too late. i'. /·1 
TOBIAS. But I love you, Sara. . ~~);~ f 
. SARA. I love you too, Tobias. Th:~;t is why this tim~ ... ~~-~ 
ts worse than ever before. If I could dte too I would be;t ;: '; 
happy. But I can't die. Go away~ my darling. ~~:~•.: / 
TOBIAS. I can't go now. Sara, 1t may not be so bad ·'!f,: 
Asmoday may !lot come. . • · 1 .:::; 
SARA. He wtll. He will come. More surely to-mgh! ~i; 
[ 51. ] ;~"'l''f 
. L ·- -·· 
2-20 -· 
than any other night-for I see happiness blazing up before 
me ·to-nigM; Asmoday will not allow me happiness. 
: TciBr.Afl70h! To Eblis with· Asmodayl Look 1. rises, x•s to bench 
, . h~re, Sarii. There is a chance. . ' 
: . SARA. There is no' chance. Oh, sorrow continual! 
Oh, undying pain! 
TOBIAS. Shut up and listen. Azarias has given me a 
I charm. SARA. Azarias ? What is it ? 
_, TOBIAS .. It is a charm he says will exorci~e Asmoday. 
' Personally I don't for a moment think it will~ My own 
;'feeling is that Azarias was drunk to-night. 
i SARA. He wasn't. 'I;I~ couldn't be. Tobias, if 2. r_'· 
I Azarias gave you a charm it will-work. a TOBIAS~ ell, drunk or sober, jok-e er eam~ he has :few steps DL. 
never let me down before. 
· SARA. l{ow long have you known Azarias ? 
TOBIAs: Oh, we're old friends. Well,_ not exactly 
that. My father hired him for a drachma a day. He 
:was well recominended by cousin Achiacharus. 
'~ SARA. But he gave you a charm ? 
! '·~TOBIA~'T_Yes._ He did"": • 
'S:ARA. \i2.l'" hey1 we are sare. 3 • rises 
TOBIAS. · Oh, do you think so ? 
SARA. He said we were safe ? 
TOBIAS. More or 1ess, yes. 
SARA. Didn't you believe him ? 
• '!'QI;IIAS. Not particularly- He has peculiar ways of 
'putting things. He probably just tried to cheer me up 
because he thought I ought to marry you. 
· SARA. ~thought SO ? 
TOBIAS · es; ~ unscrupulous devil. 4. :x' s below Sara, to her r • 
SARA., obias~ ou are a brave little man. You 5. he turns round to her; she 
··~·a.re much braver tlian you think you are. :puts her hands on his 
~OBIAS. : Oh my beautiful! What do I care whether shoulders. 
t d1e or not ?(k) . . : 
___ .. ..-~ .. ....J;StZenc~~- 0,~6..-d-etnbraces her. 
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1. releases her. 
;4~Q~AJlN_ll_5' 
~OUND fl : WIND 
2. exeunt DL 
~~~}~~~~~!L.-.~~~ 
after a moment of M~~ I 
Sherah & Azorah enter DL. 
(WIND intermittent through 
their sc~ne':)~"··~- · 
----~··· 
3. XBs to pick up fruit dish 
by bench; back to 1. wall-lamp. 
(stage 1. o~j;! 
4. blows out lamp, :Jltl~~~#l:51. 
5. x up for wine-bottle, by i 
bench. 
6. x's DR, looks up at window. 
SARA. Let us go in. F}';· 
TOBIAS. It is toocf~..J]:!..., Couldn't we stay here? ~-f: .. 
SARA. )fill the ~'work here ? "'. ;· .:~ · TOBIAS.~ o,. it vvo:P.:t~ .. -~2· That:s •. tQJ;!!..it;...:Woh~· . 
(A blast..of.wtnd ts heard.) Wliat was that~ f' .· · 
SARA. It was the wind. 0 
TOBIAS. I don't ~like it. ····~""!'~ 
SARA. It is early for Asmoday. .~'<~-· 
TOBIAS.· "'oo! Asmoday! Let us go in! tHurryl~ 
[~. 'I he wind howls nearer and. then appeat!s! · :';: 
· ~ll11sicfm11 tht lmru. A.._lflfkJmears i ~ .;· 
1J.1J1Jer window. Enter SHERAH anrA'ZolliL'" . ' "'. ' ·,;~_..,._~_.._ '• L L <T'L • 1' . 
0"-gJ# tg 'l1'f Dt'f fvl fDr.CHir rYI ~U'IG BI#~S. :• . ., 
AZORAH. Well. There goes another. ~ 
SHERAH. Poor little man I ; 
AZORAH. Little fool! He might have seen ho~ 
smart we all were with the wedding ceremony. Practi[~~ .... 
makes perfect. ~-~· , . ~ 
SHERAH@ He must be very much in love with her.. · 
AZORAH. Love is madness. Look at bad old Astaromt' . 
up there beaming as if butter wouldn't melt in her mouth. 
She knows I I would rather be bitten by a mad jac~l , 
than fall in love. . Ci1 : 
SHE'R,AH< ~W ell,J,_,Q.Q~-it:s~Q.Y' i . . . . 
AZORAH •. · What is fair · e are living in a galll'e 
played by ~ignant fiends. Arid there are no rules. i~ :. . 
SHERAH(!YI hope one malignant fiend comes and go~, , · 
quietly to-mght. I shan't be able to sleep a wink. ',;..,..,.,i--. 
AZORAH. Woof! It is getting colder.and colder. ~'· .· 
SHERA:a. That big valet of Tobias' is a fine-lookil,l}f · 
fellu.w. . AZ~' 1Handsome is as handsome does. He loo~.- · 
at nobody/ · ~His blood is made of skim-milk-. : ' L 
s:aERA~'· ·' :~t any rate I am glad Asmoday is not goi~ · -- ~­
to strangle1um. But I am sorry f~r the little~ m!l.n-td~ ... 
7. turns from her, blows out 
lamp R. 
AZORAH. You are never happ1er than wpen you ~M. -; 
.. ,s~-- . _ _ _ IDf:U?!!!Jb:_lt!f~H~f't/':! __ 
,bi,Q~!5-!.= ... Stage R. out 
;?,:J 
they are in a very dim light.) 
~-
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SHERAH. Oh, why did you put out th~--=l=am=E ...?.:..··--.....;··-.::;.··_;_----,-__ 
I'm frightened. . 
Note: Because Azorah was heavier 
than Sheerah, line changed from AZo~_yo,y~n~.lin't be afraid of evil spirits. You, 
have no ~~C.K:_Who's that? -t · · · 
SHERAH. Oh, Azora)..l 
AZORAH. Be quiet. ~ 
[ RAGUEL steals past with a pick and a mattock and disappears 
into the grove. ·-~--~ 
AZORAH. It is only old Raguel with his pick and his 
mattock. . 
i §HERAH Where is he going ? · 
AZORAH. He is going to dig a grave for his la~t son-
in-law. He loses ro time now. Let us go inl2)I am 
not afraid, but itjsn't wise to be out when the Lord 
Asmoday comes for his nightcap. · 
_ ~S!IERAH. What do you mean by his nightcap ? 
AZORAH. His evening hot drink. 
SHERAH. And what is his drink ? 
AZORAH. Blood. 
SHE~H~ _ C!J;, Azorah, CO_rr:t~)n. · -'@ Come in, Azorah~----~· 
"no.bones to crunch" .tz •. teases 
Sh. by running her finger up her 
spine here. 
2. Rag, x' s stealthily to c. and 
up above bench, off OL. 
1 3. x's to DC. Sherah follows. 
4. Both scuttle off DL. 
L~.§..iiJ..§.t· .. ~ .. tUl.~J>].U,2j also 
BLUE STRPIS and off DR win~w 
~.._..,-,..._,_~--~·""'A_....._.., . glows. · 
'......f"\..r '\..... 
WIND up, under it: 
. ._....,:x;;; ... ~ .... ---.t_- ·~-. ........, ... ,.,.._ 
MUSIC # 11: l!mnbl~_a...q,d the Dem.on•_s theme ... Tbird time it's played:-5" 
E DEMON's horrendous head and shoulders appear above wall, UR. 
this is accompanied by: 
DEMON 
(Whistle: a rising whoosh!) 
DEMON 
( 11sings" theme) Ho-ho-ho-ho hal 
DEMON 
(same) He-he-he-he haJ 6 
snorts & snuffless offstage 
snots, snuffles, smaks lips 
MUSIC 
-"-t>M'f~· .. 
M1JS;(C 
TE~~, J:ggh~r 
CQ1,! .. t:i,!l~~~­
, glissando 1 
_ ....... _..... ...... """"".------ . 
another 
gliss~ndo 
~>disappears 
'7 le~ps o:ver _ wali__UR 
WiNI>'"~ -'LI'<f'E!Ts·f¥1 7: gree~ to 
over~ 
c., DL, back to c. runs-·:1:,2 · 
fountain, reaches to window D 
.:..-- ~ ' ==·=-y" -- -- ========-====-~·----
coughs, makes sounds suggesting 
"What is this?tt "Who did this to me?n9 
SMDpgE-SMOKE expl~d~~ drives 
f)"eriio-n -back to earth. 
~ cowers, circling DR. 
pause, then: 
"A_lii,go.~_'~,j;J.l.~l q RAPHAEL, in armor, and with 
wings, enters UL. 
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1. Steps up onto bench, raises his 
winged arms wide. 
L..IQ~§ II m: gold on Rap~el 
MUSIO.#llA: .~~!. ~~ej; ~h~~ 
RAPHAEL. Good evening, Stinker. 
ASMODAY. What? .._ . 
RAPHAEL. I said, "Good evening.". The correct 
answer is to repeat the phrase, not to stand there saying 
'{What."· 
ASMODA Y. Who. are you ? Are you Sara's eight~ 
lover? 
RAPHAEL. That is none of your business. You have i 
been repeatedly warned to mind your own business, but l 
· there seems to be no curing you. · I 
I 
ASMODA Y. What did you say just now ? ' 
· ... --RAPHAEL. I said-'' Good evenitig.''--:.--=: . -. 
ASMODA Y. You said something else. . , 
RAPHAEL. Did I ? Oh, yes. I called you Stinker. : 
You are old Stinker Asmoday, aren't you? , 
ASMODA Y. Who taught you that smoiEe· magic ? 
RAPHAEL. Don't you know me, Stinker ? Don't you 
t e College of Cherubim ? Look at me, , 
' 
DEMON ASMODAY:(trills a long growl)@D 
2 •. Tlle F;i.g}J.t ~~~~d-~~J.;.C:;I,JA,gq,nt .• ) 
•a:n~,..1l.~~Jlt...Z~:l:19Jt!..~qz.c~JA.~~ .. t
~d overall green all flashing. . 
Demon springs at Raphael . 
Raphael leaps r. to UC. 
·Demon lunges at Raphael • s knees 
·Raphael side-steps, whacks Demon with his sword. 
Demon somersaults D.L.C., tumbles to c. and side-rolls 
off the laval to DC. 
·Raphael s~ands "over" and above him flapping his wings 
• ll.ke a rooster. ' 
Demon makes a great spring at Raphael, who dodges ; -
:Rapha41 persues Demon off UL as he 
IMUSIP '.~;~ i;:r~~_p},~t . DEMON ASMODAY (howling like a kicked dog) Ki-yi yi-; 
(END of .11Pantomimeu between Scenes of 
ACT II, and start of : 
ACT II- Scene 2.) 
ACT II - Scene 2 
,-._Tobias: What a delicious morning! 
~: That's Persian air. Do you like it? 
Tobias: By Gum, I doJ Shall_ -~e gq .o}tl;? 0 
~: Yes, let's. 
To bias: There 1 s a lark sing:i.ng. 
~: I've never heard one before • 
• 
Tobias~ We have them in Ninevah. The foul brutes 
of noblemen there eat larks' tongues. 
~: Horrible! But I 1m longing to see your fa-
ther's place in Ninevah. It must be so 
different, in a great city like that. Do you 
think he' 11 like me? 
Tobias: He'll love you. He loves everybody. 
~How nice •••• Sball we go down? 
Tobias:Come along(B 1~ 
.........,_..,_,., ' - (They disappear.:aa_phael enters.)'!? 
Baphael:I 've had a magnificent night! Our friend 
was quicker than I thought he'd be. I went after 
him like a whirlwind, and he climbed and banked 
and dived till I thought I should lose him. Over 
the Black Sea he took to the water and it boiled 
and frizzled all around him. He nearly gave me the 
slip in the Caucassus first, but we had a straight 
burst across Anatolia, and I got him, just over 
the Nile Delta. He was dead beat. Not an ounce of 
fight left in him. 
(Tobias and Sara enter.) 
Tobias:Oh, good morning, Azarias. 
Raphael: (not noticing Tobias)(sings) .AJ.igor,® 
Belias ••• etc. 
Tobias~ Rav~ou been drinking ~in? 
Raphael: Nd,'P'I've been dreamin~t it was a gor-
~ geous dream! 
Sara'e.Oh, Azarias, your charm l'rorked splendidly. 
There was only a thunderstorm and a great 
roaring round the house, and then Asmoday must 
have flown away. 
Raphael: (coldly) Ah! 
~And we are so grateful to you, Azarias, my 
husband and I. I don't know where we shoula 
have been if it hadn't been for your forethought. 
I should have been a widow again. 
Raphael: Very probably. Aamoday won't bother you 
again. Call for me when you want me.(V 
(he goes.) 
Tobias: What an extraordinary fellow! · 
(Raguel appears with shovel) 
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2.IW;&J:C /IJ.3A.:., ~~--Qh9~· 
2A:entera UL; comes DC, 
addresses audience. 
3. circling, r. to c. 
4. stops, turns to them. 
5 •. almost winks at audience._ -41 
6. 
,-..--
7. Hex's below them to exit, 
DL. Both are watching after hi 
iK as Raguel enters from grove 
.... 
UL. • Though he tiptoes, they "' 
hear him, swing round, surprise~ 
2 - 25 
1. steps toward her father. 
SARA .. Hello, daddy; what have you been doing? 
RAGUEL. Eh ? Oh, digging, digging. 
TO:a~s. Digging? It is early in the morning for, 
gardemng. · • 
RAGU~ Yes; I find it keeps me fit. ! 
. S~RA.tu.Fit! You are half dead! What were you : 
diggtng? We must go and see. i 
RAGUEL. No. Don't go. I was digging a hole. I i 
, have filled it up again. . . 
, . Tb:arAs, What an extraordinary thing to do ! What ;t 
. kmd of a hole ? i-
L- 'R:'A~UE!-· A _sp*ci&l)cin<L,o£a-..hol~-t-deesa~r 
SARA. W~~~oll8dl~~or 
2. x's above Sara, tor., of Tobias. ~g -ru • 11~-~~.1- :•"'-· 
, _RAGUEL Now, do.t;t t torment me with questions at: --
3 .. x' s below Tobias and out,. DL. l this hour the mormng. I m~.12ut away my -tools.; 
4. starts for grove, OL. 
5. follows her 
6. stops. 
7. a,look at him; then starts a 
slow, luxuriating walk DR. 
§. Turns to Tobias, who has 
tollowed her. 
9. takes his 1. ha.hd. They walk 
a few steps together, till: 
10. Tobias stops. 
\ 
_ i I am very glad to see you, Tobias(2..N ery glad indeed. 1 
fwt . . [He goes in.J 
! TOBIAs. What a queer old gentleman, if you don't! 
• d • S I tnln my saymg so, ara. i 
SARA. Perhaps he was digging up my dowry. ( 
TOBIAS. He didn't seem t9J>,e carrying anything back.! 
SARA. No. That's tru~et's look what he has! 
1 been digg~-- J 
, TOBIAsQ,/Y es. Let us. l , 
! SARA@N o. Stop. I think I know what he has heel' J-' 
: digging. How funny! · 
i TOBIAS. · What has he been digging j 
1 SARA.(])How lovely it is to get out of that horribl 
; dan&er~us room and ~way from that nastr bit o~ dry_lea!he 
1 you InSisted on burnmg. - · - · 
- . ·-·--· 
1 think m reammg 'Are you alive, Tobias 1 
1 TOBIAS. Yes, by (}urn! ( e kis!es her.) What db .. 
i you think of that? Alive all right, eh ? ~~: 
; SARA. 0 ~' ~arl~ brideg~oom! There is no thin r~. · 
1 dreadful left m hfe.(.V- • Tobias. 
. ;~~sj,_:~l~~ite right about Azarias, wasn't I? ~J'~ 
TOBIA@In what way ? . ; " 
1 SARA. I said we could trust him. I said his chanif; 'l: 
! would work. Didn't I ? Didn't I ? l 'ej .:\ 
TOBIAS. Yes. YOU did. ; ( 4 
t.:_ SARA_:____!_ thin~-~:ari~_is_:_onderful. r~ f;_ 
TOBIAS. Oh, shut up about Azartas. 
SARA. I don't think that's very kind. After all, I 
owe him the life of my husband. It wottldn't be v:rY' 
-llatteriag te yel:l if;[ were.l'l:'t gratefl:ll~. And tf 
you are going to be rude imd brutal on the first day of our 
honeymoon, I wonder very much what it is going to be 
like later on. 
TOBIAS. Well, yoU: keep on talking about Azarias, and 
.I keep feeling afraid you will make me jealous, and 
jealousy's the most abominable feeling in the world. 
SARA. I only said he was wonderfuL And so he is. 
TOBIAS. No, he is not particularly wonderful and he 1 
.was only doing his job. If he knew the trick he woUld ' -
•have done very wrong not to tell it me, especially when he 
iis drawing a salary for looking after me. 
; SARA. I thought you were wonderful too, but now I 
ithink you are mean and petty and contemptible. 
j TOBIAS. Sara! 
1 SARA. You think of nobody but yourself. 
j TOBIAS. Well, honestly,. I think that's pretty thick l 
By Gum, I do! Did Azarias run the risk of being 
'strangled by Asmoday? No! Did Azarias terrify the 
bandit who attacked us on the road near Asshur? No! 
Did Azarias fight the devil-fish? No I Who did? · I 
did. Azarias sat in perfect safety and gave good advice. 
. SARA. But it was good advice. . 
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I 
TOBIAS. For goodness' sake stick to the point-what-: 
ever it was-I forget now. You have upset me abomin- 1. The qUa.rrel t s taken place c. Now · 
lably.Q) [He walks up ant/. down. Tobias breaks away and paces, 2 tim:~ 
sARA. Tobias. diagonally,· DLC to URC. · 
TOBIAS. What is it ? @ ~ '--· : 2. sits on edge of stage, RC. Sara x' 
. SARA. Don't walk up ·and down. Tobias, I'm sorry< to his 1. sits cl0se to him.· · 
. •. TOBIAS. Why sorry? I lost my temper. I should, ~ 
'be sorry. -.::2 
SARA. No, you shouldn't. _I am a pig and you are ·~ 
my brave little hero. G> .. - :-- . . , 3. Azorah from DLt x 1 s to c. Tobias & ' 
··- ---· --· ·-· ·~-'-·--· ~", (Ai~rahcentersr--- Sara rise. 
Azorah! I have your little dog, Master. 
Re was frightened during the night; 
but he slept under my bed and I gave him 
.his breakfast. 4. 
Tobias: Thank God for that!@ rtl 
~: Daddy's. p~epared another ceremon# 
Sheerah: It is the season of leaves and 
sheaves of green corn and soft, light 
rains. 
·Pone, gone are the storms of sand and the 
~beat of the heat and the thirst ahd decay~ 
.:For the Afreet is fled and lamed and --- . 
itamed and prisoned and bolUld with chains, : 
(And the vine springs, and the wind brings 
wings and the delicate dulcimers p~ay: -·: 
Farewell, Asmoday! 
MUSIC #14 ' Processi9;ct to Sheer~' s 
§bpg. ·,-.... 
5. She and Tobias retreat to b~nch,si1 
as Procession advances: 
Sheerah singing , with her lyre. 
Shomari with 2 laurel-boughs ( gives 
·, 
one to Az. tohold over Raguel) 
Raguel, beaming with satisfaction • ¥:!k• who stays at the doorway, DL. 
==e-.h and Kirah with laurel-boughs 
they use to form a bower over the 
bridal couple seated on the bench. 
They come to this position: 
2- Z7 
1. rises 
2. steps to Raguel. 
3. Sam pantomimes "Dinner is 
served." 
~§zy.~~4&. 
~ RAGUEL. · My beloved son and daughter. It has' 
· pleased J ahveh in His infinite compassion to spare the · 
life of you, my son. It is well that we should mark and' 
solemnise the occasion in no uncertain fashion, by such 
a feast as has never been seen in Ecbatana. Expense, 
my son, shall be no object. And in that expense you 
and I shall share equally. . · 
TOBIAS. Father.@ 1 7 
RAGUEL. Well, my boy ? 
TOBIAs.@'¥ ou remember what I told you about the 
camels and so forth ? As a matter of fact, I shall be ; 
extremely short of cash until the dowry becomes due.. -':' ! 
RAGUEL. Um! I could advance you a proportion. , 
But stop a bit. You were going to Rages to see Gabael ? • 
. TOBIAS. About a matter of forty talents. 
1 RAGUEL. Splendid. Gabael shill come to JP..e feast. 
::_r shall sen_~ta trotting camel this very mo~ng:...~ . But 
tlie wea:airig-oreakfas-,; is reia.y;· Slieeran-wnl 
sing another stanza for the occasion. Do 
you all escort the bride and Qri.de~oom to 
tl:Le ,b:t",~~l£fa.!!!tl @) 4. or~uai"couple lead procession 
.into the house, still sheltered by Sheerah:Fled are the years o£ tears, and the 
~heir laurel-bower; Sheerah with j£ears that have hung down on our hearts like 
~er attendant; Raguel and his. He 'la pall. ~-=·=· 
:"conducts" the whole, thing, mightily With the terror that walks and the fright that~ 
!U.L."'c:t.l:S. "'u• Sam bows them all into · bi tee in the night they have gone away all.-- ; 
the house, DL, and bows, finally, to And the soft blue pigeons coo and the lovers : 
.the audience'before he leaves the kneel down in the dew to pr~--
.stage. • :F~~l}., !W!.c:>da.z~l£1 
~IQ..~.(fl~._:,,~-2i.l!~,g,~~· . 
~~~J> for Entreacte and 
SHIFT.: 
Two stagelum.ds 
Strike: bench, seat ana lamps to 
Pro pro om. 
R. wall-piece, far stage R. 
C. wall-piece, far stage L. 
ladder, far stage L. · 
~: awning over fountain DL. 
END OF ACT II 
ACT III 
Scene-1 
Narrator 
Then Tobias called Raphael and said to him, "Brother 
Azarias, take a servant and two camels with you and 
go to Gabael at Rages in Media and get the money for me 
and bring him to the wedding-feast. And Tobias said 
to Raguel, "Send me back, for my father and mother 
have given up hope of ever seeing me aga.in."But his, 
father-in-law said to him, "Stay with me and I will 
send messengers to your father, and they will inform 
him how things are with you." Tobias replied, "No, 
send me back to my father." So Raguel arose and gave 
him his wife, Sara, and half of his property in slaves, 
cattle and money. 
After this, Tobias went~s way, over the mountains 
;pa<LJht'oB:~e des!:r.t·; (exits.) 
.. ~~~-~._...-. __ .,.......,.....,..~-
~ .. -...,.,._.., ____ .__ ....... -.·,. 
. :. ·~ "' ... ::.. .. :. 
SARA. Azarias! . . . What a fng t you gave p1e. , 
· RAPHAEL@Y ou have finished your siesta very earl 
Sara. (j) 
SARA: S: I couldn't sleep. Tobias is· asleep. I don' 
know how he can. It is so hot: This is a horribl 
country. I came out to the well to get some water fo · 
myself. It was more trouble to _go to the other end o 
1 
the Khan and waken my lazy sluts of maids. And I · 
couldn't wake Tobias.- Isn't it hot? 
RAP}:IM,L. Yes, it is hot. 
SARA:\YTI'he sky is like brass. Persia was nicer than1 
this. Why aren't .you in the shade? This sun is; 
dangerous. · · . 
RAPHAEL. I like it. _ _:. 
SARA. Butit will give you heat stroke. It is dangerous1 
to like such things. 
RAPHAEL. It is dangerous to like ·anything too much. 
SARA. Oh, do you think sG! I can't think that way 
about things. If-when I like a thing or--or a person, 1 
I just let go and go down the wind. There is no ot_her-l 
!- way of liking: It can't be always ~~ous.. . • . I ; 
suppJose we move on again at sundown~/l. am sick ofl 
1 thtsjourney. · I 
i --~~AEL:_:~rey()u?..,-.,~-- .... ----·- -..... ·-----~ 
--------- . 
3 - 1 
l. On cue from SM: 
~§..J>.!l:t. 
~.fGHTSi20: on·Narrator 
g_;yc at glo., :r~ 
MUSIC #l5:to introduce 
...... ,,._ ' . . . ~ .· ' . .· •.:.-
N t• 
' "~l=J.,,.,:j.Q)l, 
. . 
( During Narration 
• Raphael goes to his 
scene-p0sition, seated 
edge.of platform, DLC, 
in-dim stage-light~) 
2. r-msic #15A 
a@Ji~ ~1-=.~<L~ 
~~~~,2~ stage-
plafh~,[ .• ~~L .. ~ot. ~:.Pl::!-8 
3. Enters UL with water_j 
jug; x's to c., pre~e~ 
surprise. 
4. Just turns his he~d. 
5. continues, to well. 
6. sits on well-edge, look, 
up •. 
• Looks to Raphael for 
reply. He just stares 
at her. 
3 - 2-
1. 
2. rises, x•s UC; to keep ~, 
Sara moves quickly to well, 
changes her tone. 
SARA. You don't seem to care much whether I am • 
or not. 
RAPHAEL. It is natural for an idle woman to tire of a 
journey. ~ _ 
' SARA. You think that of me 0You think I'm an 
' ' ~ •t ; idle woman. I'm not. I'm not. I am . . . but you jl.l.on 
' care :Ble~i.&@; what I ani. I don't know what you think' 
. of all day. 
· RAPHAEL.· I don't suppose you do .. 
SARA. You are the most lordly sort of servant I have 
ever seen. You seem to consider yourself too superior 
for your job. Have the camels been packed yet?. . I 
RAPHAEL. It wants nearly an hour till sundown. I: 
shall see to the packing;® 
3. steps opp. her; he's at the. 
~dge of a slightly higher plat-
SARA. Shall we ever get to Nineveh ? 
RAPHAEL. In eight days' march, I hope; 
SARA,. W~t sort of place is Nineveh, really ? 
RAPHAEL(!Vlt is as you find it, 
- SARA. Why do you. answer me like this ? •· Whr. d~ 
. Y9..l!_St.ffe through me w1th your great compasswnate blue I ~ form, at her 1. 
to him. 
turns as though ready to lean 
back against him. 
steps back so Sara's pose is 
upset. 
she does. take his hand. 
on her knees, clasping his. 
eyes M if you hardly saw me ? Can't you see that I am·: 
.~h~?- I j RAPHAEL. . Yes, I can see that. 
: SARA. Then you know why? . L 
) RAPH~: Yes, I know why. I 
; SARA.~M_~ias, I shall die, I sh~ll die. I love you.: 
; I love you. WI' ouch me only, Azanas and I shall d1e of: 
-'joy. Azari~. . ' Hi 
; RAPHAEL.@/Uon't be a fool, Sara. Take my hana:-' 
i Look at me .. 
· SARA. I know what you will think of me, but I have 
'no shame and no ~r. Take me to the hills, Azari~ 
:away-from_ here.IJII will be your slave. My. heart 
stopped beating long ago when I saw you ·first m the, 
garden. I love you, Azarias. There is no help for me.: ( Note: numbers on notes below RAPHAEL. Stop babbling, woman, and look at me. 
refer, obviously, like those above, __ SARA. '· • _, Are you a god? 
te text directly opposite.) : RAPHAEL. There is only one Goer~ tam the Arch-. 
! angel Raphael. {j) 
1. kisses his feet. i sARA. Master 1 
(.({) [She falls at hi.r feet. 
2. raises her, x• s to seat her at : RAPHAEL. Get u~ Sit down by me .•.. What 
his R. on welli+edge. ails you at the husband I have given you ? 
3. rises, x's to DC. 
4. stares at her. 
5. in telling her off, vigor-
ously, he paces away, to the 
and back to sara. 
; SARA. Oh, he is a good little man, but so common-
place. There must be hundreds of little men like him. , 
. RAPHAEL. There are very few; Sara. \ 
1 SARA. He is mean abou~ little things and he snores in ' 
!his sleep .•.. Lord, I know I am an ungrateful girl. 
; I know I have a husband in a million. But I am different 
:from other girls. I have had a terrible life. I think it 
i has made me mad. "And even as a baby I was different. 
'I had dreams. . . • 1 loved beauty-oh, grand absolut€' 
I beauty. How can I be satisfied with less? •.• Ther< I must be something about me, Lord, there. must, there 
in:;ust: Why did Asmoday single me out from all the 
1gtrls m Persia? . · 
I --RAPHAEL. There is no accounting for anybody'~ 
j taste, and .I must be pardoned from attempting to explain 
· Asmoday's. 
SARA. Lord, you cannot hurt me now. I have spoken 
!with an An~ I am speaking to one now. 
I RAPHAELGf,An Archangel, if you please. .. _ 
· SARA. An Archangel. I suppose it is a dream. • • 
1 I knew you in the garden ..•. "The water-maiden\ 
blushed when_.Ahe saw the god. • . . " 
RAPHAEL.@"W"hat is going on in your mind, woman ? _ i 
_ SARA. "The sons of God saw the daughters of men; 
that they were fair." ~ · ' 
RAPHAEL (standing up ).lli?Sara, you have the mind of a! 
L. child and the instincts of an animal. You have a smooth 1 
; weak, meaningless face. When your face moves prettily : 
;it is play-acting. .When it is moved by emotion it 110: 
ugly beyond speakmg about. When you take off you ·, 
slioes vou walk like a duck. Your whole bodv is :, 
!compound of absurdities and irrelevances. : ·Your only 1 3 
'
dm. irable feature is the magnificent impudence th~t \ •. ·
mpels you to make shee~. eyes at .an Ar:changel SIX i 
housand years your senior.C..V I l. At a distance from her, C. 
SARA (begins to weep, silently). 
RAPHAEL. · Don't snivel. You can't hope to make 
'
ny impression upon me by that wretched exercise. ' 
8-A-R:A-. · Very well. I shall ki~l myself. I 
RAPHAEL. I begin to think it is the best thing you • 
ould d?. And I am not speaking solely in the interests, 
fTobias, ' 
,....SARAi ·You are a cruel monster. 
1 RAPHAEL: Please remember to whom you are speaking. 
··! SARA .. As if I could forget. Oh,.what shall I do? 
Jo/V'hat shall I do ? · - · · · 
·~. · RAPI;IAEL. Is that a rhetorical question or do you 
l)l'eally want to know ? , 
·• SARA. I know the gods take pleasure in jeering at! poor~tals. What is there to know? Is there any-' 
w,here'an~] 
' ·RAPHAEL~ Xes, Sara. There is hope. 
t · SARA (looking at him quickly). Yes? Yes? 
2. comes ~f-way to her. 
MPH~-(clears his throat). 3 .SARA~Uh, don't preach to me now. I can't bear it.! 3. flings off the well-edge, x's 
:~ RAPHAEL. I never preach. Behave yourself or I 1 way DR • 
. ~hall go away altogether. · ' 
~ SARA.@ will behave myself, dea_r Raphael. 4. Sits where she is, on 
t RAPHAEL. Very well then. Ltsten.@ platform, very demure. ·1You may fall in love with a man's dremon-indeed it 5 t S d · bl d · 1 · d 'd d h th • comes· nearer o ara. a v1sa e an sttmu at\ng to o so,.prov1 e t at,..at- el 
Tback of your .mind, you remember that you are only 
falling in love in?- ;piekwick.iaa sehse. ' -· , 
.;,. SARA. I don't understand you. , · < ----- ·1 
1: RAPHAEL. I shall try to make myself clear; · ! 
·.; A dremon, spelt with an "a," 'is a creature by whose 
agency you write immortal verse, go great journeys, leap! 
fpt>)~~s chasill_s,_~g~~ 1rag_o_J:!S_,Starve in a arret .... ; 
SARA. trang e our us ands. : 
. RAPHAEL. Yes. That too • 
. . • It is perhaps fortunate that dremons are much too! 
occupied to visit, or to concern themselves with, the bulk; 
. of mankind. • 
edge o:f low 
I. SARA. · I~ very fortunate. . \ 
~·, RAPHAEI@When it is necessary to Jahveh's purpose! 6. moves l. in an elipse, c-clockwise . 
. they make contact, often with extremely disturbing\ 
i results; for. dremons are not all equally expert and con-' 
lscientious, and their material is not invariably well chosen. I 
I could talk for a thousand years on the methods and the1
1 
shortcomings of dremons. It is only necessary to tell 
yo~ how. t<? behave when you meet a dremon. And: 
~ently 1t 1s very necessary mdeed. · i~ 
(6A.<'oolish women, of whom you are one, fall in love with 7. now he's back, nearer her. 
dremons. Your· excuse has been that a dremon of the . 
inferior sort has tormented you since you were a child. 
He made you impatient with common men. He is now 
~ound and in Egypt. There is no longer _any more--an.J-_• 
excuse f9f..,lOU. I a. rises, x' s SARA.~Hut I am still impatient with ~on men. 1 
.. RA~HAEL. You must.cease to be sf~Often, at .odd! 9. x's d. 
i tun_es 1p !h~future, you w1ll see me lookmg out ofTob1as's 
eyes •. Btif-you can oD.ly -love me' tnrougllTobtas 
Youtmus_tdstud~ TobiasbandtTobiaa alone1 ~ hishi Il:t .re o Cl~'tl:'es, l:lis urs s ot InenCI..L ness, s 
gentleness, his follies. You must love-him for 
L . A rr ·~Ji 
thos~ for his own peculiar little body. 
SARAce1ru.t how can I hel · n · s 
~P EL. ou cannot ove what you cann?t un er-
stand. Love what you understand and you w1ll unde;-
stand more and more till your life is so ~1 that th~re ~1ll 
be no room for anything else-tortunngs and 1tchmgs 
and ambitions and shames. 
0. x's below Raphael, to way DC, 
lowest leval.. 
---- ~--~---- --·----·- -~ ____ "::;:;:....._: ____________ :=_ __________ . __ -:_ ______ ~_:___·• 
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1. x' s to well. 
2. Tobias enters UL. x•s to c. 
3. steps to Raphael. 
4~ This, ]3ridie explains, is a 
camel call.· He exits UL. 
~Very well. 
Raphael: And some day you will have made a 
new Tobias, all your own, and you will un-
derstand him from the beginning. 
~: Until his daemon comes along and takes 
him away from me.; 
fufphael: By then, my dear, he will not be 
taken away from you. -
SARA. So be it, thent Good-bye, Raphael; : 
RAPHAEL. Y o~J tell Tobia5 nothing of all this? : 
SARA (laughmg){j,;y ou don't know everything after ; 
all! Good-bye, Raphael@ 
· [Enter ToBrAs, yawning. i 
TOBIAs." Hello, Sara 1 I wondered where you had 
: g~ne. By Gum!, I' am sleepy. It's quite late. We 
: must get a move on. Where d1d you go ? j 
; SARA. I went out to draw water, but I met Azarias 1 
. here and wf! began to talk of ~his and that. I, 
TOBIAS. I see.@)r say, Azarias, that old she:.camel in· 
. Pultu'~ troop is fadly g:Uled 'on the off wither. It's very; f annoy;ng:--...,She.s carrytng four _of Gabael's brass treasure 
,tchest~. Pultu 1s a fool._ I w1sh you'd go and have a 
il~at her. We- can't have the poor brute carrying all, 
I that weight if she's not fit. . · 1 
·lwRAPHAEL. Very. well. I'll* what I can do ..•. ! 
/ oolloh, W oolloh, W oollooh ! (;!tl 
1
_ 
1 [He goes.! 
! ;roB~As. He's really an invaluable fellow. You're i 
5. to the well. 
6. takes both her hands for 
ment. 
,qu1te nght about him, Sara. I believe he'll have. that old 
flady camel as right as rain in rio time. What were you 
;talking about, you two ? · I ! SARA. Oh, n<,>~ing.much. He is quite an interesting I 
'!fellow. We were lucky to~-~ him for a drachma a day. 
i TOBIAS. ~ 1tti-fuanEI~ es2 I suppose so. ~g_tell 
a mO~' HPY father I've b~~n very pleased with him. . .~ell, 
fsweetheart, only e1ght days from home. How surprised 
l the old people will be 1 
.. 
~. sits on edge of weil. 
8. strolls past Tobias, 1. 
9. swigs from water-bottle. 
10. ·turns to him. 
11. stands. 
12, steps towards her. 
13. another few steps, heading 
off UL. · · 
· sARA. Yes, won1t they ? -· .~ 
· · TOBIAS. Their poor litde half-witted son, Tobfck, 
. baek with a glorious bride, and five troops of camels almi 
poods and P?ods,.._ot sh~:I~ a~d dressed up· fit to kiJ.f.f 
,_Dea,r old thmgs!V. _ 1~. I am dead. ~­
am more than a week late. ~ttme an t;he:JR 
,cmt. I do h0pe they are all right. f 
: SARA.@Why should they not be? 
. TOBIAs.~Well, one ·can't do a journey for nothin 
:.and I took: most of the reserves of food and all the spa 
- !money in the house. 
• 
1 SARA.eb)But I thought your parents were very well o · 
· . TOBIAS. I'm afraid you did. · Sara, I hadn't the plu 
1to tell you. They are very poor indeed. Not ;w.,w, 
!
:course. But we have no fine house in.NinevehtlVO 
a wretched litde hut. 
sARA. I never heard the like of that! 
TOBIAS. Yes, isn't it miserable? I know what yo 
think of me now. I'll never forgive myself. I'm 
miserable cowardly litde whelp. . · 
1 ta:.:.RA· I've a good mind to g_o str~.ht back to Ecbl' _ 
TOBIAS. I was afraid of that. Well, that fi.J?.!shes i 
I've already had more happiness than I deserve.~l'll g 
Azarias to detail four camels and part of th~ard. l' 's~ry· __ !_~at'~~l I~ say. I'm sorry. [!.J). Azarias! L< 
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. _;SARA. Stop that. I want to talk. to you. (f) i 1. Tobias stops, turns 
· TOBIAS. Is there anything more to be said? I know : back: to her. 
;~hat yo~~k of me. You are free. _y.ou:~Y go. 
(:: SARA-0W_!lat sort of woman do you tlitn.k: I am ? 
$) TOBIAS. I have told you a hundred times. I have 
.tio words to tell you now. 
SARA. It runs in my memory that a certain little4if 
man rescued me from Asmoday. 
"" TOB.IAS. No, no. That was Azarias. , 
; , SARA. It was not Azarias. It was you. Look up. 
~bon't be a fool. 
·'' Mn .. \s. ~~ 
: SA.lP' T 1 'a:s 1_, 
. . TOBIAS. ¥ ou're not g0ing to leave me? Even if I 
'1·· . l ? 
·· 1ve tn a s urn , 
·· SARA. E-ven if you live in a ditch full of cactuses and 
scorpions. 
,.,; TOBIAS. Even if I am a liar ? 
SARA. All men are liars. There is no choice. 
':>.;: TOBIAS. But I am a toward. . 
cl SARA. You are nothing of the. sort. If you say so 
f.i,gain you will begin to be a bore, and that is much more 
:dreadful. 
~~ TOBIAS. Then you areri't going to leave me ? 
2. steps YP to face him; 
(he's on a slightly 
higher leval.) 
LIGHTS: W.ARN #22 
BLUE STRIPS on. 
•· · SARA. I am riot going to leave you. . . 
:. TOBIAS. I am very glad. But I don't know what 3. turns to UR of him. 
t you can see in me. . 
· SARA.~ can see two nice merry little humble eyes. : 
l G~ eyes, like a friendly dog's. And you have two 
J~ cheeks like fresh apples. May I kiss them ? 
l TOBIAS. I see no re~n why you shouldn't and every 
!reason why you should If. Shall I tell you what you are. 4. she does. 
like? • 
• SARA. Yes, do. · 
TOBIAS. In the .first place, your eyebrows are like two · 
:rainbows springing from that alabaster tower of Babylon,_ 
your nose. Your eyes are like two brown pi~s shel-
---:cering behind· purple hi"bniscua~petB.ls-®four 
~ow1~~~lio¥lfmgr··;wilf•':'fijtiw·~rif'"my. lifer l before. Your teeth are like a flock of An..J 
. ,. 
: gora goats...... (exeunt.) r 
END of ACT III - Sc. l. 
arm around her waist. 
l:iJJ~.iC~i.lQ._.Q.Q_t.ttJ..P.\l~~ 
~~<?,~~-~~!'!.~!- v_~rr 
S<?~~~:Y.Uil.~~:r~Barration. 
~:(to same as I- 1.) 
. Stagehands set hut from 1. 
:ladder from r. 
Narrator 
Props bring fUrniture & props 
to above hut. Anna places them 
. ~~ . .#?3.:. g~_Ji~~iQ.r. 
Now his father, Tobit was counting each ' 
day; when the days for the journey had 
expired and they did not arrive he was 
greatly distressed. And his wife went out 
ever.y day to the road by which they had 
left; she ate nothing in the daytime; and 
throughout the nights. she never stopped 
:, mourning .fQ.~_!?.Q.nd_~b,iAs_, . LIGHTS #24; of~~ 
twho.x's to bench, leaving his 
Book at·proscenium as he goes. 
Anna's on the bench. He sits 
on the floor, at her 1. Both 
are shelling peanuts into bowls 
as; _!,.l_~44 come up gn -~:qe 
3- 6 
. ACT III - Scene 2 
1 ANNA. Eighty-five days. Eighty-five days. He is~- ·· 
dead, I tell you, he is dead. 
TOBIT. He has been detained. _,All s?rts 'of_!hings , · 
\may have happened. Poor Gabael may be dead_~ [ 
and there may be nobody to give him the money. If it is ~- --
'so I am very sorry. . .. . · 
ANNA. It isn't Gabael who is dead.. It is Tobias." 
I know it. I know it. Do you think a'mother doesn't!. 
'know? . . ~·He may be lying at the foot;: 
of a precipice broken ancr'dead w,ith no one to help him.-, 
'Far from his mother who would give her life for hii:n-' 
gladly, oh, how gladly l · ! 
TOBIT, I know you would)· mother, but s.urely you I 
can have faith in Jahveh-and in our prayers~ 
I, ANNA. Jahvep I Jah:veh allows steep precipices-to;be,! and bloodthirsty robbers to be, and wolves and bears . 
• My little son, my little son! · · , 
' . TOBIT. Ann:;, you are making yourself unhappy about· 
:nothing.· 
I ANNA. Is it nothing to lose all that I have? Is it I 
I
; nothing that the rest of our lives should be all blackness' 
and sorrow? 
TOBIT. It does not matter at which end of our lives 
j sorro'Y ~omes. The sorrow and the happiness qJj}_sel out~ 
i A_NNA. I cannot understand how you can -s&i\ll.ithere' 
j tal~ng ~ike a copy-~ook at the mo~nt that your only 1. :rises, x's UR of bench. 
1 
son Is bemg torn to pieces by wolves~ : 
1 TOBIT. Do be reasonable, Anna. How do you know·· 
he is "being torn to pieces by wolves ? 1! 
ANNA. I am the seventh daughter of a seventh son .• 
I know these things. i 
TOBIT. Then you didn't know he had fallen over a; 
precipice r . ; 
ANNA. He has fallen over· a p~·ipice and been torn 
by wolves. Oh, unbearable grief · ; 
TOBIT.·- Nothiqg of that sort co d possibly happen to' 
him. That feUow Azarias is a most reliable man. I took to 
' him from the first. I had an instinctive confidence in him~ 
i ANNA. You have an instinctive confidence in every cut-
1 throat and pickpocket and garrotter in Nineveh: Your 
i instinCt !s nothi?g. A woman's instinct i~ the thing.. It I 
i cannot he. ItJs never wrong. Oh, Tobtasf Oh, httle,: 
, little Tobias! . - -~ _· -·~ · I 
2. x's L. All her movement 
here is just to reli~ve her 
anxiety. 
i TOBIT.- woman, you~ill· lee me cry too, and all 3. Anna back to R. end of bench. 
; about nothing. . Azarias: . ~ . . I 
: ANNA. Azanas L Dtdn?.t: _ u say yourself he was a· 
'rR>blei!ll!.!l in disguise? The first day they had gone I , 
feltTobias was in danger. · I know now. On that Jay 
Azarias cut his throat and threw him into the Tigtis.
1 
• I know he did, I know he did. l ; 
-..:.TOBIT. Anna, if you would stop inventing deaths rrl 
our son and go again to the road end and look out for h ml 
·it would..bf' more to the point. \ 
:: ANNA; .. What is the good Df that ? I have looked a1 d 
1 looked day after day till my eyes have nearly fallen o t. 
l k:noVI':. he will ll~_com.~. ba.ck. .. _ . _ ... _ . L.! 
-.--- -- -. ----- ----
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l. rises, x's r. of 
bench. 
2. hobbles to doorway, 
turns. 
3. U.R. 
Tobit~You're not yourself today. You're po-
sessedl Well, I'll just take a-turn down to 
the bazaar. Perhaps I'll hear some news of 
him there. 
~:How could you hear any news of him? He _ 
has died in Media, far, far away, on a cold 
hillsi&e~ Oh, Tobias, my son! my son! 
Tobit: .An.Da, my ~ling, you'd better pray for 
our son, Tobias.~ •• I'll pray for you! 
M\ (exits) 
!!m!,:'1lha.t does he caee for his own flesh and 
blood! He's hard as flint to any but beggars 
and lepers and worthless tramps! •••• My boy, ~ 
4. sinks to floor, at my strong, handsome, b~utiful boy! My only 
edge of stage , 1. of comfort, my only hopel~ne forever, forever. 
bench. Hugs herself; I shall never· see him again. Never again. Never 
falls asleep from fatigue again. Never, never •• never •••• (falls asle-:p.) 
5. Baphael "enters from @(Tobias & Baphael appear·) . 
. . Tobias: Why did you make me leave Sara behind 
UR qUl.ckly, ll.ghtly; in the camp? She took it very unkindly 
satisfied ~ th the seen~, .._ ·*RAPHAEL. She wili "be here presently. Wo:ld you 
beckons TobJ.as; but TobJ.as . !S:e to see another trick? 
no longer feels the need TOBIAS. ·No. I want to go to my mother. 
of a guide "'· RAPHAEL. · Stay where you are. Would you like to i 
· • 111ee another trick ? 
: wt:ToBIAS. Oh, very much, if that is what you want me i 
to answer. lfi'l . ; 
RAPHAE~Do you see this?_ . . i 
·c.~· TOBIAS. · Yes. It looks beastly. What ts 1t? I 
6. holds up "fish gall". 
RAPHAEL. · It is the gall-bladder of the fish you lcilled I 
7 • comes closer to Baph. :!~J!~risWhat fish? Oh, yes; I remembe@ So it 1: 
-:::::::~ ~ $; Why did you keep that disgusting thing? 1 / RAPHAEL. Because I thought it would come in handy. 1 
/'---..... Would you like your father to see Sara ? I 
::::I- - _ ~~-- • ~:t TOBIAS. What do you mean ? That's impossible. j . -"" The poor old chap is blind. D lt1 ,. RAPHAEL. I know that. Answer my question. l' .,,1 TOBIAS. What question? . · 
8. x's DR of Raphael 
below the well. 
q. Tp bi~st dohes,. and 10. x s J.n o ut. 
11. upstage of Anna. 
12. hugs him. 
.~: i RAPHAEL. Would you like him to se~_:ra .? · . 
.fUll TOBIAS. Dearly. But it's hopeless.~e has been to 
Jm the horoscopists and surgeons and magicians from here 
to J erusalem;r They all say it is hopeless. It is cataract. 
:RAPHAEL. Take this gall-bladder in your hand, and 
· when your father comes out to greet you, strike the gall 
• . wto his eyes. 
·TOBIAS. Look here, Azarias, a joke is a joke, but please 
Ite}.llember ! am not the soft sort of half-wit who left : _ 
.Jlltneveh wtth you nearly three m?ons ago. 
·->~'.RAPHAEL. Yes, you are. Wtll you do ·as I tell you. 
~r the last time ? . · ;i . TOBIAS. Oh, well. If it's the last time • . • 
: ~ RAPHAEL. lt ~S th~~t time. I. ha_ve other Work to . 
do. _Take the thtng.(J{ .~.No~ go to your mothe:.@ · 
-Tobias: ·she•s-asleep.~::e: h~r) ~-~ 
Anna: ·Tobias! Not dead! Not eaten! 
Tobias: It's al~ right, mother. Here I am. 
Anna: Oh, my darling son@ 
Tobias: Are you glad to see me, mother? I got 
the money all right. I'm afraid I took lon-
ger on the journey than I intended. Row· is 
father? 
3 ·- 8 
ca1ling from off UR, enters 
as he speaks. Tobit~Anna! .Anna, they say that a great ·· 1• ~an •••• ® 2. stumbles entering hut,· ( over 
the edge of the stage-laval) 
Tobias saves him from falling. 
3. swings Tobias u. of him, 
Tobias: Daddy! 1§""1 
Tobit: Oh, you've hurt mel 1-Iy eyes~w 
strong you've grown! What muscles! You 
great ox of a boy! Oh, my eyes, - they're 
burningJ Never mind, sonny, it wasn't 
your ~ult. 
Anna~t's the matter, old man? 
Tobit: It's my eyes. It's something Tobias 
had in his hand. It got into my eyes. 
They'll be better presently. How are you, 
, Sonny? Thank God you 1 re back. 
Tobias: How are you, Father? Has everythin 
• been ~ right? Has Achiacarus ....... 
~~es, sonny, everything's been ••••• 
~: Achiacarus is in prison just now. 
Tobit: He'll get.o~ all right. He was a 
little injudici.ou~Oh, my eyesl I could 
tear them outl 
~: Tobias,' whAt have you done? 
·Tobias:, It was Azarias. He gave me som.e •••• 
~: Never mind, nev.er mind. Anna, get 
some water for my eyes. They're bur.n:iJ:lg 
like hot coals ••• 
Anna.£2>All right. 
TOBIAs.@Azarias 1 What have you done ? Do some-I 
thing for him, quick 1 He's in pain. 1 
$ToBIT. No .... It's .•. It's all right .••. I ••• 
,1.,:. [He looks at his hands, then at TOBIAS. 
I.' , pr. a ..ise the ~ord, I can see. The curt.ains are .drawni __ - m my eyes. I cr~e. . I can see. Oh, Tob1~s 1 ( . '!'_OBIAS, Father. <V i 
TOBIT. I can see, Anna 1 I can see! I can see . 
Tobias 1 I can see you 1 What a beloved ugly old 
darling you.are. Kiss ·me. What do you think of the 
Lord now, you mour~ old crocodile ? Who is that 
gentleman over there t i a 
- TOBIAS.·. <That's Az nas, daddy. 
, · .. TOBIT. Oh, God bless you, Azarias. You've brought 
J my son bac~and my sight back and-- Oh, what a 
1 happy day! \I. 
! ANNA. happy day indeed. Sit down, you old fool, 
.
: you'll dance yourself to death. Y ou'~early killed me. 
_:Sit down at once and get your breath& 
[sARA comes d'Own the street while al~ this is going on. 
, TOBIT. And here is a beautiful young lady. What a 
1 blessed sight a young lady is. Were you looking for 
anything, my dear? 
SARA. ..J.:.m looking for . . . 
TO!I_!A~Daddy, this is my wife. 
feels his arms. 
4. she's taken a moment to col-
lect herself, DL; now hUrries 
to Tobit. 
5. 
6. sits, RC, on edge of stage-
laval. 
7. x's to far corner of hut, L 
a. steps towards Raphael; who's 
seated on the edge of the well. 
9. They embrace. Anna returns 
with a cup of water; drops it 
as Tbbit dashes at her, takes 
her hands and dances her roun 
and round. . ~~ 
10.6®- _@~~--~ _\c:-
11. lfei·swi~;..;AJina_ in1~another~. 
counter clockwise circle. ·-
12.Anna seats herself & Tobit 
=1 ® JiD- -- --flY- - -c_ 
13. takes Sara's hand. 
3 -- 9 
l. rises 
2 •. ~1\ 
3. rise~, takes Sara's 
hands. 
4. She conducts Sara 
into the hut, x'ing 
b.elow Tobit. 
5. leads her to bench,-
x's DL to get a cup of 
water which she gives 
her. -
6; Meanwhile, out "in 
the yard" Tobit's x'd 
to Tobias.Each ~uo panto-
mimes while .the other 
speaks aloud. 
7. UL corner of bench 
8. 
ANNA. ·Your what? 
TOBIA~ My wife. . Sara is her name. 
ANNA.J_,put you never told us. 
TOBIAS. I hadn't time! 
ANNA. Time (3>Y ou men! A girl would have 
screamed, " Mother, I'm married," as soon as she came in 
sight~ ~r-. 
·_ TOHlT~irb have no real modesty. You are very 
! welcome, my dear. It is a strange thing for a new 
, daughter ~o arrive with none of the usual preliminaries, 
' but you are very welcome .. 
ANNA. You're welcome to me too. 
TOBIAS. She's Raguel's daughter, father. Raguel of 
'Ecbatana. . . · 
i TOBIT. Oh,joyful newi! · Otrj rib ' · · 1 ,;cw. _ ·Old 
. J}aguel's .£_a,ug!J,t_eJ:2 ~_nna I Thi~k of ~hat. J1q_w :i,.s old 
-Raguel?-r•ve always-meant--ta-go and see him. 
I had a slight temporary infection of my eyes. 
~othing mu-ch, but it pre~ented me travelling. 
e&I' me, what a lovely gJ.rl you are! : . _ · 
~: The poor girl must be ill with fatigue 
and you keep: asking her questions and_nqt 
allowing h&r to answer ~hem. I'm surprised 
at you! 
~: Aha, listen to that! I 1ve surpriseQ. old 
tA:nna.. After forty years• Never mind,: I'll sur-
prise more than :Anna, now- I can see my v;ay 
about ••• Go in,· my child. Don't mind what a 
daft old man says. . . . CJ>. 
Anna: That's quite true, you are daft~ • 
We are very sorry to have to welcome you-to 
such a w-retched hovel, Sara dear, but we 
have seen better days;and if Tobias has had 
the sense to make any decent ~gements, 
we shall see better ~s again~ome in, my 
dear. You must be tired after your long jOUl'-
ney. Sit down. 
Sara: Your little house looks wonderfully cosy! 
Tobit~t's good to see you, sonny. 
Tobias: It's good to see you, Dad. 
Tobit: Jahveh has made me a very happy man. 
Jahveh is fllll of unexpected moments .•••••• 
Sara : Everything is so new to me in this big 
city. I wanted to see you quite informally,. 
and when AZarias and Tobias -slrtlnk:· off like cats 
so early in the morning, I thought I'd better. 
follow them. I hate a fuss, and I hope I'm in 
time to prevent it. 
~fitou are a dear, sensible girl and I love 
you for that. You are just the girl for Tobias. 
He is even more unpractical than his poor, 
silly old father. 
~: So Azarias took good care of you, did 
he? /(.) Tobias~zarias has been a sort of guardian an-
gel to me, daddy. First he made me kill a devil-
fish that was trying to kill me; then he made 
me terrify a bandid who was terrifying me. • ••• 
Tobias: (continued). • • • • i. And he made I 
• me look over Raguel's wall when I was afraid of the 
:guards, so that I saw Sara like a water-lily in the morning.; 
I, And Sara was bewitched by an enormous great fiend, but i 
·.he made me marry her, although I was afraid of the\ 
fiend,.and he told me how to scare the fiend away, andhe: 
went with Raguel's messages to Gabael and brought] 
Gabael back, and he made me drive a bargain that took1 
Gabael's breath away and made him shake me reverently! 
, by the hand. -. -.. And he ha1 ied to sack m you and1 
·taught me how to cure your blindness, and here we are. ~ ~ TOBIT. And all for one drachma a day. What an in-
. valuable mari ! '¥e11 re:tirem'bei "kat I tBlel y&l:l. Ha v 
you paid him regularly? _ _ __ ... 
'l'OBIAI@ Well. · As a matter of fact • • 
TOBIT. Oh, Tobias I That's dreadful. . 
TOBIAS. I hardly liked to . . . I ~t:_, one drachm i 
a day to a superior chap like Azar.ias.(Y:No, I was pror 
posing ~o divide the dowry with him. I think he haP,: 
earned 1t. •i 
TOBIT. I think he has. And he shall have five nlil 
I Gabael's ten talents. · · ~ , TOBIAS. -:rhey are eighte~nJ1ow, daddy. pt 
· TOBIT. Eighteen l Tobias! . ,:- /rt 
• TOBIAS. Well, ~abael ·FS qu~e ·please~Raguel 
sa1d he got off very lightly.. - ·- II 
. - . - - . . 
TOBIT. Well, well. Perhaps it is all right. · At lea$t , 
we must tell Azarias at once What will he think of you ? ' 
He will think you have forgotten ·all about him. Azarias ! I ~-w-~.J A,zari~, ..;e a.x.~g~at;ful to.the Lord for His l 
,county; butwe must not forget you. Tobias and I have 
· laid our heads together, and we have decided, as a small · 
· earnest of ~great debt we owe you • . . i 
• RAPHAJl:W You owe me nothmg. 1 
. TOBIT.~I beg your pardon ? ! 
RAPHAEt(, '¥-'ou owe me nothing. 
TOBIT. Well, if you put it that way, it's exceedingly I 
generous and charming of you: to say so, but in that ~ : 
perhaps you will be kind enough to accept a little gift, 
as a token •••• -~. --- . ·- -- --- .. . -
. Raphael: I accept no gifts. 
!Qill{?he won't accept a gift, Tobias. 
~: But it's~ood to give and receive 
gifts •••• Come!~ ••• Won't you come in and 
have something to eat and drink with us 4?i~.§.l.~:l.l. .. ?t2 ........... ,.,.,_.,,, -· •.·.·· , .... ""'-·''-' '"'-•'~. __ ' 
Raphael; I am not Azarias. I cannot eat 
and drink and walk the earth with you.@ 
I am Raphael, one of the seven angels who 
present the prayers of the saints before 
the throne, and who go in and out of the 
Courts of HeE}.ven. 
Tobit, a few prayers with alms and righ-
teousness are better than many with un-
righteousness and avarice. 
Jahveh has heard your prayers and has 
seen your deeds that were themselves 
prayers. Now, therefore, give God thanks 
for I go unto Him that sent me. But write 
all these things w.!J:ich are done in a boo"itJ 
,r;"-;,,;;;;-' .. ...., ... *."'· __ , ........ - ...... - .. _.-... ~~.;;~_....:., 
3 - 10 
:J.. LIG¥TS:WARN {f.2~ 
2. tutns back to Tobit. 
(Now, in the hut, Sara's· 
looking out toward her hus-
band.) 
3. x's 1. to join Sara 
4. x's DR to Raphael. 
5. gracious, smiling, he 
withdraws to the proscenium, R. 
6. _turns up to fa.ae Ra.pla.ael... 
7. Baffled, Tobit x•s into hut • 
Raph •. x• s out of sight, UL. 
8. She leads her family out-
side, expecting to find Azarias 
9. MUSI<L#l7: a few bars, to 
signify the. awesome~ bpr'esence" 
Then Rapha~l is seen on the h~t· 
roof, with halo and vlings. 
L~S ft6.5..t..~.~R!. Special'" & 
WARN it26_ and #?J -
.10. ttspreads his wings" 
ll.~~er 
~I<!..IPJS #26: li~!ening1 and J;.I(!~~=J~-=\>J~~ cicj_9,~_y 
~q~J.>.~·.-:h~'-'-:p~_@1~Si• For 
Raphael has disappeared .. 
3 - 11 
1. a step D., turns to 
sara. 
2. she, andall, look to 
Tobit for his reaction. 
3 •. MU~.i1.9.L~; .clJ.QJ;:c;i.§.. 
~!Q!:lTS.,Jl2a.,.£::tl!L..to music. 
Demon . 
·t>1QSIC,#20 resnm~~~- · ~ . .. i 
MU§,IC /t2()(cont) "Tobi~t;I 
theme". _till stag~ is clear. 
~~~--· .. - .... ~-- -~-.. ... - ....... --~"'~ 
.and:,~~­
§!ag~ Li¢hts out. 
--~··-··· 
!E!:!!.: Lord have mercyl 
Tobias: No wonder Toby was frightened! Do you 
remember, Father, h~ was frightened to come in 
when .the Angel was in the house? And at Ecbatana 
agai~ And Sara, - I believe you knew all the 
time~eren't you afraid? 
Sara: Yes, but I grew less and less afraid of 
him. And he seemed to dwindle and fade till I 
could. hardly be sure he was there at all. Do 
yo~ remember at the Watl of the Kahn at Kifri? 
I saw him pale, like a ghost. ~d when he 
walked in front o:f you; I saw you, through ~s 
body.To-day I saw him like a drifting mist.\&) 
!gill: ! ... ~... h.. a~ .. Y... ~.• J.. ?,~ .. -~.... ~-...... n-. .. ..,.-~.;:;;i..t.,. .  ~.._g..@ 
END OF ACT III 
andl: 
END of THE PLAY 
Curtain Calls 
Tableau of Tobit Family and Raphael on the roof. 
Rest of the Cast :files on, to music, through door DL. 
Take positions across downstage:(Demon comes on :from DR) 
All :file-out, UR or DL except Tobias who takes the 
last call.n1.-. with Raphael who comes to his side, c. They go o:u, UR together, "to "t.tle mus~c. 
END OF THE -PERFORMANCE· · • : 


























PRODUCTION DATA 
Music Cue Sheets ••••••••••··••••·••W• Thrasher, choreographer. 
Setting Description •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Director ••• 
Setting Scaled Ground-Plan •••••••••••••••• Frank Childs, Designer 
Light Plot and Schedule ••••••••••••••••••• Robert Lehan, Designer 
Costume Plot •••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Harriet Kaufmann, Designer 
Proper~ Plot ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Director 
SETTING 
The permanent setting consisted of: 
Cyclorama, painted with desert-scene, yellow sky. 
Masking-flats, stage-height, r. and 1. for scenery-storage, entrances, lights. 
Wall-flats, DR and DL, forming an· expention of the small stage; these were 
stippled, pink to grey-sand. 
DR was a l~ndow; beneath that, a well. 
DL: a doorway, curtained with grey-pink silk. 
Platforms which doubled the stage in depth, and extended it to half-as-much-
again in width • Available material was used. Levals varied. (see 
floor-plan) 
Set-pieces consisted o~: 
3-fold screen, double-covered for I-1 and III-2 Hut ( painted tan) 
Act II Garden Wall-piece ( blue, with white vine-tri.ll 
2 strips of(natural)tall reeds for the River Scene, I - 2. 2 12' lengths of blue net-cloth 
2 standing cut-outs of(construction-board) cypress trees for Act II 
another wall-piece to add to the aforementioned one that doubled. 
an awning of paisley-type cloth supported by 2 bamboo poles, that stood in the 
well, serving Acts I and III. 
Introduction of Characters by Tobit, as Narrator: 
p 1 i!_ Open with Tobias• theme, p. 2 ( of musical score) Change to Proces-
P• 18 
p.20 
p. 22 
p. 24 
p. 25 
p.2-7 
p.2-10 
sional music, P• 24, at Sara's entrance. 
!£U 
Ill:_ Azarias: ttAmen11 : Night Music, p. 5; cont. p. 20; stop at Camel Music, 
for Narration. Go into Journey Music, top of p. 8. 
As Water Maidens enter with Fish and "watern: Water 
Music, p. 10. Stop at Azarias"Here we are at the 
Tigris River." 
fli_ Tobias:''You ar~ a bully, Azarias ••• Here goes!" (he dives): Water 
Music, p. 10. Continue until Tohias'"I've got him!"; 
then begin Tobias' Theme, bottom p. 11. 
fiL To bias "Look, Azarias, Look! '": Bandit Theme, P• 12. 
lfi_ Bandit, "Allah protect you, my lord~" Exit of Bandit, p. 12 
11§_ Azarias "There are no such thipgs as afreets. Come along." p. 12 Exit 
for Tobias and Azarias. Continue through p. 13. Go into 
Water Music, p. 10, as Water Maidens leave with fish, and 
until lights fade. 
Act II 
IlL Light up on Narrator: Run fingers along piano strings, for "Dream. Music"'. 
Same, at end of Narration, to accompany Sheerah's pluck-
~J5 of her lyre; continue, occasionally, through the song. ~What do you think eh?'}} 
Tobias, "All that about the seven hustands.'-l" Processional Music, p. 14; 
stop just short. of wedding-march motif. 
p.2-17 ~ Tobias, 11!'11 have another" Nightingale Music, p. 13. 
p.2-17 IJ1Q_ Tobias, "And Sara really is a charming girl": Processional Music., for wed-
ding, p. 14; end it with Tobias, 11Father, you have a most 
unfortunate way of putting things." 
P• 2-22 #11 Sheerah, "'Come in, Azorah! ttja.p& Wf:!1R~rs along piano strings; follow with 
Demon Music p. 15, accompanying Demon's actions and sounds, 
till, after the Smoke Explosion, he snorts, suggesting ~What 
is this? Who did this to me?~. At that peint pause, - hold 
for four-count. With Raphael's entrance, then, play Azarias 1 
Song, p. 14 with right hand, as left hand resumes Demon 1 s 
bass rumble; this, till Raphael's line, "Good evening, Stinker. 11 
p.2-23 ifm__ Raphael, "'Look at me, Asmoday!": Angel trumpet-theme, p. 16, and continue 
throu~ Battle , to mid-p. 17. 
p. 2-23 m_ Demon howls as he exits, 11Ki-yi-yi-yi-yi! ", Night-to-dawn and lark Music, bot. 
p. 17 and top p. 18. 
p.2-24 
p.2-24 
m_ Tobias, ''Shall we go Joi:rh?" Solo lark repeats. 
..)i];2A Tobias, "Come along.": chorus lark repeated, P• 17, till Azarias, nr 've had 
a magnificent night!" 
-------·-·--·-------------·------
MUSIC CUES (cont.) 
P• 2-26 ru_ Tobias, "Thank God for that! 11Pluck piano strings before the Procession; con-
tinue plucking , to accompany Sheerah' s plucking her lyre, and 
p.2-27 ~ Raguel"Escort the bride and bridegroom to the breakfast.~same accompaniment 
to Sheerah's lyre, continued till lights fade on Act ~I. 
p. 3-1 
p. 3-l 
p. 3-5 
ACT III 
llJ!2_ Rouse Lights OUt: Camel music, pp. 20, 21; fade under Narration. 
#15A Narrator, 11 ••• and through the desert." same, to cover transition to opening 
dialogue Sara-Raphael; fade under that. 
Tobias, "Pigoens sheltering behind purple hibiscus petals": Love Song, p. 19 
into Tobias Music, p.20, Camel I•1usic pp. 20, 21. (All this to 
cover Shift into Scene 2 of Act III, - and adapted to the 
speed of the Shift.) Continue, very softly, under Narration 
and stop only with .Anna r s "Eighty-five days: 11 
p. 3-10 /i!1_ .Anna n ••• to eat and drink with us, Azarias?" Night Music p. 5, till Raphael 
appears on the hut-roof. 
p. 3-10 if!§_ Raphael "· •• which are done, in a book." Thunder, p. 23. 
p 3-11 ~ Tobit, "We have been visited. tt Final Music, p. 24, top; continue as lights 
fade. 
CURTAIN CALLS 
p~-11 ~ First Call - Tableau of Tobit Family and Raphael : Procession Music, p. 24 
for entrance of the rest of the cast. It repeats for their exeunt. 
followed by Tobias Music for the Third and Last Call, - p. 25. 
******* 
MELODY for Sheerah's Song is found on pp. 27, 28 of the Musical Score; 
11 
" Azarias' Song: Aligor, Belias etc. that's sung unaccompanied, is on Score p. 4. 
" n Tobit Family's Evening H.ymn , sung unaccompanied, inserted into Score on p. 18. 
It was contributed by Canon Alex Zimmer. 
All the r~st of the ~--...¥~%Cl.~1Z..<?.~s~ for T~bias and the .Angel bif ;;e~rt .. ~~~.on 
of the Umon TheologJ.cal Sem:Lnary School of Sacred MusJ.c, 122 St. & B'way, , 1!. 
!1 ,~s .. P.:t.2Ji~cte~ .. . l¥l4 ,~l;lf>*j...,not .:e~ .~~~~.'#~~t ~n~m~~ :sj;A:&!!l• 
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Character 
Tobit 
Anna 
Tobias 
Raphael 
as Azarias 
Raphael 
as .Angel 
Bandit 
COSTUME PLOT 
Act i - Scene 1 
yellow-orange-brown-green 
striped tunic 
brown monkscloth robe 
blue etc. print "Beanie" * 
sandals 
(whort white beard) 
coral denim baggy skirt and 
blouse 
rose & grey-print headscarf 
charcoal black apron 
black flat shoes 
short orange cotto~ tunic 
brick-red sash 
blue-green homespun loose 
coat 
blue-and-orange croched 
"Beanie"* 
barefoot 
light blue tights 
blue wool tunic with blue-
to-grey cloth 11wings" at-
tached; white headscarf* ; 
Arabic headband, black wool* 
red-and-white sash* 
white wool aba 
sandals 
removes aba and sash 
wears halo. 
Act I - Scene 2 
green and black striped denim 
undershorts (underdressed in 
Act I - Sc.l) for swimming. 
same 
orange-yellow-purple striped pants 
orange-and-blue turban, gold pin. 
gold sash; sandals. 
.~Character 
fish 
Sheerah 
korah 
Kirrah 
Shumari 
Tamkeh 
COSTUME PLOT p.2 
Act I - Scene 1 
olive green leopard 
mustard tights; green gloves 
headpiece, constructed on 
wire mesh~~<;_~ 
(As River Maiden) 
open-front skirt, blue taffet~ 
short jacket, bl. taffeta, 
trimmed with magenta chiffon 
·sandals 
Act II - Scene il and Scene 2 
same 
metallic pink sequined pillbox-hat 
1 . ht bl 1 h d f magenta headscarf; green sash; J.g ue ny: on ea scar _g;r_~n frin«e-+.-ri mmAn .,...,.,...,., 
(As River Ivlaiden) 
open-front green taffeta skirt 
gold draped top 
§~&a!~sh 
light blue nylon headscarf 
(As River Maiden) 
open-front skirt, green taffet 
short jacket, gr. taffeta, 
trimmed in peach silk, gold pi 
sandals 
light blue nylon headscarf 
{As River Maiden) 
open-front skirt, green Taffet~ 
short jacket, trimmed with ricll 
rack and fringe 
sandals , earrings and necklace 
light blue nylon headscarf 
same 
bright green china-silk headscarf 
gold, sequined pillbox-hat 
gold earrings and pin 
same 
wine pillbox -hat 
peach sash 
wine, fringe-trimmed shawl. 
same 
blue pillbox-hat with dark blue & 
sequin trim; blue sash; pink 
headscarf; blue shawl, pink fringe 
open-front skirt, blue taffeta, 
lined shocking-pink; " n short 
jacket, trimmed bl. fringe, sequin 
blue sash; deep pink shawl; shock-
ing pink pillbox-hat; powder blue 
headsoarf; hoop , gold earrings. 
black ballet slippers 
COSTUME PLOT p-. 3 
-~Cha_r_a_c~t-e-r-----r----------A~-ct~I=I~--=sc_e_n_e-=l-------------------+.--~A-c_t_I_I ____ S_c_e_ne--2--
Sara 
Tobias 
Raphael 
as Azarias 
Raphael 
as Angel 
Raguel 
Sam 
Demon 
Asmodeus 
b.. open-front skirt1 - powder-blue with rhine-
stones, covered with turquoise chiffon over-
skirt; matching short jacket; gold sash; 
gold silk pillbox-hat with sequins; gold 
china-silk headscarf. 
powder blue slippers. 
b.. (Wedding-Dress) 
full-length gold jersey dress, draped with 
yellow chiffon and gold-meshed-net; gold 
hat (same) with long yellow silk headscarf. 
gold clip on dress. 
(same blue slippers) 
h Same as Act I. 
b.. (Wedding Finery) 
open-sided gold silk tunic withttjeweledn belt 
huge orange-gold-and black turban 
long satin coat, st~iped yellow-red-etc.* 
gold clog-slippers. 
same as Act I 
(same) tights, tunic-wi th-ttwings", sandals 
gold-bronge breastplate, helmet and sword. 
wine-colored- red-gold etc. embroidered gown* 
tall dark red hat, draped with purple scarf* 
gold pin; red leather slippers , 
( full black beard) 
~ eyelet-embroidered white cotton tunic; red-and-
black-striped shin-length pants; dark red fe~ 
with red-purple-gold bow-band. Black slippers. 
b.. (For l'ledd~ng) 
~agh~~l~~zs~gli.scarlet velvet turban 
black tights, jersey and slippers; headress con-
structed of wire, black wool fringe silver ~alls 
E 1 .J 
(WSke-up: stylized 
wa..L paint. ,. ) 
0 0'1~~·~tu I(~\ Q::l ~~M· 
same, without 
hat; yellow 
scarf pinned 
to hair. 
same, without 
the turban 
same 
same 
same 
COSTUME PLOT p. 4 
Characters Act III - Scene 1 Act III - Scene 2 
Sara Same as II-2, except that Same as III-1 plus 
gold scarf is exchanged for Aqua cotton full-length cape 
yellow one. draped over ove shoulder. 
Tobias striped "Wedding" coat, 
closed with "wedding" belt 
thin beige wool aba*over this same 
"Wedding" slippers 
briCk-red headscarf*andblack 
wool Arabic headband* 
Raphael Same as I and II same 
as Azarias ' 
--
! Raphael same as Act I- Scene 1. as Angel 
-------.... 
-
i'obit same as Act I-scene l 
- ...... 
- ~ .. ~----
Anna same as Act I - scene l 
. 
1 
On Stage 
I -1 *wall-lamp, hut c. wall 
*6 1 rope, 1. 11 n 
5' crude bench 
burlap pillow 
*brass candlestick on 
*low stand for it. 
*orude broom 
*bra-zier 
3 cro:de ettps-
* 2 crude bowls 
* Tobit's stick 
spill of paper 
Pro-p-. Plot 
for 
Tobias and the Angel 
water-bottl,(at ~ell d.r.) 
I- 2 
Brought onstage. 
dog - Tobias 
fish-pole tt 
bundle with- .Anna 
bread in it 
large basket - Raphael 
with: 
wine-b-ottle 
cloth wrapping 3 ~pomgranates" 
stick wi. 4 ~roast quail~ 
3 parcbmenb receipts - Tobit 
halo behind hut- Raphael 
pack with cloth in it - Raphael 
stick tt 
dog- fub±as 
pack " 
stick " 
knife 11 
2 lengths of 1'water1' cloth - Girls 
"liver" - Fish 
ngru.1n _ t1 
big knife - :Bandidt --------on~t;~--------~--FB~r~ouu;gh~tt.lo1?n~srlt~a~ge~---------P~~;~k~ou~ff~~~h~o~f~f:J:~~-=.~~~0~~~Ja~.-e-1----------
metal bowl - Girls dog " 
ttl pitcher 11 
towel ttl 
wine-bottle ! 
goblet " 
tray of fruit " 
(citron 
grapes 
nectarine 
mango) 
2 torch-lighters " 
Sara1a wrap - Sheerah 
4 laurel-boughs airls 
Sheerah 1 s lyre 
bow and arrows - Sam 
bamboo stick tt 
ladder tt 
wedding garments for Tobias - Sam 
marriage contract " 
stylus 11 
pick - Raguel 
shovel " 
pick & shovel - Raguel 
water pitcher - Sara. 
gall- Raphael 
